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Abstract

This thesis describes the design of a teaching sequence on binomial distributions, by the
use of Study and Research Paths (SRP). The research question motivating the design
is ”Can a greater coherence be generated between the subjects regarding binomial distri-
butions by the use of Study and Research Paths?”. In order to answer this question,
a content analysis has been conduced using the Anthropological Theory of Didactics
(ATD) as theoretical framework. The content analysis describes the knowledge to be
taught at upper secondary school and how the subject probability and statistics, con-
nects in relation to binomial distributions. Further is deals with the challenges which can
present themselves when transposing the knowledge from a scholarly level to the upper
secondary school. A Praxeological Reference Model (PRM) has been created based on
the work of the content analysis illustrating the connections found in the subject. Based
on the observations from the content analysis and PRM a teaching sequence of three 1.5
hour lessons was designed using the SRP as a design tool. An a priori analysis was when
made of the design, describing the possible questions and answers to be developed by
the students.
The a posteriori analysis of the observed lessons focuses on the questions posed by stu-
dents, creating a SRP diagram illustrating the students paths when working on the
generating question. Further, has the students’ praxeologies for the random variable,
binomial distribution and statistics been analysed.
The study found that the students pose many of the questions from the a priori analysis
however no questions regarding mean and standard deviation was posed by the students.
Further it was seen that the students created many techniques for solving the questions
themselves creating a connection between the topics covered. However, no technology
of the distributions were established properly resulting in the students not connecting
the probability and statistics theory. In regards to the normal distribution the students
disregarded this result in relation to the confidence intervals, as they were using CAS to
determine the intervals. In conclusion it was suggested by the study that the concept
random variable and related distribution should be paid more attention to, in order to
create a more coherent subject across the probability and statistics theory. However,
the results of students creating the techniques motivated by self-generated questions did
create a coherence within the two topics and the students were able to use previous
knowledge to create new techniques by the use of SRP.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

In 2017 a new reform of the Danish upper secondary and curriculum was implemented.
In this process an especially great change was done to the mathematical curriculum. A
major change to the curriculum was the reintroduction of probability theory and in par-
ticular binomial distributions. Especially the reintroduction of probability and statistics
in particular in regards to the binomial distribution, has created quite the commotion
among matematics teachers in STX. In the autumn of 2018 I wrote a paper for the course
Advanced Didactics of Mathematics at UCPH regarding this reintroduction of the bi-
nomial distribution. In this paper I, among other things, analysed written exams and
textbooks researching whether the subject was coherent or not. My conclusion in this
paper suggested that tasks, especially concerning mean and standard deviation, could
be solved without knowledge of the concepts, since these were introduced without any
technology. In general I concluded that there was almost no coherence within the subject
relating to the binomial distributions, and that the logos block for the subject was almost
nonexistent. This work inspired me to further my studies within this newly introduced
subject, trying to create teaching that would bring back the inner relations of the subject.

Another motivational factor for studying this subject is due to the fact that not much
research has been done in the field of teaching binomial distribution in upper secondary
school. A fair amount of research on the teaching of probability in general has been
done, but not much of this is focusing on teaching of binomial distributions. In order to
determine what research has been done in this field, I have searched the MathEduc
Database for the key words; binomial and distribution. To ensure the relevance of
the articles, the results has been sorted by the classification K54 ”Probability concept
and probability theory” and K64 ”Probability distributions, stochastic processes, limit
theorems”, both for upper secondary school. The search was last conducted on 29th of
August 2019. The classifications are searched by cc:K64 and cc:K54, and the key words
by ti: binomial (distribution)

The results of the search has been illustrated below.

1



Key words Hits English Relevant or accessible
ti: binomial distribution 40 15 1
cc: K54, ti: binomial 21 6 1 (found above)
cc: K64, ti: binomial 14 6 (same as for K54) 1 (found above)

Table 1.1: Prior research

A main hindrance when searching for the research done in this field is that most ar-
ticles published with titles suggesting relevance for this project, are written in languages
other than English and Danish (or another Scandinavian language accessible to me).
However, research done on probability theory in general is quite substantial and this will
also be used for the general research behind this thesis. The research on the teaching of
binomial distributions relevant for this thesis and teaching in upper secondary school is
however limited to the work of Biehler and his exploration of the teaching of binomial
distributions in upper secondary school, by the use of authentic situations.

For the use of binomial distribution in upper secondary Biehler (2005) writes:

“Prototypical idealized situations [. . . ] for the binomial model are the fol-
lowing: 1) Throwing a biased coin with P(head) = p . [. . . ] We find these
examples in textbooks. Usually they are not considered as “real situations”
but just as “reality models” that are to evoke the binomial model. Taken this
way they cannot fulfil their mediating function.” (Biehler, p.3)

Binomial distribution is as described by Biehler (2005) a topic with possibilities of
introducing more application-oriented mathematics, without it being only “dressed-up”
mathematical problems. The Danish curriculum (da: læreplan) does not only contain
the knowledge to be taught it also describes different didactic aspects of the teaching
which should be fulfilled. These include the use of CAS-tools as well as the focus on and
use of inquiry-based teaching.

The choice of Study and Research Paths were chosen in the hopes by ’real situations
and problems’ to reintroduce the coherence and meaning to the subject, by the use of
questions and thereby motivated answers to a subject that seems to have lost its true
meaning and inner connections for the upper secondary school mathematics.

2



Chapter 2

Theoretical framework

2.1 The Antropological Theory of Didactics

The Antropological Theory of Didactics (henceforth ATD), was introduced by Yves
Chevallard in the 1980’s by the studying the didactic transposition (Bosch M. & Gascón
J., 2014). The ATD is a comprehensive theory with many parts which evolves continu-
ously. For this thesis, the principles relevant are; the didactic transposition, praxeologies,
the related mathematical organisations and praxeological reference model based on this.

2.1.1 Didactic Transposition

A key notion for the ATD is the didactic transposition, describing the four transitional
stages that the knowledge passes through from being scholarly knowledge (the ’official
knowledge’ often done at university or in research) to being the learned knowledge by
students. The four areas of knowledge are; (1) Scholarly knowledge , (2) the knowledge to
be taught, (3) the knowledge taught and lastly (4) the learned knowledge. The didactic
transposition consists of and describes the transpositions which happen between the
different levels of knowledge. This is illustrated in fig.: 2.1. The Praxeological Reference
Model and its effect on the transposition will be described later on. The transposition of
knowledge happens in four stages and it is important to note that the transpositions are
not ’one-way’. The scholarly knowledge is not a fixed knowledge, it can and is influenced
by the knowledge to be taught. Further, the transposition (institutional transposition)
does not just degrade or ”boil down” the different bodies of knowledge to each stage.
The transpositions can also improve the knowledge by making it more accessible to the
students and this way improving the knowledge originally transposed. (Chevallard, Y.
& Bosch, M., 2014)
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Figure 2.1: Didactic Transposition in Mathematics Education from (Chevallard, Y. &
Bosch, M., 2014)

The scholarly knowledge is, as briefly mentioned above, primarily carried out at uni-
versity level or in mathematics research. The knowledge to be taught (and actually
taught) is located at teaching institutions and for this thesis the focus will be on the
teaching in upper secondary school. Finally, the learned knowledge is that which exist
for the individual student.

The transposition of the body of knowledge is done by different actors. The first
transposition between scholarly knowledge and the knowledge to be taught is facilitated
by organisations such as researchers (who produces the scholarly knowledge), teachers
and curriculum designers. These are all part of the ”Noosphere”regarding those who think
about the teaching of mathematics. For Danish upper secondary school the knowledge
to be taught is determined by the Ministry of Education. For this transposition to be
successful there should be paid attention to the demands posed by society while still
keeping the authenticity of the mathematics and not let the knowledge suffer under the
transposition. The goal will be to create a body of knowledge to be taught which as a
singular can be considered complete and not fragmented. This can however prove rather
difficult, and Brousseau writes in regards to the transposition

To make teaching easier, [the elementary exposition] isolates certain notions
and properties, taking them away from the network of activities which pro-
vide their origin, meaning, motivation and use. It transposes them into a
classroom context. Epistemologists call this didactical transposition. It has
its uses, its inconveniences and its rôle, even for the construction of science.
It is at the same time inevitable, necessary and, in a sense, regrettable. It
must be kept under surveillance. (Brousseau, 1997, p. 21)

When the first transposition has taken place, the curriculum have been established.
The knowledge to be taught can also often be identified in textbooks and teaching ma-
terials for the given level. After the knowledge to be taught is at place, it is now the
teachers job to transpose this into the knowledge taught. The knowledge taught can
be observed in the classroom when teaching and this body of knowledge will therefore
change depending on the teacher and to a certain extend the students. The last trans-
position happens when the students are presented the knowledge to be taught, and this
therefore takes place within the students.

4



2.1.2 Praxeologies

The notion of praxeology – consisting of the words; praxis and logos – is a key concept
in the Anthropological Theory of Didactics (ATD) and revolves around the idea that
mathematical activity (or any human activity) can be viewed as a combination of two
aspects; a praxis block and a knowledge block. More precisely the praxeology is a com-
bination of four components, often denoted [T, τ, θ,Θ]. Here the first two components
relates to the praxis block of the praxeology, namely T for types of tasks and τ for the
techniques that are used to solve these related types of tasks. It is also important to
note that just as well as the techniques are related to the type of task given, the types
of tasks are also determined by the techniques used to solve them and one can therefore
say that T and τ have a 1-1 correspondence (Wijayanti & Winsløw, 2017). For the use
of praxeology as an analysis tool, a task will therefore be split into two tasks if there are
different techniques for two - seemingly not that different - parts of the task, say a task
can be calculated by formula for a single number but demands the use of CAS for an
interval.

Further we have the two components which make up the logos or knowledge block.
Firstly, the technology which is denoted θ relates directly to the techniques and is a
framework which justifies and also interprets the used techniques for the types of tasks,
i.e. the praxis block. For the binomial distributions the technology consists of; com-
binatorics and general probability, distributions and the law of large numbers, among
many others. Finally, for the theoretical block, we have Θ for theory. The theory is the
discourse for justifying and explaining the technology and is therefore what connects the
different technologies, theory can therefore also be considered a bundle of technological
discourses. These four components are what makes up the praxeological reference model
(PRM) (Barbé, J., Bosch, M., Espinoza, L. & Gascón, J. 2005)

Mathematical Organisations

A mathematical organisations (Henceforth MO) is constructed based on the praxeologies
described above. A mathematical organisation is defined as the way the different praxe-
ologies are grouped and related to each other. There are three types of MOs, punctual,
local and regional. The punctual MO is defined as the collection of tasks having the same
technique. The collection of praxeologies by technology, will create the local MO. Lastly,
the regional MO can be created by collecting the praxeologies which has the same the-
ory. This nested structure of the MOs is illustrated in fig.: 2.2. Punctual organisations
can belong to different local organisations if the technique can be justified by different
technologies. Likewise can a local MO be part of different regional organisations. A
visual example of this will be given in the figure below;
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Figure 2.2: Example of MO nesting

2.1.3 Praxeological Reference Model

When reviewing the knowledge to be taught at the given institution (here the upper
secondary school) and identifying the MOs of the subject a praxeological reference model
will be constructed. This will be unique to the researcher reviewing the knowledge to be
taught but will prove useful to share with the reader of the given research. The model is
also a way of ensuring that the researcher is kept unbiased towards the study in terms
of e.g. what the students are capable of. By being aware of the knowledge to be taught
prior to the data analysis (or the design process) the researcher can ”ensure” that the
analysis is based on the given context for the study. The PRM will discuss the challenges
for teaching the given subject, and is therefore a useful tool for both the a priori and a
posteriori analysis. The PRM will be constructed in the content analysis

2.2 Study and Research Paths

Notions as ’problem-based learning’ and ’inquiry-based mathematics education’ have
become more used in the educational research. The wish for this type of teaching was
also described in the curriculum for the Danish upper secondary school.

Contemporary educational researchers and practitioners seem to agree on the
basic principle that tea chin should not just transmit knowledge to students
but should also promote autonomous student work, as a condition for students
to learn well (whatever should be learned). (Winsløw et al., 2013)

The notion of study and research paths (or courses) (henceforth SRP) were introduced
by Chevallard as a design tool for ’questioning the world’. For this the students should
both study material or already existing knowledge as well as research questions, by
problem solving situations in order to develop knowledge.
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A SRP is initiated by a generating question (Q0) and this question has the role of
engaging the students in a sequence of answers and questions. The generating question
should be of a character such that it ensures investigation or research of the subject.
Students should, by the question, be motivated to ask new questions in order to answer
Q0. Each of these new questions will then either be answered directly or be the initiative
for posing new questions that need answers. The work includes one or more of the
following moves (Winsløw et al., 2013);

1. Study, by identifying existing knowledge based on the consultation of different
media. The media can be in the form of books, internet etc.

2. Research, by generating and justifying answers to Q0 by reasoning.

3. Generating new questions from Q0, either in the form of subquestions denoted
Q1, Q2, ... or in the form of derived questions, which is still elaborated from the
generating question but where the answer in itself does not give answer to Q0.

These moves are of course often connected. Due to the formulation of new questions
arising from answers, when consulting existing media there is a need for critical reasoning
and lastly the construction and justification of answers is often based on or supported
by existing knowledge.

The study and research path can both be conducted in a interdisciplinary as well as
a monodisciplinary setting. A SRP in a interdisciplinary setting will be generated by
a open question often more realistic and thereby motivating to the students. Conduct-
ing this type of SRP can however also result in the students paths being unpredictable
demanding the teacher to have an extensive overview of the possible subjects in play.
For the monodisciplinary setting on the other hand, the generating question will be
more closed. This does however not mean that the paths developed from Q0 can not
be substantial. The advantage to using a more targeted generating question, it that it
allows the students to work with the knowledge to be taught found in the curriculum.
Ultimately, the use of SRPs has the potential of providing students with the relations
and connections between the different topics of subject that often appear disconnected -
often as a result of the transposition from scholarly to school knowledge.

2.2.1 Visualisation

The answers and questions formed can be categorised into a SRP diagram visualising
the paths explored by students when working on answering Q0. These diagrams will
help visualise the way different answers and questions correlate and effect each other.
Especially will it be possible to see how questions and answers creates a net of relations.
Often times it will also be seen that two seemingly different approaches will result in the
same answer or question. When constructing the diagram, a colouring is often used to
easily distinguish by whom the questions are posed. Black questions are posed by the
teacher, white by students and grey as a collaboration between the two (Winsløw et al.,
2013) as seen in fig.: 2.3
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Figure 2.3: Example of SRP diagram from (Winsløw et al., 2013)

Study and research paths do not rely on the students being presented with only one
question and then letting them tackle this all by them self. A SRP can just as well
consist of multiple questions being given to the students as they get further into the
problem solving. A key part of the SRP is that the path should show the students
connections within the given subject and thereby give motivation for the new results
discovered within the learning sequence. The intent is not that the students need to
generate each new question themselves. Lastly in regards to the use of media when car-
rying out a SRP. In some cases the teacher will pose as the media, hence the SRP will
not loose its effect and position as a design when the teacher is the media providing the
students with official knowledge and certain information instead of other media such as
the internet, books, articles etc.
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Chapter 3

Research Questions

The main research question, which also motivated this thesis is

Can a greater coherence be generated between the subjects re-
garding binomial distributions by the use of Study and Research
Paths?

In order to answer this question the following working questions have been developed;

1. What are the challenges when teaching probability and statistics theory in upper
secondary school?

2. What is the Praxeological Reference Model for the subject probability and statistics
theory in upper secondary school?

3. What questions are generated by the students? And how are these in relation to
the ones posed in the a priori analysis?

4. Which praxeological organisations are generated by the students work with the
generating question?
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Chapter 4

Content analysis

This section will study the didactial transposition from the scholarly knowledge to the
knowledge to be taught. Throughout the section tasks and techniques will be listed,
establishing punctual MOs, which later will be used to construct the praxeological ref-
erence model. The topics treated in the content analysis, are those important to the
teaching of binomial distributions. The content analysis is carried out in order to cre-
ate a structured overview of the content necessary for the design process. In order to
determine the knowledge to be taught different sources has been consulted. Primarily
the teaching guidelines for the curriculum (da: Vejledning) has been used as an official
indication for the knowledge to be taught. Further two textbooks commonly used in
Danish upper secondary school Gyldendal B2 Grundbog (Gyldendal, 2018) and Systime
plusB2 (Systime, 2018) have been used as detailed descriptions of the knowledge to be
taught, further the books has been used to determine the tasks commonly posed at
upper secondary school. Finally a teaching material provided on the Ministry of Educa-
tion’s webpage ”Sandsynlighedsregning og statistik med binomialfordelingen” (Svan, K.
& Lund, O. 2019) has been used as this is more detailed.

For the scholarly knowledge, have i consulted different books. Three main books
were used as the main literature for the scholarly knowledge. Two of these, are used
at university level in Copenhagen, Sørensen, M. (2012) and Ditlevsen, S. & Sørensen,
H. (2011) both used in a first year introduction course to probability and statistics at
UCPH, the third book is used frequently at universities for probability courses Hoel,
P.G., Port, S.C. & Stone, C.J. (1971).

The content treated will go beyond the needed content for the design later in the the-
sis. This is done both because of the mathematical nature of this thesis but also in case
one wishes to expand the design to include the more general introduction to probability
and statistics in upper secondary school. Furthermore, will it be an advantage in the de-
sign process, to have constructed a broad yet thorough analysis of the content relating to
the design - even though it might not be dealt with directly in the final teaching sequence.
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4.1 Requisites

4.1.1 Combinatorics

Although combinatorics should be introduced prior to probability theory, it has been
omitted here along set theory. It is assumed that the reader is well founded in both
subjects prior to reading the following content analysis. For the Danish upper secondary
school it is mentioned in the teaching guidelines for the curriculum that ”The students
should know and be able to use the concepts factorial, permutation and combination.
The students should be able to manage simple combinatorial calculations of probabilities
by the use of the addition and multiplication principle.” (Vejledning, 2019, p.13 , my
translation). Because of this, will the addition and multiplication principle be treated
under the probability section. The same is true for the binomial coefficient K(n, r) for
which it is noted that ”The formula for K(n, r) is generalised from an example, but
the actual combinatorics is only treated to the extent it is necessary to understand the
binomial distribution [...]” (ibid).

4.1.2 Set theory

When introducing the probability for both the scholarly and school mathematics a dis-
tinction which is needed is between näıve (found in school mathematics) and axiomatic
(found in scholarly mathematics) set theory. In Danish upper secondary schools no ax-
iomatic set theory is introduced as a formal requirement. Instead the results taken from
set theory needed is based in näıve set theory described in a natural language based on
the intuition of the students. The lack of axiomatic set theory in the school mathematics
can make it quite difficult for the students to truly understand the mathematics behind
the probability theory, since concepts as q = 1−p can appear quite random even though
they make sense (to some extend) intuitively.

4.2 General Probability Theory

4.2.1 Probability space

For both the scholarly and upper secondary school mathematics, the notion of a proba-
bility space is given in order to properly define what probability is. A distinction should
of course be made between the classic notion of probability; for the finite symmetrical
sample space, and the general notion of probability.

For the finite symmetrical probability space, let Ω denote a collection of n outcomes
assumed to have the same probability, then for H ⊆ Ω P (H) = |H|

n
. This notion of

probability is seen in many common questions regarding ”chance” and is intuitively well
founded. The general probability space needs quite a lot more work. This probability
space, or probability triple, (Ω,F , P ) consist of the set Ω (the sample space), the σ-
algebra F generated by subsets of Ω and the probability function P .

Definition 1. The sample space Ω is the set of all unique outcomes for a given experi-
ment.
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When the sample space is determined the σ-algebra gives the construction of events.

Definition 2. A σ-algebra A on a set X is a family of subsets of X with the properties

i) ∅, X ∈ A

ii) A is closed under complementation i.e. A ∈ A ⇒ Ac ∈ A

iii) A is closed under countable unions i.e. (Aj)j∈N ⊂ A ⇒ ∪j∈NAj ∈ A

By iii) it is also clear by the use of DeMorgan’s Law that the σ-algebra is closed under
intersection as well.

Hence, the σ-algebra generated by the sample space σ(Ω) is the collection of all
possible events for the experiment, i.e. an event is defined as a subset of the sample
space.
Lastly the probability function P is defined as

Definition 3 (Probability function). The probability function, is a function P : F →
[0, 1], with

• P (Ω) = 1

• P (∪∞n=1An) =
∑∞

n=1 P (An) for a sequence (An) of disjoint sets of F

Lastly it should be noted that the definition for the probability function, gives us
the result regarding probability of complimentary events. For P the following holds for
subsets A,B ⊆ Ω; if A ∩ B = Ω then P (A) = 1 − P (B). Although this might seem
as an obvious result, the result proves an essential part in the upper secondary school
knowledge as well as the scholarly knowledge.
The formal explanation given in the scholarly knowledge provides a clear definition of
the possible outcomes. Since there is no σ-algebra, and thereby no real definition of the
possible outcomes in the school mathematics, some challenges may occur when more ab-
stract examples are introduced. Further the probability function with the quite unusual
domain the σ-algebra, is not a part of the upper secondary school mathematics, instead
the notion of this P is primarily functioning as a notation. The textbooks for upper
secondary school, both introduces the notions of sample space and event by use of the
illustration in fig. 4.1.

Figure 4.1: Sample space and event from (Gyldendal, 2019 p.84)
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The transposition of the probability space in particular proves as a rather complicated
situation when having to teach this in upper secondary school. The use of σ algebras
are clearly too abstract to teach at the given level, but the alternative - to understand
the sample and events as a something that can be counted and drawn, simplifies it so
much that it becomes hard to use the notion to its fullest later on. When the student
need to apply this understanding of the sample space when dealing with the binomial
distribution, listing the possible outcomes and wanted events will likely not be possible
anymore. The function P also becomes rather abstract based on this, the Gyldendal
textbook introduces P as ”the probability for an outcome u is denoted P (u), with 0 ≤
P (u) ≤ 1” (Gyldendal, 2018, p. 89). A much more profound problems for the function
P presents itself, when the random variable is introduced, this will be discussed below.

4.2.2 Conditional Probability and Independence

Conditional probability and independence of events plays a central role in the school
mathematics, since these give rise to the addition and multiplication principles discussed
below. The definition of the two concepts are however only given briefly in the school
knowledge

The definition given for the conditional probability in the scholarly knowledge is (note
that the book does not assume P (A) 6= 0 which is obvious needed for the following to
be true).

Definition The conditional probability of B given A, written P (B|A), is
defined by

P (B|A) =
P (A ∩B)

P (A)
(4.1)

The interpretation of the conditional probability is, that P (B|A) is the prob-
ability of getting an outcome in B, when we know that the outcome lies in
A. We say that we condition with A (da: betinger med A). In conclusion
the conditioned probability is the proportion between the probability for the
part of B that lies within A, and the probability for the whole of A.

(Sørensen, M, 2012, p.21-22)

The notation along the use of set theory, causes this definition to not being a part
of the upper secondary teaching materials, simply because the students do not have
any (or at least very little) knowledge of set theory. Further upper secondary school
knowledge do not need the theory for conditional probabilities since this is only needed
if a link between independence and conditional probabilities is to be established. The
independence is defined as

Definition Two events A and B are said to be stochastically independent,
if

P (A ∩B) = P (A) · P (B) (4.2)

(Sørensen, M., 2012, p.23)
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The independence of two events is in Gyldendal introduces as ”It is not always easy to
determine whether to events are independent. But we will in a simple example illustrate
how events can be independent or dependent:” (Gyldendal, 2018). The examples then
states that if event A has an influence on event B, then the two will be dependent.

4.2.3 Addition and multiplication principle

The addition and multiplication principles are given a brief introduction prior to the ”ad-
dition and multiplication of probabilities”, for the school knowledge. Instead of focusing
on the independence of outcomes and conditional probabilities, the school knowledge
deals with the concepts ’addition and multiplication principles’ (in some English liter-
ature also known as ’rule of sum and product’). These principles are not a part of the
scholarly knowledge and therefore unique to the knowledge in upper secondary school and
partly in lower secondary without the use of the P notation. It could be argued that the
scholarly knowledge builds on these principles as an implicit rule from the combinatorics
- in probability they are however axiom (for the addition) and theorem for multiplica-
tion proven by the use of said axiom. In the school knowledge these two principles are
introduced as theorems without proofs - only justified by the use of tree diagrams, an
example is; choosing a team of classmates when restricted to choosing a certain number
of girls and boys. This is again in the context of symmetric probabilities and here the
argument is based on basic combinatorics - this does however not make it trivial.
The following principles are, although introduced in relation to the probability theory,
still (näıve) combinatorics. The addition and multiplication theorems are in Gyldendal
stated as

In a selecting process, where you either execute one part of the process or
another part of the process, the total number of choices n is found by adding
the number of choices n1 and n2 in each part of the process.
Written as a formula: n = n1 + n2

(Gyldendal, 2018, p.95, my translation)

and

In a composite selecting process that consists of making two choice simulta-
neously, the total number of choices n is obtained by multiplying the number
of choices n1 and n2 in each of the two parts of the process.
Written as a formula: n = n1 · n2

(Gyldendal, 2018, p.94 , my translation)

Based on these two principles the addition and multiplication of probabilities are
introduced, and for these to make sense, one needs to understand the principles ’inde-
pendence’ and ’not having a common outcome’. The former introduced for the upper
secondary school knowledge above, the later however has not really been introduced
other than the obvious interpretation of two events not having any common outcomes.
Here we see the closest we get to a set explicit theoretical approach to the probability
theory (since the set theory is the foundation for probability theory, without being made
visible for the students at upper secondary school). This again constitutes the need for
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examples in order to explain these principles. The problem mainly arises when one can-
not base things on symmetrical probability. For the ”basic experiment” in b(n, p) this is
in fact the case - the probability of success p does not arise from counting but is assumed
to have this value.

In Gyldendal book the principles are introduced as

P (both A and B) = P (A) · P (B), when A and B are independent
P (A or B) = P (A) + P (B), when A and B does not have any common
outcomes

(Gyldendal, 2018 p. 97 , my translation )

It is here interesting how for the school knowledge the theorem for P (bothAandB) is
dependent on A and B being independent, since this is the definition of independence
in scholarly knowledge. It might also create some confusion in upper secondary school,
that the principles are called the same for combinatorics and probability, although the
conditions are stated differently.

The tasks associated to the multiplication and addition of probabilities are

Tp,multi.: P (A and B) τp,multi. : multi. principle and P = |H|
n

for A,B independent

Tp,add,: P (either A or B) τp,add, : add. principle and P = |H|
n

Table 4.1: tasks regarding the multiplication and addition of probabilities in symmetric
probability spaces

The lack of these types of tasks later on in the probability theory makes for a quite
fragmented subject since these principles indirectly are used as technology for the later
formulas. In particular are the two principles used as the technology for the number for
combinations K(n, r) (the binomial coefficient). After this, it is in the books not used
for future tasks that could be strengthen by the students needing to reflect on how many
possible outcomes there is.

4.3 Random Variable

As briefly touched on above, the random variable proves a particularly difficult concept
to introduce at the upper secondary level. And as will be discussed later, is often linked
to P in such a way, that they can prove rather difficult to disconnect.

The random variable is a function defined on the sample space into the real numbers.

Definition 1 A discrete real-valued random variable X on s probability space
(Ω,A ,P) is a function X with domain Ω and range a finite or countably in-
finite subset {x1, x2, ...} of the real numbers R such that {ω : X(ω) = xi} is
an event for all i.

By definition, then, {ω : X(ω) = xi} is an event so we can talk about its
probability. For brevity we usually write the event {ω : X(ω) = xi} as
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X = xi and denote the probability of this event as P (X = xi) rather than
P ({ω : X(ω) = xi}).

(Hoel et al., 1971, p.50)

When this abstract abstract notion is transposed from the scholarly knowledge to the
knowledge to be taught, it looses much of its complexity. The random variable provides a
great notation tool when describing outcomes for a given experiment. This can of course
also be done without X, and instead write P (r successes) = ... or even simpler ”the prob-
ability of getting r successes is....”. This informal way of treating the random variable (or
lack thereof) proves sufficient, and one can calculate these probabilities without a rigour
notation. Troubles in particular arise when the notion of distributions is introduced.
Without a real grasp of the random variable it becomes increasingly more difficult to
work with these part of the subject. The teaching guidelines for the curriculum, states
that

”The notion random variable is a part of the core material, but it is not the
intention that it should be given a separate treating. The notion should be
introduced in the treating of the binomial distribution, where as one obtains
a notation, which makes it easy to formulate and create formulas.”

(Vejledning, 2019, p.13)

Emphasising that the random variable should not be given a proper technology or theory,
but its solely purpose is to obtain a notation for the further work. The separation of
the random variable from the remaining probability theory treated at upper secondary
school creates problems later on. Tasks where students are expected to use the random
variable as more than a notation, are tasks where the students are asked to comment on
or interpret P (X ≤ 2). This type of task is in the grey area between the logos and praxis
block but leans more towards the logos block, as the students are not just expected to
solve a task by the use of a predetermined technique but also has to use the technology
giving an interpretation of the calculated result.

The lack of a well-defined random variable can also result in the students facing
problems when having to construct the P (X = r) notation and the related binomial
experiment students might even be reliant on the teacher or the task to have created
this for them. Further, the almost inseparable link between X and P can prove a
problem. This has the potential of students linking the two concepts as being the same,
or at least that one can not exist without the other. For the upper secondary level
this might not be that great of a problem at first since the tasks always will treat the
two notions in coherence, but if the students are to define the random variable a wrong
connection between the two functions X and P will have been established. This problem
is also present when students later will be presented with a distribution as X ∼ b(n, p),
understanding this notation without the use of a pre-defined technique will prove almost
impossible, since the function X is not given any meaning outside the probability setting.
Although X ∼ b(n, p) is still the probability distribution, the property of X having a
distribution does not in itself link to P (X = r).
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4.4 Probability distributions

As mentioned above that lack of a well defined random variable can pose somewhat
troublesome when the general probability distribution is introduced. In the Gyldendal
book this is done by the use of probability tables, here the notion of distributions is
given along the definition of the probability space as described above. The distribution
itself is defined as ”The distribution of the total probability for the individual outcomes
are called the probability distribution for the experiment. The probability distribution is
often arranged in a probability table”. (Gyldendal, 2018, p.89). These tables contains the
outcomes xi for a given random variable X with the associated probability P (X = xi).

There are a couple of tasks related to this understanding of the distribution, where
the students are asked to determine each probability of the outcomes and sort these
into the probability tables and on the basis of these create a bar chart to illustrate the
distribution. These tasks are however not used further as a way of connecting the distri-
butions to the rest of the subject. Instead they mainly proves as a way of posing exercises
where the students can determine the sum of probabilities without having an explicit
P defined. The construction of distributions this way also results in the possibility of
students connecting the distribution solely to the probability and not the distribution as
a property of the random variable. Challenges present themselves when student need to
discuss distributions without the probability notion. The distribution quickly becomes
the graphical representation of the probabilities for a given experiment. An everyday
example such as grades being normally distributed, and the sentence ”the grades should
be normally distributed” is embedded in the Danish language. However, this does in no
way mention probabilities and it is highly unlikely that the students will interpret this
example as meaning that there is only a certain percent chance of getting an A.

The only distributions treated in the upper secondary school mathematics are the
binomial distribution and the normal distribution. Further, for STX B-levels (dealt with
in this thesis) the normal distribution is only treated in regards to the normal approxi-
mation.

4.5 Mean, variance and standard deviation

The probability distributions have certain properties; the mean, variance and standard
deviation. These concepts are introduced and described in quite different ways, and the
didactical transposition here creates a part of the probability theory with little to no
technology. This is especially evident when having to explain the meaning of the values
µ and σ.
The general formulas for the mean, variance and standard deviation are given as the
definition below, and for this definition there is no distinction between the scholarly level
and the upper secondary.
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µ = x1 · p1 + ...+ xn · pn =
n∑
i=1

xipi = E(X) (4.3)

σ =
√

(x1 − µ)2 · p1 + ...+ (xn − µ)2 · pn (4.4)

For a random variable X with outcomes x1, x2, ..., xn and the associated prob-
abilities pi = P (X = xi)

(Gyldendal, p. 109 , my translation)

This definition of the mean and standard deviation makes it possible to determine the
values without having any knowledge on the type of distribution but instead by using a
probability table. The formulas are not given any justification in the school mathematics
and only little interpretation of these values are present in the teaching materials. This
definition of the mean does however create a direct connection to the explanation of the
mean being the weighted average for a given random variable X, but this is not explicitly
stated in the textbooks. The variance is not mentioned other than being the squared
standard deviation for school mathematics.

As briefly mentioned above, this part of the subject is heavily influences by the lack
of a well defined random variable X especially when the mean is linked with the notation
E(X). Prior we saw how the random variable mainly provides a notation for describing
outcomes and their associated probabilities, and that this would still be possible without
a rigorous definition of X. The same is however not true when the mean is introduced.
In order to determine the mean of X one need a firm understanding of this X. It is no
longer possible to simply say ”I wish to determine the mean of successes in all possible
experiments, since this easily can be connected to a finite number of trails for which one
finds the average - which is not the meaning of the mean.

For the scholarly knowledge the mean is called the expectation with notation E(X).
The use of the word expectation versus mean, provides an explanation in itself. E(X)
as the expectation (or excepted outcome) for the random variable creates a much more
versatile understanding of this notion where as the word mean (da: middelværdi) has a
less intuitively clear meaning.

The Systime book describe the mean as ”the ’point of balance’ (da: ligevægtspunktet)
in the bar chart. The letter E comes from the English ”expectation” and for this reason
is the mean also often called the expected value (da: forventningsværdien)” (Systime,
4.4 , my translation, creating a more intuitively clear definition than the one found in
Gyldendal, since this book only gives the definition ”The mean µ for X tells us something
important about the probability distribution of X, but does not tell how spread out the
values of X are.” (Gyldendal, 2018 p.109), which clearly is no real justification of the
mean.

This lack of technology is even more pronounced for the variance, which for the schol-
arly knowledge described as being ”the expected squared deviation of a random variable
from its mean”. No such definition is found in the Gyldendal book, and the standard
deviation is only given the description as being ”a useful measure for [determining], how
scattered (da: spredt) the values of X are compared to the mean µ.” (Gyldendal, 2018,
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p.109) when students are introduced by statements like “a value which says something
about how far the values of the random variable is from the mean”. It is very understand-
able that students will get somewhat confused as to what this new value the ‘standard
deviation’ actually is and how to use it in a task setting.

Lack of a true introduction to these numbers will be a great hindrance for the stu-
dents work with especially the standard deviation and its meaning. Often the students
are asked to determine the mean and standard deviation but is either not asked to com-
ment on these results or do not have the tools to even answer this type of question.
Determining the two values is not in itself difficult, since it is done by the use of a very
simple formula, given to the students in their formularies. However, to actually under-
stand and comment on these results pose a greater hurdle since the students need a
greater logos block established.

What defines the tasks regarding the mean and standard deviation is the focus on
determining the values of these for a given binomial distribution. Often times these tasks
rely solely on the praxis part and not on the logos. Meaning that students are rarely
asked to comment on the found result, but simply need to determine them. This is
likely related to the fact that having to comment on these results (mean and standard
deviation) requires a much more well defined understanding of the theory. We see in
the school litterateur that almost no explanation is given to the value of the standard
deviation. However the students should be able to understand the mean as the “most
likely outcome” which is also why we see tasks like T? Where the students are asked to
either determine the most likely outcome without having to calculate all probabilities or
have to comment not the mean directly. The mean might also be easier for the students
to grasp if it also introduced as a weighted average.

The teaching guidelines for the curriculum states that ”The students should be able to
handle calculations of the mean, variance and standard deviation for a random variable
with a given probability distribution” (Vejldning, 2019 , my translation) in other words
the students are asked to determine but not necessarily understand the values µ and σ.

4.6 The Binomial Distribution

4.6.1 The Binomial Coefficient

The binomial coefficient plays a significant role when trying to understand the later intro-
duced binomial formula. As mentioned above the teaching guidelines for the curriculum,
states that the combinatorics related to the binomial coefficient should only be treated
in relation to the binomial formula. However when treating the binomial distribution,
the technology for the coefficient proves an important part.

In the scholarly knowledge, the coefficient

(
n
r

)
= K(n, r) = n!

(n−r)!r! is not given

much introduction. And is mostly found in appendices regarding combinatorics - since it
is assumed that the students at higher education already know this formula. In the book
for first year students at UCPH (Sørensen, M. 2012) all combinatorics are found in the
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appendix. It is interesting to note that the formula is not introduced with the intention of
determining a probability of any kind and is instead introduced as the ”known”(Sørensen,
M., 2012, p.181)

(x+ y)n =
n∑
k=0

(
n
k

)
xkyn−k (4.5)

In the school knowledge the formula is introduced with the intend of using it for
probability calculations. The coefficient is often justified by the use of the classic scenario,
”choosing r students in a class of size n”. This is for both Systime and Gyldendal done by
the use of exact values and not r and n. Given the technology being given as an example
for the school knowledge, makes it less formal. The technology related to the binomial
coefficient for the scholarly knowledge is much more direct and using the number of
permutations.

We wish to determine the number of ways of picking r unordered outcomes
from n possible. The number of picks of ordered outcomes is given by

P (n, r) =
n!

(n− r)!

Since we wish to determine the amount of unordered outcomes, we must
account for the r! number of repeats from the ordered outcomes, giving

K(n, r) =
P (n, r)

r!
=

n!
(n−r)!

r!
=

n!

(n− r)!r!

The students are rarely asked to determine K(n, r) outside a combinatoric setting.
And without proper arguments and justification this K(n, r) can quickly become a mean-
ingless factor instead of a intuitively clear part of the binomial distribution later on. After
the binomial distribution has been introduced, the binomial coefficient is only used as a
part of the technique and the meaning and use of this coefficient is not paid attention
to. In the teaching materials for the school mathematics the need for this coefficient
later on is not that clear, and the reason as to why one needs to consider the number
of combinations is not justified. This creates a non-coherent subject, where the treating
of the coefficient appear unnecessary even though this is a key part to understand the
construction of the binomial distribution.

TK : determine the number of combina-
tions of r elements out of n possible (often
given with context)

τK : use K(n, r) (often stated that this
formula should be used)

Tselect : determine in how many ways one
can select x elements from group A, y ele-
ments from group B and z elements from
group C

τselect : use K(n, r) in combination with
the addition principle for number of out-
comes. K(x,A) +K(y,B) +K(z, C)

Table 4.2: Tasks related to K(n, r)
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4.6.2 Bernoulli trials

For the scholarly knowledge the binomial distribution is treated and introduced as the
sum of Bernoulli variables. For this reason the Bernoulli trails will briefly be discussed
here such that the binomial distribution can be introduced below.

The Bernoulli random variable Before we can properly define the binomial distri-
bution, a definition of the Bernoulli random variable and correlating properties is needed.
Bernoulli trials are defined as being experiments with only two possible outcomes; suc-
cess and failure, hence Ω = {0, 1} with 1 being success and 0 failure. The probability
function for the Bernoulli random variable X is therefore defined by

Definition 4. Let X be a Bernoulli random variable with proportion parameter p with
0 < p < 1. The probability function for X is then defined as

P (X = xi) =

{
p if xi = 1

1− p if xi = 0
(4.6)

As mentioned above the mean and variance for any random variable can be deter-
mined by equation (4.3). Hence, the Bernoulli random variable has the mean;

E(X) = µX =
k∑
i=1

xi · P (X = xi) = (0 · (1− p)) + (1 · p) (4.7)

= p (4.8)

Since the Bernoulli random variable only has two outcomes, calculating the variance
proves quite easy to by explicit calculation of the given sum

V ar(X) = σ2
X =

k∑
i=1

(x− µX)2 · P (X = xi) = ((0− p)2(1− p)) + ((1− p)2p) (4.9)

= p2(1− p) + (1− p)2p = p(1− p)(p+ (1− p)) (4.10)

= p(1− p) (4.11)

Although these results seem rather trivial they prove important for the determining
of the mean and variance (or rather the standard deviation) for the binomial distribution
in the scholarly knowledge.

4.6.3 The Binomial Distribution

Now that the Bernoulli trials have been introduced we are able to define the Binomial
random variable

Definition 5. Definition Let X be a random variable on (Ω,F , P ) that describes the
number of successes in n independent Bernoulli trials with the probability of success p.
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Here Ω are all possible outcomes in n trials, F all subsets of Ω and the random vari-
able X : Ω → {0, 1, ..., n} given n trials, with X(ω) being the number of successes for
the event ω

The probability function for the binomial random variable X can now be determined
by considering the results found for the Bernoulli trials. Let r ∈ {0, 1, ..., n}, we now wish
to determine the probability of getting exactly r successes or in other words P (X = r).
The probability of success is p in each trial. For r successes, n − x failures will occur
which each having the probability 1 − p. Since the Bernoulli trials are independent we
now use the multiplication principle to get

pr(1− p)n−r (4.12)

This is however not the probability function for X since one should remember that
this is not the only way of getting r successes out of n trials. We saw in the section above
that the number of ways to get r successes out of n trials is determined by the binomial
coefficient; K(n, r). The definition for the binomial random variable is therefore

Definition 6. Let X be a (random variable that describes) the number of successes in
n independent Bernoulli trials, each with the probability of success p. The probability
function P (X = x) for X is then given by

P (X = r) = K(n, r) · pr · p(n−r) (4.13)

then X is a binomial random variable (and binomial distributed) and we write X ∼
b(n, p).

It is important to note that the multiplication of the coefficient is not due to the
multiplication principle but rather the addition principle since the probability of getting
r successes out of n trials can occur in K(n, r) ways.

For the upper secondary school knowledge the Bernoulli random variable or trials are
not mentioned. Instead of giving this concept of combining multiple random variables,
and then consider their sum as a new distribution the textbooks for upper secondary
school introduced the binomial distribution as a number of trials of a certain basis ex-
periment with only two outcomes; success or failure. These trials are named a ”binomial
experiment” (Gyldendal, 2019, p.107). There is no real considerations as to why such
a sum of random variables can be considered a distribution, but this will not pose as a
problem since the students are not offered an introduction or definition of the random
variable rigorous enough to question this statement. In particular is this type of distri-
bution the first time the students encounter the term (at least in the textbooks consulted
for this thesis) and then the binomial distribution will not pose as a result but rather a
definition without real arguments.

In the Gyldendal chapter on binomial distributions, the notion of a random variable
is introduced by the short line “Initially we introduce a variable X, that represents the
number of times, among the 10 throws, a six will appear. A variable like this is called
a stochastic (random (da: tilfældig)) variable.” (Gyldendal, 2018, p.103). Following this
the binomial formula is introduced by a written argument for an example where the
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probability of getting 3 sixes among 10 throws is calculated. Subsequently there is given
a more general definition of basis event, basis probability and binomial distribution.

An basis experiment E is conducted n times independent of each other. For
every execution of the experiment E there are two possible outcomes ”success”
or ”failure”. Instead of the wors ”success” the more neutral word basis event
is often used.
The probability parameter, i.e. the probability of the basis even occuring, is
noted with a p. The parameter p is also called the basis probability.

(Gyldendal, 2018 p.105 , my translation)

The binomial formula gets introduced by use of an example which argues why the
construction of the formula gives the probability of P (X = r) = K(n, r) · pr · (1− p)n−r.
For the example concerning the task: What is the probability for getting 3 sixes among
10 throws, arguments are given step by step all based on the knowledge of combinatorics
and general probability theory introduced prior in the book. This therefore creates a
justification of the techniques used to solve tasks similar to the one given in the example
and therefore creates a technology for the given MO. It is important to remember that
even though this technology gives the justification for the binomial formula, the book
gives no meaning to the concepts like P (X ≤ r), and this possibility for X (determine the
probability for getting at most r sixes) is not introduced until the examples, where it is
only calculated by use of CAS. So even though the technology for P (X = r), X ∼ b(n, p)
is given, it creates no link the to the other techniques associated with this technology.

An basis experiment E is conducted n times independent of each other. For
every execution of the experiment E there are two possible outcomes ”success”
or ”failure”. Instead of the wors ”success” the more neutral word basis event
is often used.
The probability parameter, i.e. the probability of the basis even occuring, is
noted with a p. The parameter p is also called the basis probability.

(Gyldendal, 2018 p.105 , my translation)

Tbinmod: Given a scenario construct X ∼
b(n, p)

τbinmod: Translate the situation to a ran-
dom variable, noting that the distribution
is binomial, by ”finding” p and n

Tbinprob: Given X ∼ b(n, p) determine
P (X = r)

τbinprob: P (X = r) = K(n, r)·pr ·(1−p)n−r

Tbinprob∗ : Determine P (X ≤ r), P (X ≥ r)
and P (a ≤ X ≤ b)

τbinprob∗ use CAS or sum.

Table 4.3: Tasks for the binomial formula
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4.6.4 With or without replacement

For scholarly knowledge a clear distinction is made between the two and one needs to
choose the correct distribution depending on the context. The Binomial distribution is as
seen above the distribution of sampling with replacement whereas without replacement
is the hypoergeometric distribution. For the school mathematics no distinction is made
between the two distributions and instead the binomial distribution is described as being
the approximation for the hypergeometric distribution, justifying the use of the binomial
distribution no matter the replacement. One should however note that the binomial
distribution is with replacement. For the school mathematics no distinction is made
between the distributions with replacement and the one without.

Tbinsample: is it right to assume that a ran-
dom sample will be binomial distributed
if the whole population is?

τbinsample: Determine the probability with
and without replacement and compare the
two.

Table 4.4: Task for with or without replacement

In Gyldendal the technology for this approximation is given by the use of an example,
where the probabilities of an outcome are both calculated with and without replacement.
The conclusion here is that the difference is so insignificant what one can use the binomial
distributions when there is no replacement, and the probability therefore changes. This
treatment of the difference between the two types of distributions combined with the
tasks posed for the students, not emphasising on the difference often becomes one big
mix up for the students. Without proper distinction this can lead to mistakes and
misunderstandings. In Systime the fact is simply stated without any technology.

4.6.5 Mean and Variance for the binomial distribution

Since the mean and variance so easily has been determined for the Bernoulli random
variable (here B), the mean and variance for the binomial random variable can be de-
termined by the use of the two general results;

Theorem 1. 1. For n random variables X1, X2, ..., Xn we have

E(X1 + ...+Xn) = E(X1) + ...+ E(X2) (4.14)

2. If Y1, Y2, ..., Yn are independent random variables, then

V ar(Y1 + ...+ Yn) = V ar(Y1) + ...+ V ar(Yn) (4.15)

These two results are too complicated for upper secondary school students, they do
however give a rather nice result regarding the proofs of the mean and variance formulas
for the binomial distribution, which the students will use frequently.
Now that the above results has been stated the definition of the binomial random variable
X as a sum of n independent Bernoulli random variables Bi i.e. X = B1 +B2 + ...+Bn,
can be used to determine the mean of X by
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µX = E(X) = E(B1 + ...+Bn) = E(B1) + ...+ E(Bn) (4.16)

=
n∑
i=1

E(Bi) =
n∑
i=1

p (4.17)

= np (4.18)

And for the variance;

σ2
X = V ar(X) = V ar(B1 + ...+Bn) = V ar(B1) + ...+ V ar(Bn) (4.19)

=
n∑
i=1

Bi =
n∑
i=1

p(1− p) (4.20)

= np(1− p) (4.21)

And the standard deviation then follows naturally by σX =
√
np(1− p) for X ∼

b(n, p).

For both the Systime and Gyldendal book no technology is given for the two formulas
and there is no real connection to the rest of the probability theory, and even though the
mean for the binomial distribution can be given a quite well defined justification based
on intuition, no such thing is done. No further interpretation is given of the values in
regards to the binomial distribution, leaving µ and σ appear as slightly insignificant,
even though these values are what truly connects the probability theory to statistics.

The students will most likely not have problems applying the formulas to given tasks
like Tµ and Tσ where they have been given a binomial distribution either by text or the
notation X ∼ b(n, p) as they here only need to extract the values for n and p and insert
them in the formula already given in their formulary. However if posed with a question
asked in a less direct way, the students will have to rely on their theoretical understanding
of these two values to be able to select the correct formula and technique. Here the logos
block is what makes the students capable of selecting the correct praxis block. One task
like this was seen in Gyldendal, asking the students to construct a hypothesise on how to
localise the outcome with the greatest probability, without calculating all probabilities
for the given random variable. This task rely on the students being able to use the
logos block in determining the correct technique τµ. A task similar that still require an
understanding of the related logos block, but with the students intuition being stronger
is the following;

In a certain game there is a 25% chance of winning, and you play the game
10 times. What is the most likely number of times you will win the game?

Most students will be able to solve this problem without any knowledge of the bino-
mial distribution, however this do demand a theoretical understanding of the probability
theory and it is this same theoretical understanding which makes the students capable
of choosing the correct technique to solve this task and by formula µ = np solve the
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problem. This is a type of task where the students need the understanding of the praxis
block (to actually use the formula) but also need the technology for the task, to be able
to select the correct technique for the task. This shows how important a thorough intro-
duction to this part of the probability theory is. If the students are not familiar with the
basic principles but only knows the formulas and how to apply them to a standardised
situation, they will most likely not be able to solve tasks that are posed in a new and
different way. And since these principles can easily be justified by well constructed verbal
arguments, doing such to build upon student intuition is sensible.
The tasks (and corresponding techniques) dealing with mean and standard deviation for
the binomial distributions, has been stated in the table below

Tµ: Determine µ τµ : µ = np
Tmostlikely: Determine the most likely out-
come
Tσ: Determine σ τσ: use the formula given for binomial dis-

tributions

Table 4.5: Tasks for mean and standard deviation

4.6.6 Normal and exceptional values for the binomial distribu-
tion

A part of the probability theory explicitly said to be covered by the teaching guidelines
for the curriculum, is the notion of normal and exceptional values. These new notions
are given a central role in the further studies of distributions without any justification.
For Gyldendal these values are introduced as a result of an example in which the proba-
bilities P (µ− σ ≤ X ≤ µ+ σ), P (µ− 2σ ≤ X ≤ µ+ 2σ) and P (µ− 3σ ≤ X ≤ µ+ 3σ).

The calculated probabilities in example 325 are characteristic for a binomial
distributed stochastic variable X with mean µ and deviation σ, when the
count parameter n (da: antalsparamter) is large. Usually one finds results
close to the numbers found in the example”

(Gyldendal, 2018, p.111 , my translation)

This example is followed by the statement that an outcome is normal if it ”lies within
2 standard deviations from the mean” and that it is exceptional if it ”lies outside 3 stan-
dard deviations from the mean”. There is given no further justification of this concept.
The lack of explanation and meaning given to these concepts results in no technology
related to the properties of distributions, θdistr.. Instead only a definition is given for
the techniques used for solving the associated types of tasks. The lack of technology
- and theory for that matter - connected to the determination of mean and standard
deviation, contributes to this section feeling disconnected from the remaining parts of
the probability theory.

The signification of X ∼ b(n, p) with large n, having the following probabilities is not
paid any attention to for this segment.
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1. ca. 68% of X being within 1 standard deviation of the mean

2. ca. 95% of X being within 2 standard deviations of the mean

3. ca. 99.7% of X being within 3 standard deviation of the mean

(ibid)

The only tasks relying on this technology, is the tasks asking the students to determine
the normal (or exceptional) outcomes for a given distribution. No further explanation
for these intervals are given to the students. The result is not used until the proof of the
confidence intervals.

Although the technology, θdistr., associated to these results might be somewhat trou-
blesome to provide the students, a greater attention could be paid to the motivation of
this particular result. Since this result is so vital to the further technology for the confi-
dence intervals, a proper introduction to these results would create a coherence between
the properties of the distribution and the further statistics the students have to work
with. The link that θdistr. creates between the probability theory and statistics will be
developed further in the praxeological reference model.

Tnormal/excep.: Find the normal and excep-
tional outcomes

τnormal/excep.: P (µ − 2σ ≤ X ≤ µ + 2σ)
and P (µ− 3σ ≤ X ≤ µ+ 3σ)

Table 4.6: Tasks for mean and standard deviation

4.7 Normal approximation to the binomial distribu-

tion

4.7.1 The Normal Distribution

Properties of the normal distribution will not be dealt with in depth in this thesis and
will only be introduced in order to discuss the normal approximation later on (as well as
discussing the inverse of the probability function).

The normal distribution is a widely used distribution - if not the most used. In con-
trast to the binomial distribution treated above it is however not dealt with further than
the normal approximation to the binomial distribution at B-levels in Denmark (a more
thorough assessment of this distribution is introduced as A-levels). This thesis will how-
ever shortly touch on the possibilities of the normal distribution regarding tasks which
need the distribution introduced. As seen above the binomial distribution is discrete since
it is considered the sum of Bernoulli trials, making the sample space Ω = {0, 1, ..., n} -
the normal distribution is in contrast to this a continuous distribution. This gives op-
portunities to ask (and answers) questions not possible with the binomial distribution.
One application which is especially important is the possibility to determine the inverse
of the density function, this is however not done at B-levels.
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The probability function for the normal distribution will not be argued for here, but
it is defined as follows

Φ(x) =
1√
2πσ

e−
1
2(x−µσ )

2

(4.22)

X is said to be normal distributed if is has density Φ(x) with X ∼ N(µ, σ). Further, X
is said to be standard normal distributed if X ∼ N(0, 1) which results in X having the

density Φ(x) = 1√
2π
e

−x2
2 .

The task ”Determine the number of trials needed in order to ensure at least x suc-
cesses” is an obvious task to solve, when the normal distribution has been introduced, by
the use of the inverse normal approximation. However, since the normal approximation
is solely introduced at upper secondary school to provide the students with the formula
for the confidence interval, it again creates an isolated part of the subject, which is not
introduced with a motivation but rather a nice application later on. Further the teaching
guidelines for the curriculum states that a further work with the normal approximation
is only a part of the link between B- and A-levels; ”As a ”link” to A-level, is the connec-
tion between the binomial distribution and the normal distribution discussed and treated,
by use of mean and standard deviation for the binomial distribution.” (Vejledning, 2019,
p.14 , my translation).

4.7.2 Technology for the approximation

Theorem 2. Central Limit Theorem Let X1, ..., Xn are independent random variables
with identical distributions and for which E(Xi) = µ and V ar(Xi) = σ2 6= 0. If we let
Sn = X1 + ...+Xn then the following holds

lim
n→∞

∣∣∣∣P (Sn ≤ x)− Φ

(
x− nµ
σ
√
n

)∣∣∣∣ = 0 ,∀x ∈ R (4.23)

so Sn will for sufficiantly large n be normal distributed with N(nµ, nσ2)

The proof of this theorem has been omitted in here, since it is outside the scope
and aim of this thesis, and is beyond what will be found in upper secondary school, let
alone what students might work on in a SRP setting. Further the students will have no
real foundation on which to grasp the proof or even the true value of the theorem. The
result is however very important for the further work with the normal approximation to
the binomial distribution in a scholarly setting, and for the students to be aware of this
result is rather important, especially if it is introduced as a ’real’ provable result and not
just as a graphical justification as seen in the Gyldendal book or simply as a statement
in Systime; ”In the proof for the formula below, which is excluded here, it is used that the
normal distribution approximates for the binomial distribution is the conditions stated in
the box are met” (Systime 2018, 4.5.2, my translation)

Based on the CLT theorem, consider the random variables X1, ..., Xn to all be bi-
nomial distributed Xi ∼ b(1, p). Then the sum Sn will be distributed as Sn ∼ b(n, p).
Here n is clear from mean of the sum of random variables - since

∑n
i=1 1 = n and the
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binomial distributions p is determined by the probability of success for the Bernoulli
trials i.e. they will share this value. Each Xi has, due to being binomial distributed,
E(Sn) = µSn = p (since np = 1 · p here) and V ar(Sn) = σ2

Sn
= p(1− p). Now CLT gives

that Sn will be approximated by

Sn ∼ N(np, np(1− p)) (4.24)

Hence, the binomial distribution can (for a sufficiently large n) be approximated by the
normal distribution with µ = np and σ2 = np(1− p).

This theorem is a part of the theory and there is little chance that the students will
be able to understand and use in the justification of the approximation - which also
explains why the teaching material only (if at all) introduces the approximation with a
graphic justification, where for several cases they have plotted both the discrete binomial
distribution alongside the continuous normal distribution. Here very little justification
(it any) is given, and for many students it is understandable if they have a hard time
accepting this only based on a few examples. The introduction and lack of explanation
of the new function Φ will likely create problems for the students who then are expected
to use the theorem without question or proof. This also creates a great disconnect within
the subject probability and statistics taught in Danish upper secondary schools, making
the approximation the only part of this new subject which is not argued at all for.

4.8 General statistics theory

For the statistics theory the subjects treated will mainly be the ones detected in the
Danish upper secondary school. The scholarly knowledge treated in the following sec-
tions will therefore mostly be consulted in order to provide technology.

The textbooks consulted for this thesis introduces; ”confidence interval, hypothesis
testing and the normal approximation in quite different ways. Gyldendal introduces
confidence intervals prior to the hypothesis testing, and lastly pays quite little attention
to the approximation as described above. Contrary, Systime introduces the hypothesis
testing prior to the confidence intervals giving meaning to the intervals by understanding
the hypothesis tests and has only one line about the normal approximation.

4.9 Binomial test

The hypothesis test, here in particular the binomial test, is a central point to the Danish
curriculum, and the teaching guidelines states that ”the students shall through examples
be able to argue the need for carrying out a particular hypothesis test for the binomial dis-
tribution, which is either one sided or two sided. The students should gain understanding
of the concept null-hypothesis [...].” (Vejledning, 2019, p. 13 , my translation). When
trying to determine whether or not a certain outcome is likely or not one should carry
out a binomial test, in order to reach a conclusion on whether the hypothesis should be
discarded or not. Two methods have been detected in the school mathematics, one being
to determine a set of accepted outcomes the other to test the probability of the given
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outcome occurring based on the assumption for the null-hypothesis. The techniques are
the same for the scholarly knowledge.

Binomial testing consists of sampling a population with replacement, for the upper
secondary school knowledge it is however also argued that this can be done without re-
placement given the population is of a size where the difference is almost undetectable.
Prior to sampling, the null-hypothesis will have been determined. In general the null-
hypothesis is created in order to try and determine whether a variation in the observation
is due to a systematic error or simply a random variation. For the scholarly knowledge
the null-hypothesis can deal with such variations of both mean and the probability pa-
rameter (p). In contrary for the school knowledge we only see testing regarding the
variations in the probability parameter p. When conducting a general hypothesis test,
one assumes the hypothesis to be true and then explores whether the hypothesis should
be discarded or not. When determining whether or not a given outcome is too unlikely
for the hypothesis to be true, one needs to define a significance level that clearly defines
whether or not the hypothesis should be discarded. Such a significance level is free of
choice and will change depending on the given situation, a significance level of 0.05%
(da: 95% signifikans niveau) is however most commonly used in school mathematics.

Before dealing with how to test the null-hypothesis, one should consider the different
types of test that can be carried out. The school knowledge presented by the teaching
materials categorise three types of testing: left, right and double sided test. These are
defined by whether the observed outcome is a variation to the left, right or both sides
when relating to the null-hypothesis.

4.9.1 Accepted and critical values

The first way of testing the given hypothesis is by determining a set of accepted outcomes
(da: acceptmængde). This is done by labelling the outcomes for which the probability
occurrence is above the level of significance, i.e. the set {r : P (X ≤ r) ∨ P (X ≥ r) ≥
0.025} for a double sided test. The values for which this is not true is called the critical
values, and these should be interpreted as the outcome that only has a probability below
5% of occurring (for a 95% level of significance). The advantage to first create such a set
of acceptable outcomes, is that this interval can be used for multiple tests, given the same
null-hypothesis. Such an interval is often determined by studying the given probability
distribution graphically. Hence, such an interval can also be determined for a random
variable without a probability function. The disadvantages to using this technique is
the lack of connection made to the technology if the justification (finding the values
of p that are accepted in a double-sided hypothesis test) is not made clear when first
introduced. This interval has the potential of quickly becoming predefined without any
real connection to the given context of the task. It is important when determining these
accepted and critical values, that the students are aware of the information needed and
relevant in order to test the null-hypothesis.
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4.9.2 Test an observation

The other technique for testing a null-hypothesis is by testing the observation. To do so
one should be able to extract the relevant information for the given test. This means to
determine how the random variable is distributed and for this study and school mathe-
matics, to determine the n and p in the context since the only distribution is the binomial.
By the construction of the hypothesis testing for upper secondary school, the value of
p will already be determined since this is the null-hypothesis. Say one is trying to de-
termine whether a die is fair or not, the null-hypothesis will be N0 : p = 1/6 and the
observation could be 6 ones in 50 trials. Giving x = 4 and n = 50. Since we wish to
determine whether the die is fair or not, we wish to find out what the probability of
getting 4 ones in 50 trials is, i.e. P (X = 4) with X ∼ b(50, 1/6). To calculate this
probability and compare the result to the set significance level is not that complicated
if the technique τbinprob is mastered. It can whoever prove rather difficult to actually
extract the right knowledge from the context and use this in the testing. In order to
do so, the students should understand why the test is carried out as it is and what is
actually being tested. It is expected that if the students do not have a strong sense of
what is being tested (”we assume that our null-hypothesis is true and then test the ob-
servation to determine whether these two align” - we use the observation as the tester for
the null-hypothesis. See if the p-value (null-hypothesis) makes the observation probable).

There is a great emphasis on the use of hypothesis testing in the written exam sets.
Here the students are supposed to pose a hypothesis which they should test, as well as
carrying out the test itself. The challenging part of the task is being able to isolate the
relevant information from the given text.

Although the hypothesis testing seem rather instrumental and praxis block heavy,
the technique for carrying out the hypothesis test relies heavily on the logos block. This
results in an extra strong connection between the theoretical and praxis block, since the
related exercises cannot be solved without a strong understanding of the logos block.
Because of the way these are constructed the students need to comprehend the logos
block in order to evaluate the calculated values and conclude on these.

TH0mod: Construct H0 τH0mod: H0: p=...
TH0test: test H0 τH0test calculate P (X ≥ r), r being the

sampled event.
Tacc/crit: Determine the accepted and crit-
ical values

τcrit. examine which values r, s with r < s
will satisfy P (X ≤ r) ≤ 0.025 and P (X ≥
s) ≤ 0.025

Table 4.7: Tasks for hypothesis testing

The true and most impactful difference between the scholarly and school knowledge
for the hypothesis testing, is not found in the technique as this is the same for both.
Instead the difference is found in the lack of technology at the upper secondary level.
The techniques described above are not given any justification or even motivation when
introduced at upper secondary school. As described earlier is the lack of a well intro-
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duced and defined distribution a challenge when teaching both probability and statistics.
The concept of X having a distribution is abstract enough as it is, and when introducing
a sample having a distribution this abstraction gets even more difficult to apprehend.
The students should have a firm understanding of the properties of distributions in order
to justify the techniques used to carry out a hypothesis test. The teaching guidelines
explicitly states that ”Simulation can moreover be used for experimentally understanding
the statistical connections, that are to difficult to treat theoretically.” (Vejledning, 2019,
p. 14, my translation). This lack of technology makes the statistics appear disconnected
from the probability theory and the previous introduced distributions. Thus, tasks re-
lated to the hypothesis test (and later confidence interval) appears as something that
cannot be justified. Hence the technique becomes nothing more than a recipe for carrying
out and concluding on a distribution meaningless to the students.

4.10 Confidence intervals

4.10.1 The maximum likelihood estimation

When statistics are being introduced in the teaching materials for upper secondary
school, one of the main learning goals of the books are to introduce the confidence
intervals for a random variable given a sample. To determine such intervals an estimate
for the probability parameter is needed. For the school mathematics this estimate p̂ is
justified by the use of intuition and there is no well defined logos block for the technique
p̂ = k/n - with k being the number of successes out of n trials. The justification given
is simply that for a given sample with k success out of n trials, ”our best guess of p is
therefore k/n” (Gyldendal, 2018, p.119, my translation) giving an easily understandable
way of determining the estimate of p such that the students are able to afterwards de-
termine a confidence interval. And if this estimate is not needed for more than defining
the confidence interval for a given sample, the need for a logos block will not be that
great for this particular technique. However a technology and theory for this intuition
of the estimate of p being p̂ = k/n is given in the scholarly knowledge. Whereas the
school technique was based on intuition for the scholarly knowledge we instead see the
introduction of the maximum likelihood estimation (and function) giving the theoretical
reasoning for the estimate p̂.

We saw in the section on the binomial distribution that, if X ∼ b(n, p) for a given p
then the probability function P (X = xi) = K(n, xi)·pxi ·(1−p)n−xi will describe the prob-
ability for the given outcome xi. In Introduktion til Statistik (Ditlevsen,S. and Sørensen,
H., 2011) the maximum likelihood estimation is introduced as a needed estimate when
dealing with the opposite case, where the outcome is given but the appropriate p is not.
Instead we now need to determine for what value of p the given outcome is most likely.
This is done by defining the maximum likelihood function as

Definition 7. Let the set of parameters be Θ. Then the maximum likelihood function
relating to the outcome xi is defined as

Lxi : Θ→ [0, 1] with Lxi = K(n, xi) · pxi · (1− p)n−xi

As estimate for p, the value in Θ for which Lxi(p̂) ≥ Lxi(p) for p ∈ Θ is chosen.
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This definition gives rise to the theorem regarding the estimate when the random
variable X ∼ b(n, p)

Theorem 3. For the random variable x with sample space {0, ..., n} and X ∼ b(n, p)
with Θ = [0, 1] the maximum likelihood estimate for p is uniquely determined by p̂ = xi/n

This theorem will not be proven here, but a proof can be found in (Ditlevsen, S.
and Sørensen, H., 2011). This result might not seem that surprising (especially given
the intuition which is used in the school mathematics). The most important application
of this result is p̂ being the realisation of the random variable p̂(X) = X/n being the
maximum likelihood estimator. Now we do not just have a fixes value by the estimate
but a random variable which has a distribution, with the probability function satisfying
P (p̂ = x

n
) = P (X = x).

Theorem 4. Let p̂ = X/n be the maximum likelihood estimator for the random variable
X with sample space {0, ..., n} and X ∼ b(n, p), p ∈ Θ = [0, 1]. Then np̂ ∼ b(n, p). In

particular is E(p̂) = p and V ar(p̂) = p(1−p)
n

The maximum likelihood estimation is a great example as to why the scholarly knowl-
edge is not always the best and needed knowledge in order to create coherence within a
given mathematical subject. The theory that justifies what for a upper secondary school
student is easily acceptable based on intuition, is in no way needed in upper secondary
school and would not bring any real value to this given technique. The argument of
”p̂ being the parameter that makes the given outcome most likely” could be a valuable
argument for students with a well defined understanding of the logos block regarding dis-
tributions. The students are however not likely to gain much additional understanding
of the estimate if the theory on random variables has not been thoroughly introduced
and mastered by the student.

4.10.2 Confidence intervals

For the upper secondary school students are only expected to determine the confidence
intervals for the probability parameter. The teaching guidelines for the curriculum spec-
ify that ”A natural approach to the work with the binomial test and confidence intervals
for the probability parameter is the simulation of a null-hypothesis linked to opinion polls.
Through the simulation the concepts are operationalised in a context, where the student
have a better possibility of gaining a meaningful insight in the nature of the problem.”
(Vejledning, 2019, p.14, my translation)

4.10.3 Determine p values for a hypothesis test

A technique for determining the confidence interval is by the use of the result found in
the hypothesis test, that we determine whether outcomes for the random variable X are
accepted or not. For the school mathematics, this understanding is carried over into
the confidence intervals, where the interval is determined by testing different values of
p. This is done based on the sample, where an outcome r and the sample size n is used
to estimate p. Values of p on both sides of the estimate p̂ is then used in a double sided
hypothesis test with r being the samples outcome and thereby determining whether the
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outcome is accepted for the tested p. Systime writes the justification for this technique
as;

The thought behind this, is that if a null-hypothesis on p results in [sampled
outcome r] lying within the set of accepted values, then this p will belong in
the interval. [...] we need to find

p values below r, where P (X ≥ r) ≥ 0.025

p values above r, where P (X ≤ r) ≥ 0.025

(Systime 4.5.2, 2019, my translation)

This can also be done by the use of CAS functions, creating the exact confidence
interval p with X ∼ b(n, p). This technique, although long and tiresome, serves as
somewhat of an technology for the confidence interval. Hence Systime also gives the
following definition of the confidence interval as being; ”the 95% confidence interval
contains the values of p, where the sampled outcome is accepted in a double sided
binomial test with a significance level of 5%” (ibid). The interpretation of the confidence
interval will be discussed below.

4.10.4 The normal approximation and confidence intervals

So why the normal approximation? - Well what might be quite confusion is that the
students are asked to determine these intervals prior to the normal distribution, since
the interval is wanted for the value of p. However when wanting to do this by formula
one needs the approximation, since the interval is found around X/n, needing X to be
continous and not discrete. This argument however gets quite lost, when the argument
relies so heavily on the normal outcomes for the binomial distribution.

When this statement has been established and the wish for a 95% confidence interval
is present the proof of the formula follows pretty easily. The confidence intervals intro-
duced in the Danish upper secondary school, is the confidence interval for the parameter
p and is (of course) based on a sample, which then automatically gives an estimat of the
paramter namely p̂

Proof. For X ∼ b(n, p), as mentioned earlier the normal values are defined as the ones
for which µ− 2σ ≤ X ≤ µ+ 2σ. Since we wish to determine the confidence interval for
the sample, we will have that for 95% of all eventual samples done, the true value of p
will be within the interval

np̂− 2
√
n · p̂ · (1− p̂) ≤ X ≤ np̂+ 2

√
n · p̂ · (1− p̂) (4.25)

p̂−
2
√
n · p̂ · (1− p̂)

n
≤ X

n
≤ p̂+

2
√
n · p̂ · (1− p̂)

n
(4.26)

(here all parts devided by n since we wish to determine the parameter p)

p̂− 2

√
n · p̂ · (1− p̂)

n2
≤ X

n
≤ p̂+ 2

√
n · p̂ · (1− p̂)

n2
(4.27)

p̂− 2

√
p̂ · (1− p̂)

n
≤ X

n
≤ p̂+ 2

√
p̂ · (1− p̂)

n
(4.28)
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Hence the confidence interval for the proportion p in a sample (for a binomial distributed
experiment) is given by [

p̂− 2

√
p̂ · (1− p̂)

n
; p̂+ 2

√
p̂ · (1− p̂)

n

]
(4.29)

The real big struggles with the confidence interval arise when the students have to
conclude on their calculated results. Because what does this “95%-interval” actually
mean for the for the sample in the given context? And how does one use it for the
solution of exercises.

4.10.5 The different interpretations of the confidence intervals

The confidence interval is for the scholarly knowledge defined as; ”(Confidence interval)
An X% confidence interval for a parameter θ is an interval (L,U) generated by a proce-
dure that in repeated sampling has an X% probability of containing the true value of θ,
for all possible values of θ (Neyman, 1937)”(Morey et al., 2016)

Even thought this definition seems rather ”strict” there has turned out to be many
different ways of interpreting the confidence intervals - some of which are not even statis-
tical correct, as described in the Morey et al. article. To further consider the challanges
students might face when having to interpret the determined confidence interval, this
section will deal primarily with the different explanations of the confidence interval pre-
sented in the teaching material for upper secondary school.

The use of the word certainty For the books assessed in this thesis the word ”cer-
tainty” (da: sikkerhed) is widely used to conclude on the confidence interval. Fomula-
tions such as ”We conclude with X% certainty that the true value of p will be within the
confidence interval” (Gyldendal, 2018, p.119), or ”The true proportion p for the whole
population will with X% certainty lie within the confidence interval” (ibid). For the
teaching material by Svan & Lund (2019) the definition; ”A 95% confidence interval for
an estimated parameter in a sample, is an interval which satisfies that the true value
for the parameter with 95% confidence (da: konfidens) will lie within the interval”, is
given for the interpretation of the confidence interval. However, both of these teaching
materials follow up these definitions by the way to understand the intervals as; ”the def-
inition above should be understood as; If you were to conduct a sample multiple times
(sometimes described as infinitely many times) 95% of the calculated intervals will con-
tain the true value of p. (Gyldendal, p.120)(Svan & Lund, p. 31) [paraphrased by the
author]. In other words the teaching materials define the interval by a fallacy described
by Morey et al. and then give the formal definition as an explanation to it. Gyldendal
even writes ”This is defined in an every day language, in a more mathematical way we
say that [...]”(Gyldendal, p.120)

Confidence intervals in the scholarly knowledge relies on a thorough processing of
the properties of distributions in general and is therefore able to focus on the confidence
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intervals of the mean however, for upper secondary school there is no real thorough in-
troduction and theory level for the distribution, and the justification, explanation and
motivation for the confidence interval is instead based on the definitions for “normal and
exceptional outcomes”..

The following tasks, were found in the teaching materials

Tconf.: Determine the confidence interval
for p in a given sample

τconf.:

[
p̂− 2

√
p̂·(1−p̂)

n
; p̂+ 2

√
p̂·(1−p̂)

n

]
τconf.est: try different p values in a hypoth-
esis test, for the given sample and deter-
mine for which the hypothesis is accepted.
τconf.CAS: use CAS to determine the p val-
ues, satisfying the above

Test : Determine the estimates
p̂, µ̂, and σ̂

τest : p̂ = k/n, µ̂ = np̂ =
√

p̂·(1−p̂)
n

Terror : Determine the standard error of
the samples

τerror: 2 · np̂ =
√

p̂·(1−p̂)
n

Table 4.8: Tasks related to confidence intervals
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Chapter 5

Praxeological Reference Model

The praxeological reference model has been hinted at throughout the content analysis
establishing the punctual MOs, that in this section will be sorted into local and regional
MOs providing an overview of the subject treated in this thesis.

Figure 5.1: Praxeological Reference Model for probability and statistics theory

As seen in the content analysis, θdistr. consisting of the distribution and the properties
related are the technology connecting the main local MO [T, τ, θdistr.,Θ] for the probabil-
ity theory Θprob. and statistics theory Θstat.. For the probability theory, the distribution
dealt with is the probability distribution (or theoretic distribution) versus the sample
distribution found in statistics theory. Although the distributions treated are different,
the general technology related is the same, namely the treatment of the concepts mean,
variance and standard deviation, dependent on the values p and n (for the binomial
distribution). This local MO is what creates the link between the two regional MOs
[T, τ, θ,Θprob.] and [T, τ, θ,Θstat.]. If this technology is removed from the PRM or not
strongly established (as it is the case for the knowledge to be taught at upper secondary
school) the subject will become incoherent with many punctual MOs not connected to
each other.

The punctual MO [T, τbinprob, θbinom,Θprob] is also justified by the technology from
θcombi.. Only more specified, why it has been placed within the general distribution local
MO. For the school knowledge, the technique τbinprob is justified by combinatorics - how
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this effect the model is treated below in fig.: 5.2.

Fig.: 5.2 is not the Praxeological Reference Model for the subject, but instead an
illustration as to what happens when θdistr. is lacking from the teaching of the subject
probability and statistics theory.

Figure 5.2: The subject, without θdistr.

The punctual MOs for [T, τµ, θ,Θprob.] , [T, τσ, θ,Θprob.], [T, τbintest, θ,Θstat.] and
[T, τconf.int, θ,Θstat.] are now without technology, leaving them disconnected from the
punctual MOs which they prior shared technology with.

Finally it should be noted that even without a strong θdist., relations can still be
formed between the punctual MOs sharing theory, however the link between the prob-
ability and statistics theory is lost. In particular can connections be made between the
punctual MOs [T, τbintest, θ,Θstat.] and [T, τconf.int, θ,Θstat.].
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Chapter 6

Design

6.1 Generating question

As described in the theory on SRPs, the generating question should hold possibilities of
explorations but also have motivational properties in order to invoke the interest of the
students. The goal of the final generating question was also to create a question that
could be solved on different levels mirroring the students academic levels and capabilities.
In order to do this the question was the result of an exploration of a similar question;
”Can a multiple choice test be fair?”. This question was chosen as an early generating
question because of its play on emotion and could provoke the students sense of fairness
giving the students motivation to explore the question by finding it meaningful. This
question can generate many sub-questions and answers to be determined. I did however
also see the potential of the question being answered purely on intuition and emotions
instead of applying mathematics. The initial exploration of the question led to the
question on how such a ”fair” test would be constructed.

Q0: How can a multiple choice test be constructed such that it is fair?

was instead chosen as the generating question since it to a higher degree evokes a need for
mathematics. For challenged students the introduction of simulation could prove useful
in answering the generating questions. For students with a higher level of abstraction this
question also creates the foundation of asking far more advanced questions based on their
intuition and prior knowledge of probability and statistics. These will be elaborated on
in the a priori analysis of the design. This generating question also have the possibility to
be answered and studied outside the upper secondary school level. Given the structure
of the question, no specific mathematical subject has been suggested prior to the study
of the question. This means that students no matter their background in mathematics
should be able to work with this question and provide answers.

6.1.1 A priori analysis of generating question

Before diving into the design surrounding Q0 for the chosen level and class. An a priori
analysis of the question without any limitations by student context has been carried out
- however limited by my own imagination and mathematical background. This analysis
will not go into details of the answers to questions generated by Q0 but is simply meant
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to provide a glimpse of the possibilities within the generating question. Instead detailed
explorations and possible answers for relevant questions will be dealt with in the a priori
analysis after the design has been introduced.

Figure 6.1: Initial SRP without ”limitations”

Q1 What is fairness?

Q1.1 What makes a test fair?

Q1.1.1 How are the tests graded?

Q1.1.1.1 Are these methods fair?

Q1.1.1.2 What impact does this have on the possibilities of quessing?

Q2 What is the possibility of passing a test by guessing?

Q2.1 How does one calculate such a probability?

Q2.1.1 How many questions are there?

Q2.1.2 How many possible answers?

Q2.1.3 How many points are needed to pass the test?

Q2.1.3.1 What if the requried points of passing are not fixed but given by a ratio?

Q2.1.1.1 How does different combinations of this behave?

Q2.1.1.1.1 What if the questions don’t have the same amout of possible answers?

Q2.2 How does it depend on the number of possible answers?

Q2.3 What is the probability of getting all correct?
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Q3 How many possible answers are needed such that the probability of passing is rela-
tively high?

Q3.1 What is a ”high” probability?

Q3.2 Can a model be created that shows this?

Q4 How many ”guesses” should one have in order to get x right?

Q4.1 What does this mean for a multiple choice test?

Q5 What does the distribution of grades look like for a multiple choice test?

Q5.1 Does it match the distribution for Q2?

Q5.1.1 What should p be?

Q5.2 Can one compare the two distributions to determine the number of students quess-
ing?

Q5.2.1 Is it possible to estimate how many have guessed?

Q6 How is the test constructed?

Q6.1 Are there patterns in the test?

Q6.2 What if you can always rule out one possibility?

Q7 Can one determine the probability of passing an entire education by guessing, given
all exams are multiple choice.

Q8 What can be guaranteed when creating a test?

Q8.1 Can p be determined by simulating a created test?

As seen in the diagram and the list of possible questions; Q0 has potential of being
answered and dealt with in many possible ways. This is a characteristic of a potentially
good Q0, given that it performs the same way in practice.

6.2 Design

In order to create a design, one should be aware of the context provided by both the
class and official requirements. These will play an essential role when constructing the
design and the design should reflect this. Given that the teaching sequence has been
designed for an STX class (Danish upper secondary school without specialisation) the
official requirements and curriculum for the subject treated has been predetermined by
the Ministry of Education. This is partly stated in the curriculum (da: Læreplan)
which also contains skills to be mastered by students, and partly stated in the teaching
guidelines (da: Vejledning) also containing ideas on how to teach the given subject and
specifies what should be included.
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6.2.1 Aim of design

By the end of implementing the design the students should be able to

• Argue for the properties of the binomial distribution and related binomial coeffi-
cient and formula

• Determine the probabilities associated to a random variable X ∼ b(n, p)

• Construct and carry out a binomial test

• Determine a confidence interval as well as be able to interpret the meaning of such
an interval

In Danish upper secondary school, the academic goals (da: faglige m̊al) are deter-
mined by The Ministry of Education. The academic goals do not describe specific math-
ematical topics to be covered in class, but rather a set of competences to be mastered
by the students. The specific mathematical topics are instead introduced in the section
core materials (da: kernestof) treated below. The academic goals states thestudents, in
regards to probability and statistics theory, should be capable of the following:

“Use statistical and probability theoretical models to describe data from other
disciplines (da: fagomr̊ader), conduct simulations, complete hypothesis tests,
determine confidence intervals, be able to form questions based on the models
and be able to recognise what answers can be excepted, as well as being
capable of formulating conclusions in a clear language.”

(Læreplanen, 2017, my translation)

Apart from describing data from other disciplines the design will deal with these
competences. Especially conducting simulations is a significant part of the design. Be-
sides these, academic goals that does not directly correlate to probability theory are also
included in the design. The students should be able to “complete mathematical reason-
ing”(ibid) as well as “demonstrate knowledge of the use of mathematics within selected
fields, including knowledge of application in the treatment of more complex issues.”(ibid).
The teaching sequence is designed to attend these goals, since the students in their work
will need to treat the complex issue handed to them in the research and study phases.
Given that the students will be answering a generating question with no predetermined
mathematical tasks to be solved. Instead the students shall determine what tasks to
work on and solve in order to answer the generating question. Lastly from the official
academic goals the teaching session should also promote the students ability to “com-
municate actively in, with and about mathematics – both oral and in written form (da:
formidling).” this skill will be needed in order to ensure that the students in groups
can advance their solution to the generating question. It will also be developed as the
students work within the setting of enquiry-based teaching and in particular by the ex-
ploration of the SPR.

In addition to the academic goals, The Ministry of Education also list the core ma-
terial which should be covered in mathematics at STX B-levels. The following are the
core materials concerning probability and (non descriptive) statistics theory and some of
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these will therefore also be the focus for the design, the rest will be covered before the
implementation of the design.

Combinatorics, basic probability theory, probability space and random vari-
able, binomial distribution as well as the application of the normal approxi-
mation, confidence intervals and hypothesis testing in binomial distributions.

(Læreplan, 2017, my translation)

In the additional material to be covered “the use of authentic data material”. This will
be covered by the design when the student will generate their own data set to analyse
and use for further studies and question posing.

The teaching guidelines (da: Vejledningen) for the curriculum has stated more specif-
ically what could and should be included under these main goals. This has already been
accounted for in the content analysis where the considerations from the guidelines were
used in order to describe the upper secondary school knowledge.

6.2.2 Context of the test class

The design was implemented in a 2nd year upper secondary class with B-levels mathe-
matics. The academic level of the class was described by the teacher as slightly below
average. The class was in particular described as being split with some very skilled
students but also with a big group of mathematically challenged students. Before the
designed lessons I observed the class in two different lessons. One unrelated to prob-
ability theory and one when they were introduced to probability (not their first lesson
however). The students generally seemed safe within the teaching environment and a
healthy ”question culture” had been formed i.e. the social dynamics of the class enabled
a safe teaching environment. Given the below average level of the class it was decided for
the lessons to have ”backup” questions designed prior to the implementation such that
the teacher could help the sequence along, without making theoretical introductions of
results lacking motivation.

6.2.3 Prior knowledge

The test class had prior to the three lessons, in the subject of Probability covered the
following topics.

• Descriptive statistics.

• Basic combinatorics such as the addition and multiplication principles.

• Complementary events (and probabilities related to these).

• The probabilities of disjointed events sum to one in a sample space.

• Classic probability space

• The general probability space.

• An introduction to the use of random variables and how to treat them in a given
context.
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• General introduction to the notion of distributions.

These should be mastered (to some extend) by the students before the implementation
of the teaching sequence. The design has been planed in such a way that the exploration
of the binomial formula (including K(n, r)) will be done within the design without prior
knowledge of this particular result. However, the students will most likely not be able to
learn these two formulas if they have not become proficient in the combinatorics discussed
above.

6.2.4 Teaching sequence and considerations

This section serves as a brief introduction to the design including the lesson plans for
the teaching sequence. A more detailed description of the content of the lessons will be
described in the a priori analysis which also functions as a detailed walk-through of the
planned lessons. Further the mathematical considerations for the teaching sequence will
also be discussed based on the content analysis.

Lesson plan

The teaching sequence have been constructed such that the students first will be intro-
duced to the project by taking a multiple choice test consisting of 10 questions each
with 4 possible answers and where the students need 3 correct to pass. All students
completing this test, generates an authentic data set which will be used as the initial
introduction to the problem that needs to be solved; Q0. The test will be constructed to
leave the students oblivious to the correct answer, making them fill out the test solely
based on guesses. However, due to the number of questions and possible answers, the
probability of passing (with 3 or more correct answers) is 47.5%. This is not known by
the students, and will hopefully leave them astonished by the result - evoking their sense
of fairness.
The worksheets handed out to the students (along with the test) had a theme. The stu-
dents should pose as consultants for an Education Department who wished to implement
multiple choice testing across all exams.

During the rest of the sequence the groups will be partaking in conferences where they
are supposed to share their questions and ideas through out the process. This is done
such that groups will not get stuck due to lack of questions nor ideas on how to solve
these. These segments will also generate a need for the ability to express themselves
mathematically - a competence which the students are expected to develop by The
Ministry of Education.
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Lesson 1 -

Time Time acc. Activity
10 min 10 min Introduction to the project
7 min 17 min Students take the quizz (2 min) and the class discuss the results
5 min 22 min Groups generate questions based on the observations on the

test results (last 2 min. students write Qs on the black board.
The teacher ensures the Q; ”What is the probability of passing
the test by guesswork?”

5 min 27 min Students work on the problem; ”What is the probability of pass-
ing by guessing?”

8 min 35 min Class discuss how to solve the problem.
5 min 40 min Work on solving the problem
10 min 50 min Conference (first 2 minutes, write solutions on the blackboard)
7 min 57 min Introduction of ’number of combinations’
3 min 60 min Groups finalise answering the first question
5 min 65 min Institutionalise the binomial distribution
10 min 75 min Break
10 min 85 min Studetns work on remaining questions
15 min 100 min Conference; solutions of the day - each group presenting their

work (2 min. pr. group)

Table 6.1: Lesson 1

Lesson 2 -

Time Time acc. Activity
5 min 5 min Recap from lesson 1
7 min 12 min Introduction to the simulation tool in NSpire
15 min 28 min Students test how changes in n and p influence the distribution

of probabilities
10 min 38 min Handout #2 is given to the students, and they brainstorm how

do test such a statement
10 min 48 min Break
17 min 65 min Class introduction to hypothesis testing
25 min 90 min Students work on handout #2
10 min 100 min Discussion of the result that H0 : p = 1.2% is accepted and

H0 : p = 1.0% is not

Table 6.2: Lesson 2
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Lesson 3 -

Time Time acc. Activity
5 min 5 min Recap of lesson 2, and the results discovered on the hypothesis.
15 min 20 min Group brainstorm and conference on how to determine the val-

ues of p based on handout
15 min 35 min Introduction to the confidence interval
10 min 45 min Break
10 min 55 min Working on handout #4
15 min 70 min Introduction to the normal approximation and confidence in-

terval formula
30 min 100 min Students work on their remaining questions and finalise their

written assignment.

Table 6.3: Lesson 3

Mathematical Considerations

When designing the lessons some considerations of the mathematical subjects have been
made.

When posing the questions regarding Q0, changes of values n, p and r (points needed
to pass) will most likely occur. The number of points needed in order to pass has been
fixed at 3 for the example, although this might not be the case in real life. However,
letting r be defined as a proportion of the total number of questions will result in the
probabilities not behaving nicely.

The notion of normal vs exceptional outcomes and the technique τnormal/exep for a
given sample has not been paid attention to for the design. Instead handout #2 implies
the use of technique τconf.est and τconf.CAS.

The mathematical considerations further relates to the choice of introducing the
binomial distribution (and formula) based on the dataset and situation given to the
students. This is done in order to ensure that the students not only have the technique
but also technology for P (X = r) for X ∼ b(n, p) and in particular the K(n, r) formula.
Further the hypothesis testing has been introduced prior to confidence intervals. This
is done such that the students will be able to determine the confidence intervals as ”for
those values of p such that the sample size will ”pass” in a double sided hypothesis test”.
This choice has been made in order to follow the distributions and examples given in the
students book (Systime - plusB2 stx).

6.3 A priori analysis of the design

This analysis will help to better understand the design along trying to foresee the different
questions posed by students in the SRP, illustrated by SRP diagrams. Further, will the
analysis try to map up the possible obstacles or difficulties the students might face
when exploring the generating question and the new subject that is probability and
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statistics. The a priori analysis will not only include possible explorations of the Q0 but
also considerations done when designing the teaching sequence. The a priori analysis
will therefore not only function as an analysis, but also as a justification of the didactic
choices made throughout the design. The names for the questions posed in this a priori
SRP diagram of the design will be the names used in the a posteriori analysis.

6.3.1 SRP diagrams

Figure 6.2: A priori diagram

The generating question is ”Q0: How can a multiple choice test be constructed such that
it is fair?” From this a list of likely questions has been made, in order to analyse the
data collected from the students work. When consulting the SRP diagram one should be
aware that the diagram will be non-linear but that the teaching (by the nature of being
more controlled by the teacher) will be more linear. This has not been illustrated in the
SRP diagram but will instead be seen in the a priori analysis below.

Q1 What is fairness?

Q1.1 What makes a test fair?

Q2 What is the probability of passing the test by guessing?

Q2.1 What information is needed?

Q2.1.1 How is such a probability calculated?

Q2.1.1.1 In how many ways does this outcome occur?

Q2.1.2 What happens when more questions or possible answers are added?
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Q2.1.2.1 How many possible answers should there be in order for the probability of
passing, being relatively high?

Q2.2 What is the probability of getting all questions correct with n questions and 1/p
possible answers?

Q2.3 How does the probabilities distribute? (What is the probability distribution?)

Q3 Are there patterns in the test and do they influence the outcome?

Q3.1 What if you know that 1 question is clearly wrong? How does that impact the
probability?

Q4 What is the most likely outcome?

Q5 What can we as a consulting company guaranteed when creating a test?

The following questions will arise after the introduction of the handouts. It is possible
that questions will arise in the first exploration of Q0, however since the students have
no prior knowledge of statistics aside from ’descriptive statistics’ it is not likely in the
implementation in this specific class.

Figure 6.3: SRP diagram after handouts

Q#2 (Q5) What can be guaranteed based on a sample?

Q#2.1 What is the hypothesis?

Q#2.2 How do we challenge this hypothesis?

Q#2.3 How can we conclude on the result found?

After having the significance level introduced alongside the three different test types
(double sided, left- and right sided test)
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Q#2.2.1 How do we choose the test?

Based on the results found in Q#2 the following questions can be posed

Q#3 What p-values will make the observed result pass a hypothesis test?

Q#3.1 How can these values be determined?

Q#3.1.1 Can we just test different values of p and select an interval based on this?

Q#3.1.2 Can we create a command in CAS to determine the upper and lower limit?

Q#3.2 What can be concluded on the confidence interval?

Q#3.1.1.1 Can this interval be determined in a more sufficient way?

Q#4 For a given sample determine the confidence interval

Q#4.1 How do we estimate p?

Since handout #4 is only a new sample for the same question as in handout #3, the
only new question for this handout is how to determine the estimate of p

Questions not relating directly to the mathematics will probably not be dealt with
by the students, since there will not be enough time for this. In a longer SRP process
these questions are more likely to be posed and dealt with.

6.3.2 Answers for the SRP

Questions which requires a text answer (not mathematical answers) will not be given
answers in this segment, since these questions can create all sorts of answers. This is
based on the questions posed and what kind of information students will be able to find
via internet searches.

A2 The first question which should be pursued actively (or introduced if the stu-
dents do not generate this question them self) is Q2 ”What is the probability of passing
the test by guessing?”

We wish to determine the probability of passing the multiple-choice mentioned in
section 6.2.4. By definition one needs three or more correct answers to pass. The
students have prior to the implementation of this design been introduced to the notation
of probability as P (...) and it is therefore expected that they will try to write the problem
in this notation. It is however also expected that they will have trouble defining the
random variable (cf. the content analysis) and might need some guidance to fully use
the notation. Despite this, they should be able to discuss the techniques for solving
this problem and some might even link this problem to the complimentary probability,
i.e. determining the probability of getting 2 or less correct and then subtract this from
1. For students who does not link to the complimentary probability, it is most likely
that they will begin the calculations of P (X = 3), P (X = 4), . . . , P (X = 10), which of
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course will take quite some time. It is therefore important for the conferences to focus on
and remind the students of the technique using the complimentary probability. Either
way the ability to determine these probabilities rely on the students’ prior knowledge
about the binomial distribution, which they most likely do not have (given it has not
been introduced in the teaching). Even without the knowledge of how to calculate say
P (X = 2), the students should be able to construct the following equation based on their
prior work with probability theory.

P (X ≥ 3) = 1− P (X < 3) (6.1)

= 1− (P (X = 0) + P (X = 1) + P (X = 2)) (6.2)

A2.1.1 Since the students do not have any institutionalised knowledge of the binomial
distribution, they will have to start their work by constructing the binomial distribution.
Posing question Q2.1.1; How is such a probability calculated?

It is important that the idea of P (X < 3) being written as a sum of probabilities
is worked with actively in class, since this will be the beginning of actually being able
to solve the exercise. The students should be able to recognise the addition principle
or otherwise be helped to rediscover this property. When the students try to determine
a way of calculating this probability, it is expected that they will be able to use the
multiplication principle to determine P (X = 0) without problems, since this probability
does not have any combinations to consider. For P (X = 1) the students will hopefully
acknowledge that getting one correct answer can not only be done in one way, but
multiple and in this case exactly 10.

P (X = 0) =

(
3

4

)10

= 0.056 (6.3)

P (X = 1) =

(
1

4

)1

·
(

3

4

)9

· 10 = 0.188 (6.4)

P (X = 2) =

(
1

4

)2

·
(

3

4

)8

· 10!

2! · 8!
= 0.281 (6.5)

Getting
(
1
4

)1 · (3
4

)9
and

(
1
4

)2 · (3
4

)8
correct should be obtainable for the students, as

this relies on principles already introduced prior to the teaching sequence, i.e. the multi-
plication principle and the idea that both successes and failures should occur at the same
time. However the factors coloured brown, are not excepted to be found by the students
(although ·10 might be). And it is therefore excepted that the number of combinations
should be discussed in class. The need for a formula should appear naturally (or be
easily accepted) since the students will have a reference for how many ways one can get
2 correct answers and that this can not only be done in one way.

A2.1.1.1 When the students have reached this, they should pose the question; in how
many ways can this outcome occur? Based on a partly intuition and partly their own ex-
perience with the test. The argument for number of combinations can both be introduced
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by the students, if a strong sense of combinatorics (eventhough not institutionalised) is
established. Otherwise an argument can be made by the teacher introducing the con-
cept on how to know in how many ways the successes and failures can be placed. This
can be introduced by letting the students remember that 3 correct will ”count” as the
same result, even though two students can have obtained 3 correct by answering different
questions correct.

Reaching this argument could pose as a great student exercises, getting the students
to reflect on how to use their knowledge of basic combinatorics. This is however some-
thing that requires more time that devoted for this design. It is however greatly advised
to make the students realise this by self-exploration of the issue/question regarding num-
ber of combinations. Instead for the design it is excepted that the arguments will have
to be lead by the teacher, guided and motivated by student answers and questions.

Continuing on this argument the following table can be drawn to illustrate that al-
though answering 3 correct seem like a single outcome, it can be done in multiple ways.
An for the proof to come; the same questions can be answered correct in a different order
and for the one to grade the test no difference will be detected.

Figure 6.4: ”Number of possible answers”

When this table is being filled in, an important note to make (especially for the
students) is in what order the correct answers are placed. This will help students reflect
and eventually lead to the introduction and justification of K(n, r). This table is in
particular implemented in the design in order to create a more coherent understanding
of (what will be known as) the binomial distribution. The justification for this formula
is as seen in the content analysis, not given much attention in the teaching materials for
the school mathematics. For this reason an emphasis has been put on the justification
in the design. Given the nature of this argument, is it expected to take some time and
critical thinking from the students in order to justify this formula in collaboration with
the teacher. The argument of K(n, r) can be found in the content analysis section 4.6.1.

With the knowledge of the binomial coefficient one can now complete the equations
6.4 and 6.5 and then calculated the probability of passing the test by guessing, i.e.
P (X ≥ 3)

P (X ≥ 3) = 1− P (X < 3) = 1− 0.525 = 0.475 (6.6)

so there is a 47, 5% chance of passing the test by guessing.

In the content analysis we saw that for the upper secondary school knowledge the
binomial coefficient is heavily linked to the calculations of probabilities. The same will
of course be the case here where the students do not meet the coefficient in a combina-
torics context. Rather they meet it in the context of the binomial distributions when
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calculating probabilities. This has both its weaknesses and strengths. The introduction
of the coefficient here will ensure a strong connection to the binomial formula giving an
argument as to why this number of possible combinations (r out of n ....) is important
when calculating P (X = r) for X ∼ b(n, p). This provides a technology for the formula
which is not seen the as clearly in the teaching materials. Contrarily, since K(n, r) is
connected only to the binomial formula there is a great risk of the students not being
able to use this information in other contexts.

P (X = r) = K(n, r) · pr · (1− p)(n−r) =

(
n
r

)
· pr · (1− p)(n−r) (6.7)

A2.1.2 - What happens when more questions or possible answers are added?
This question can of course be answered by calculating different probabilities when alter-
ing n and p. It is however an academic goal that the students get used to the simulation
tool and by using it construct at sense of the properties of the distribution.

Simulations using CAS, is an easy way of ”testing” a multiple choice test ensuring
that the choices of answers has been done at random without any knowledge of the
answers. A simulation creates a collection of x completed tests and visually shows how
these went (the grades to each try on the test). The Nspire plugin [can be downloaded
here] which can do this simulation, is based on the common ’die scenario’, but as long
as the students are aware of the fact that filling out the test randomly (by guessing)
correlates directly to throwing a die multiple times (one for each question) this should
not be a problem. When using this plugin it is however important to remember that
the number of pips is the number of possible answers for the given question, so for the
example used in class the number of pips on the dice should be set to four. The number
of questions for each tests done is determined by the number n for the number of throws
in each game, i.e. each test. Then by choosing the command ’toss’ in the menu (or the
button on screen), one toss equals one test completed and for each toss done (or 10 or
50) the graph showing the ’number of successes’ (number of correct answers for the test)
will change hence the students can use the graph to visualise how the added number of
tests will ’normalise’ the plot seen on screen.
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Figure 6.5: Simulation tool in Nspire

For this part it is important that the student try their own theories and hypothesis
but the two most excepted are to adjust the number of possible answers and the num-
ber of questions for the test. If the simulation tool is used correctly (by adding more
and more tests gradually) the students will hopefully discover that the more test they
do, the graph will change less each time since it will ’converge’ towards the binomial
distribution for the given number of questions and possible answers. Since this part is
occurring after the institutionalisation of the binomial distribution, it should be possible
for the students to connect p to the number of possible answers and n to the number of
questions in X ∼ b(n, p). This could also together with their knowledge on distributions
in general, provide them with an understanding of the properties hereof, providing A2.3.
In particular how the mean and standard deviation changes with the choices of n and
p. Furthermore, are all simulations interactive in NSpire and therefore makes it possible
for the students to include a line that shows the number of successes below and above
the line and give the mean as well. By use of this tool the students should be able to
connect this line to investigate the mean further.

Examples on what can be explored by the use of the simulation tool in NSpire. In
the following two examples the test given to the students have been simulated for 50,
150, 500 and 1000 tests.
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Table 6.4: Changes in n

When comparing simulations like the four shown above where only the number of
tests being completed are changed, the students should be able to comment on the sta-
bilisation of the graph shown in the window. It might not be that clear when presented
with just the finished simulations, but when doing these in NSpire the tool shows the
changes very clearly.

For the second a test a simulation with each 500 repetitions have been carried out.
For the first two simulations the number of questions (n) has been changed from 20
to 30 and the number of possible answers have been fixed at 3. And for the last two

simulations the number of possible answers
(

1
p

)
has been changed from 3 to 6.
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Table 6.5: Changes in µ and σ

When reading the table of simulations above the columns will show the difference a
change in number of possible answers will make and the rows will show the difference an
addition of questions will make. It is expected that the students here will discover that
not that great of a difference is seen when changing the number of questions from 20 to
30. Instead a great change happens when the number of possible answers are increased
from 3 to 6. These discoveries can of course also be found by calculating the probabilities
by hand but this will take far more time and also not be as visually clear. The students
do however need to have a good understanding of the above - that the simulation will
converge to the theoretical distribution - in order to make this conclusion valid. In order
to realise this the students must have a sense of the technology level regarding distribu-
tions in general. It is of course also likely that the students will draw this conclusion
without considering this property - either way the students will be able to answer some
of their posed questions and carry on.

A2.1.2.1 How many possible answers should there be in order for the probability of
passing, being relatively high? - answering this question can also be done by the use
of the simulation tool and afterwards calculate the associated probabilities in order to
comment on whether this given probability is high enough. The question is however
highly student dependend and is therefor not included here.

To summarise, the excepted realisations by working with the simulation tool are the
following:

1. Few questions and/or few possibilities result in a greater chance of passing the test
by guessing. And the contrary; many questions and/or possibilities will result in a
smaller chance.
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2. A lot of questions and/or possibilities will make the test time consuming to com-
plete, so one cannot make the test arbitrary large to ensure a low probability of
passing by guessing.

3. No test can reduce the probability of passing by guessing to 0. There will always
be a chance. Even if the tolerance of how many can pass the test by guessing is
really low (say, 1%) no test will be able to ensure this. (Especially this can relate
further to the discussion of confidence intervals.)

A4 Another question, could be to investigate ”what is the most likely outcome for
this test?” asking what score or grade is the most common when taking a test like this.

This question gives rise to the introduction of the mean. The students for this study
were familiarised with the general notion and meaning of mean from previous lessons
on descriptive statistics, why it is excepted for them to connect this question to the
determining of the mean. This does however depend on how the students have been
introduced to and used the notion of the mean prior to this study. If the students
have already made the connection between the mean and ’most likely outcome’ or ’the
weighted average’ this questions can be solved rather quickly since they already have the
formula µ = x1 · p1 + ... + xn · pn as seen prior in the content analysis of the teaching
materials. Despite the formula already being known to the students, the case of the mean
for a binomial distribution is rather intuitively understandable, when rephrasing to ”if
i answer 10 questions with a 1/4 change of success for each, how many questions will i
then likely get correct” - this is easily answered with the number 4, just as the students
might know it from throwing a die, since this example has been introduced early to most
students (in middle school).
The remaining questions to be answered are either too student dependent or too specific
using the same techniques at already described, to be dealt more with here.

By the second module the students will be handed their first specific assignment. This
provides the students with a sample of completed tests like the one they have carried out
themselves at the beginning of module 1. The sample size is 10000 with 132 successes
(passed) and a claim by the company of at most 1.2% passing the test by guessing (and
for the extended question at most 1%). The handout can be found in appendix B.

Since the students for this part has not been made familiar with hypothesis testing,
they will have to brainstorm for the task given creating a new SRP diagram based on
the question posed in handout #2. Questions which will be answered by the teacher in
the institutionalisation sequence will not be treated here.

A#2.1 It is expected that the students will be struggling with constructing a hy-
pothesis to test (even after an introduction of hypothesis testing) since creating the
hypothesis relies on the understanding of not only the context (and associated proba-
bility/statistics theory) but also an understanding of how to challenge a hypothesis and
possibly disprove the hypothesis. However, when the null hypothesis for the test has been
established, namely H0 : p ≤ 0.012, they will now need to challenge the hypothesis by
calculating the probability of the stated outcome occurring, i.e. calculating P (X ≥ 132)
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for X ∼ b(10000, 0.012). This choice of the probability to be calculated is founded in
the technology level θdistr. and as discussed in the content analysis, is it possible that
this will not be well founded for the students, causing them to have great trouble when
trying to carry out these tests.

A#2.2 Getting the idea of calculating P (X ≥ 132) will probably be quite hard to
grasp and this therefore requires quite some time. The students should however be able
to connect this to the idea of testing whether or not 132 lies within the critical values
for the given p. A difficult part of calculating P (X ≥ 132) is also to determine what
p-value should be used, whether it should be p = 0.012 as stated in the handout or
p = 0.0132(= 132

10000
) based on the outcome given. But when these values has been estab-

lished (and argued for) the calculation itself should not be difficult to carry out using
formula or CAS. Do also consider that choice of test is a complicated matter, especially
considering that the significance level can be chosen and is not predetermined (even
though it is advised to choose the 5%). It is natural in this segment to discuss the dif-
ference between ’accepting’ and ’not discarding’ the hypothesis along how to choose the
kind of test needed for the given context. In the sample given to the students they will
in particular be able to discuss that the choice of test can/will depend on who is carrying
it out. If too many pass the test by guessing neither the company nor the ministry will
be satisfied (resulting in a right-sided test) etc., providing A#2.2.1

Based on the context stated for the exercise in the handout it is expected that H0 :
p = 0.012 i.e. the data will be distributed by X ∼ b(10000, 0.012). And we wish to
determine whether 132 is an expected normal outcome, and with a significance level at
5% we shall check if the probability of getting 132 passing the test, when the distribution
is as described above.

P (X ≥ 132) = K(10000, 132) · (0.012)132 · (1− 0.012)(10000−132) (6.8)

For TI-Nspire this can be done by using the following commando

binomcdf(10000, 0.012, 132, 10000) = 0, 1457 (6.9)

So this even has a probability of 14.57% and is therefore not a critical event outside the
significance level at 5%. And we can therefore not discard the hypothesis that at most
1, 2% will pass the test by guessing.

For the other part of the handout, the students simply need to test a different null
hypothesis, H0 : p = 0.01, and after the previous exercise this should not be too difficult.
The calculations for P (X ≥ 132) with X ∼ b(10000, 0.01) are as follows:

P (X ≥ 132) = K(10000, 132) · (0.01)132 · (1− 0.01)(10000−132) (6.10)

And with the use of TI-nspire

binomcdf(10000, 0.01, 132, 10000) = 0, 001201 (6.11)
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A#2.3 So this time the null hypothesis does not hold and must be discarded. The
conclusion is what can prove to be quite challenging for the students like it was in the
previous task. This new discovery does however give rise to an important question and
area of exploration - if 1.2% is okay but 1.0% isn’t - where is then the limit between
accepted and non-exepted p values for the given sample?

A#3 Given that the students have just discovered that the p-value have an influence
on whether or not the hypothesis is discarded. The natural following question is to deter-
mine what p-values ”guarantee” that the hypothesis will not be discarded. This question
relies on the realisation that the company can not guarantee 1% but can guarantee 1.2%.
Thus, there must be a limit between these two numbers which divides the p-values into
the once ”passing” in a hypothesis test and those that do not. But how does one find
such a limit point? It is excepted that the students will suggest the techniques τconf.,CAS
and τconf.,est..

A#3.1.1, τconf.,est. For this technique, the students should choose different probability
parameters (p-values) and test whether or not the sample outcome stated in the handout
is acceptable or not. It is very important to ensure that the students reflect on the choice
of test, and that the double sided test is the one chosen. If the students struggle with the
following argument, they should be guided by the teacher to grasp this concept since this
constitutes the foundation of understanding the meaning of confidence intervals later on.
Testing different values of p can be interpreted as now ’flipping’ the example seen be-
fore; approach the simulation (sample) from the view of the company. When too many
students pass the test by guessing the company cannot sell their tests. However, if the
number of students passing by guessing is lower than excepted, the company will have
the opportunity to guarantee an even better test to its clients. For this reason we wish to
conduct a double sided test, so ensure that the percentage guaranteed by the company
is neither to high nor to low. Since the students have been introduced to the significance
level of 5% as being the norm, they will most likely choose this again. However, for the
double sided test they now need to compare the calculated probability to 2.5% instead.
To determine which p-values will assure the outcome being acceptable, it is needed to
both calculate P (X ≥ 132) and P (X ≤ 132) for the values surrounding the estimated
p-value; p̂ = 0.0132 from the sample.
The students therefore need to calculate the probabilities of

P (X ≥ 132) forX ∼ (10000, p) for p ≤ 0.0132 or binomcdf(10000, p, 132, 10000)
P (X ≤ 132) for X ∼ (10000, p) for p ≥ 0.0132 or binomcdf(10000, p, 0, 132)
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Figure 6.6: Confidence interval found by use of τconf.est

The green values are the p-values that we can be sure will make 132 an acceptable
outcome. Hence, the confidence interval which we can be sure of is 1.2% − 1.5%. It
should however be an important note that if even finer values of p were tested, i.e. with
even more decimals, an even more precise interval could be determined.

A#3.1.2, τconf.CAS The second way to determine these values of p (prior to the in-
troduction of the normal approximation) is by the use of τconf.CAS, this technique does
however require a great understanding of the CAS-tool, and the students of this class
has not been working much with TI-nspire before the sequence. So it is possible the that
students wishes to use CAS but are not able to do so.

solve(binomcdf(10000, p, 132, 10000) = 0.025, p)|p > 0 (6.12)

solve(binomcdf(10000, p, 0, 132) = 0.025, p)|p > 0 (6.13)

These commands will directly give the real endpoints of the confidence intervals, respec-
tively p = 0.0111 and p = 0.0156, creating the confidence interval 1.11%− 1.56%. This
newfound interval does however give rise to a very important question; ”what can be
concluded on the base of this interval?”

A3.2 The interpretation of the confidence interval, which the students have just
determined is, as discussed in the content analysis, quite difficult and it will therefore
depend on the teacher to give this interpretation. It should be excepted that the students
will find it quite difficult to grasp this new way of thinking about the sample provided.
The formal interpretation of the interval; ”for approximately 95% of all future samples,
the confidence intervals will contain the real value of p” and it is excepted that the stu-
dents will instead take with them the explanation that ”the interval with 95% certainty
(confidence) (da: sikkerhed) will contain the true value of p” and given that this is the
suggested interpretation by the school knowledge, understandably so (again also refering
to the article on fallacies).
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If the later technique arise in the class, this should clearly be dealt with actively by
the teacher as this understanding of the confidence interval might strengthen the tech-
nology and logos block overall. If not, the focus should be on introducing the normal
approximation instead. The technique wished to be used when solving this task by each
group should be shared in a ’conference’ leading in to a discussion of what the confidence
intervals actually describe.

A#4.1 After this the students will be given handout #4 asking them to determine
more confidence intervals for new, yet similar, samples. This handout raises the question
of how to determine the interval when no p is given, instead the students now need to
estimate the p-value, by the technique found in the content analysis, τp̂. Assuming the
use of technique τconf.est. this process will quickly become tiresome hopefully resulting in
students asking for a quicker way - perhaps even ask for a formula to determine such an
interval. This creates the motivation for introducing the normal approximation of the
binomial distribution.

A3.1.1.1 This question can both be asked at the end of handout #3 and handout #4
depending on the class. Nonetheless, is it expected that the following question will be
posed: ”Can the interval be determined in a more sufficient way?”. Since the students
do not have any prerequisites for discovering this approximation, the teacher will have
to provide the technique associated to the normal approximation. As described in the
content analysis, even given the justification for this given technique might be to abstract
for B-levels.

After the introduction of the formula for confidence intervals, using the normal ap-

proximation

[
p̂± 2

√
p̂·(1−p̂)

n

]
the confidence intervals from the previous handouts can be

calculated again by the use of the approximation - here just the task solved above.

132 out of 10000 1.09%− 1.54%(1.32%± 0.2237%)

Given the structure of the formula this is an opportunity to discus the relation be-
tween the deviation and sample size. Students here might also discover that the intervals
actually include values not accepted in the interval determined by the CAS technique,
this has the portential of being a great way of discussing the meaning of an approximation
and why one might use it.

The only real task relating to the normal approximation is the determining of the
confidence interval. A thorough introduction to the tasks regarding the use of the nor-
mal approximation (by using the inverse function of such), is unfortunately outside the
scope of this design, even thought it would prove as an important motivation for the
introduction of the approximation.

Finally, the following questions would be interesting to implement in the design.
But given the time constrictions, this was not possible. These questions would further
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solidify the logos block for the distributions as well as creating a connection between the
probability and statistical theory.

Qextra: How was the distribution of points in the class? (based on the test, executed at
the beginning of the module)

Qextra.1: (How) does this differ from the theoretical distribution?

Qextra.2: What would happen if this was done multiple times?

Qextra.2.1: How does the simulation compare to the theoretical distribution?
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Chapter 7

Methodology

7.1 Type of Study

As seen until this point of the thesis, it has consisted of two different types of data. The
first being the content analysis and construction of the praxeological reference model,
based on this. This was done in order to provide both an overview of the subject treated
as well as visually illustrating some of the challenges when designing for this subject.
Next was an a priori analysis of the designed teaching sequence, in order to forecast
what could be expected when the students interacted with the generating question and
design over all. The last main part to the thesis is the actual implementation of the
designed teaching sequence, which will result in an a posteriori analysis. This final part
of the study, was carried out as a case study, implementing the design in one class for 3
lessons. The analysis of this part will not only focus on the SRP diagrams developed by
the students, but also try to map out the praxeologies at play - using both the a priori
analysis and PRM as analysis tools.

7.2 Empirical data collection

This thesis presents results from a focus group as well as the general class. This is
done in order to have more detailed data and observations on the process than what can
be obtained by only observing the class. The focus group was chosen in collaboration
with the teacher and the group chosen was a slightly above average group with a good
relationship. Further was the students not afraid of talking and discussing openly -
providing a detailed description of the work flow to be analysed.

7.2.1 Types of data

For the implementation of the teaching sequence, three types of data was collected.
Sound recordings, notes taken by the researcher and a written assignment from the stu-
dents were collected.

The sound was recorded on two Dictaphones; one placed at the teachers desk in order
to record the general classroom (since the students was placed in a U shape around the
Dictaphone this was possible) and the second was placed in the focus group. Since the
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focus group was seated around the Dictaphone, it mainly picked up the group and I was
in particular able to record the group discussing their work in detail this way.

Further, did I take notes through out the lessons, circling the class room but mainly
keeping a distance from the class. More on this in the following section 7.2.2 on the
researchers role. At the end of each lesson a quick recap was written by the me, and
after the last sequence a reflection piece was written in conjunction with the teacher.

Finally each group was asked to hand in a written assignment (details found in hand-
out 1 in appendix B.1). This assignment was supposed to contain the groups questions
for the SRP along their work on solving and answering these questions. Further, the
report should contain screen shots of the students work with the simulations in NSpire
alongside their NSpire document that they had worked in for all three lessons, to be used
as a log for the group work. This was collected in order to clearly determine how the
students used the simulation software to treat the questions.

7.2.2 Researchers role

When collecting empirical (qualitative) data by observing a classroom, the researcher
needs to consider, prior to the data collecting, what role should be taken as researcher
in the classroom. The following four main types of observer are described by Wellington
in Educational Research (2015). 1) complete participant, here the researcher is often
concealed from the group being observed and will not show signs of active observation.
2) Participant as observer, here the researcher will mostly be part of the group and
activity, but will also take notes or make other observations within the setting. These
two types of observers will rarely be part of a shorter case study. Instead the latter
two will be roles taken by the researcher when carrying out shorter case studies. They
are the following; 3) Observer as participant where the researcher primarily function
as observer but will also participate in the activity if needed. Lastly is the complete
observer where as the name indicates the researcher will not interfere at all (almost no
matter the circumstance).
These types of observer should not be understood as static definitions but rather on a
spectrum. And that a researcher can be fluent between these definitions and take on
a slightly different observation role if needed. A case study of the given length for this
thesis will be far more likely to contain more observation than participation and this has
also been the case for this study. Here I tried to stay as complete observer for as long as
possible, however it was later needed for me to introduce the simulation plug-in for Nspire
since the teacher did not feel competent enough to introduce this tool. In situations like
this I partook with the role of observer as participant - however not for long, and only
in situations where observations was not needed beside the audio recordings. I choose
to be on the less strict side of the ”complete observer” to gain the trust of the students
and make them feel comfortable even though a ’stranger’ was taking notes in class.
I had also meet the class two times prior to the implementation in order to get to know
them as a group, as well as establishing an understanding of the students academic
level and way of working. I have known the teacher prior to the implementation of this
sequence and was therefore aware of the teaching style familiar to the students.
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7.3 Handling of data

7.3.1 Detection of questions that are not explicitly posed

In order to determine the questions forming the SRP diagrams for the students, an
exhaustive list of their posed questions needs to be established. The audio recordings of
the three lessons have been used to determine the questions posed by students backed up
by most of their written assignments. Some questions were however not posed directly in
their conferences and written work but instead only discussed loosely in class or stated
as ’genuine’ questions for the teacher. Potential questions furthering the exploration of
Q0 will also be included in the SRP diagram, since these have an important role in the
following treatment of this generating question although the students might not realise
that they are posing the questions. Lastly is it possible that questions are not posed as
obvious questions but are instead posed as preliminary hypothesis or techniques that the
students want to explore further.

7.3.2 Transcriptions and written work

When transcribing the collected sound clips, the data has been divided into segments.
The entirety of the recordings have not been transcribed - only the ones relevant for this
study. Therefore will the transcripts found in appendix C be divided into segments and
if needed a short introduction will be given in order to contextualise the transcribed seg-
ment. Each segment have been given the codes C(x,y) or F(x,y). C for class, F for focus
group. The number x for the given lesson and the number y for the specific segment, so
the third segment en lesson 2 by the focus group will be given the name F(2,3). These
are also what is used as a reference tool in the a posteriori analysis.
In order to protect the students identities, have they been given lettering to identify
them, T stands for teacher, and other letters for the students. This lettering is how-
ever only consistent within the segment of transcription. Meaning that in between the
different segments student A will not be the same (unless else wise is explicitly stated).
This is done because the important information for this thesis it not ’who said what’
throughout the lessons, but instead what is done in the class as a whole. The only group
of students which can be followed throughout the thesis is the focus group of the study.
The recordings has been deleted after the transcription was done.

Lastly the written assignments by the students have been blanked for all personal
information. In order to track the groups’ work throughout the thesis, between their
posed questions in conferences and written assignment the group numbering is consistent.

7.4 Reliability and validity of the study

According to Bryman (2016) two main criteria are important when assessing research;
reliability and validity. Reliability describes whether the finds for the given piece of re-
search is consistent and whether a new similar study would be able to reach the same
conclusions. Given the nature of case studies the reliability is challenged since the re-
sults and conclusions are based on a single class’ interaction with the designed teaching
sequence. Despite this, the study still have great potential of giving insight in a given
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specific situation and these types of studies are therefore of great value to teaching re-
search.

Validity is concerned with the integrity of the conclusions. Bryman (2016) defines
multiple aspects when evaluating the validity of a study. The three relevant types of
validity for this given case study is the interval, external and ecological validity. The
internal validity is determined on whether the conclusions can be drawn based on the
study conducted, whether the conclusions are well argued based on data and lastly if the
causal (cause-effect) relation is candid. The external validity is concerned with whether
or not the conclusions found can be generalised beyond the frame of the given study. It
is to be noted that a case study naturally will have a lower external validity given the
size of the study and structure of such a study. Lastly the ecological validity relates to
the applicability of the study in an everyday setting.

7.4.1 Internal validity

For the causality of this study, the produced praxeological reference model (and content
analysis in general) along the a priori analysis should ensure a more consistent analysis
of the empirical data. Some individual and personal interpretations will be almost im-
possible to avoid when conducting a qualitative study. However, the intend is that the
presence of this reference model will clarify the choices done by me as the researcher.

7.4.2 External validity

Given the size of the study one should be very cautious of the generalisability. The
content analysis has potential of being somewhat general since an effort has been made
to choose the reviewed teaching materials. It should of course be remembered that
the material chosen for the upper secondary school knowledge is based on the Danish
educational system and the literature used for the scholarly knowledge has been picked
based on what is used at UCPH. For the empirical data it should also be remembered
that the design has only been implemented in one class consisting of 28 students. If
the case study was to be expanded to containing more classes and taught by different
teachers, one would be able to expand the generalisation of the study.

7.4.3 Ecological validity

Although the class observed for this study will act differently under observation from a
somewhat unfamiliar researcher with two Dictaphones in the classroom, it has still been
a goal to keep the surroundings as natural to the students as possible. Their teacher
was the same as usual and the role of the researcher was kept as observing as possible
such that the students would not focus on me. I had also met the class previous to the
lessons creating a familiarity between the students and I. This all strengthens the level
of the ecological validity.
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Chapter 8

Data and a posteori analysis

8.1 The realised teaching sequence

The implementation of the design did not according to the lesson plan described above.
As described in the methodology general notes and reflections were taken both during
and after each lesson, these will briefly be touched on below in order to provide a better
understanding of the teaching sequence, certain outcomes and structural matters of the
a posteriori analysis.

When implementing the teaching sequence we ended up being quite restricted on
time resulting in most of the exploration phase being cut. This was both due to the
design relying on curriculum that hadn’t been covered as well as anticipated along some
practical issues outside our control (such as different student initiatives, electronics not
working etc. taking time). These factors should therefore be taking in to account when
analysing the data. As a written product, the students were asked to write a report on
their work and in this attempt answering the Q0 along explaining how they reached their
conclusion. Only 5 out of 7 groups handed in their work, and these groups had instead
made a resume of the lessons and used the assignment as a note-taking tool. These
written assignments can therefore not be used for directly outlying the SRP diagram of
each group.
The SRP diagrams will instead be generated by the questions posed in the class con-
ferences as well as the questions asked by students in the lessons (outside the specific
”questions time”) which have a ’progression’-role in the SRP. These questions can be
both elaborating, motivational and posed out of curiosity.
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8.1.1 Lesson 1

The realised teaching sequence for lesson 1 was the following:

Time Time acc. Activity
7 min 7 min Introduction to the project.
8 min 15 min Groups are formed and the students take the quiz
5 min 20 min Discussion of the generated data set. Handout #1 given to the

class
2 min 22 min Summary - it is possible to pass without reading the questions
20 min 42 min Groups discuss what they wish to explore relating to the hand-

out and data set
8 min 50 min Conference - groups show their questions and collect the ques-

tions they wish to answer
2 min 52 min Groups brainstorm how to answer the questions
5 min 58 min Teacher facilitates discussion on how to solve the question

”What is the probability of passing by guessing?” Complimen-
tary events are mentioned by student

8 min 66 min Break
20 min 86 min Complimentary events and probabilities related to this
10 min 96 min introducing K(n, r) by student inputs
4 min 100 min Recap of the lesson - done by students

Table 8.1: Lesson 1 - realised

The first observation of the class, made it clear that it was past 2 pm on a Tuesday,
resulting in the students being unfocused, quite tired and therefore easily distracted. It
was therefore anticipated that the group work portions of the module would not go to
plan.

Figure 8.1: Data set generated by the class

The design implementation got of to a rocky start with problems in both group
constellations and technology, since the test result did not show immediately. When the
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students looked at the results from the test a lot of the expected questions arose. Mainly,
“But why can we pass when we didn’t even really look at the questions?” and when asked
to brainstorm what the groups wanted to research based on handout #1, one student
even said “I think that it is really annoying (da: provokerende) that one can get 7 right
[as one student just did] without knowing anything . What is that? That’s like a 10
[Danish grade].” So the initial first encounter had the wanted effect – the students felt
somewhat personally attacked and their sense of justice was challenged, and so the work
of making the test fair began.

The following work in groups brainstorming ideas took longer that first assumed (and
both could and should be shortened if this design was to be implemented again) which
also effected the rushed ending of the module. However, the groups did end up creating
really great questions for the following work. In particular did all groups, except one,
pose the question “What is the probability of passing the test by guessing?” which was
the main question that was hoped for when designing the modules.

Since a fair bit of time had been lost at the beginning of the module, and some
more time consuming “group problems” later on, the teaching the introduction of the
binomial distribution did not go quite to plan and some of the last had to be revisited
at the beginning of module 2. Instead of the students working towards the binomial
distribution by themselves, the teacher and I (researcher) made the decision (in class)
that this should be done as a class session, where every step was guided by the teacher.
The teacher did however pose the questions in ways that let the students do the thinking
and not just institutionalising from the beginning, and by the end of the lecture the three
main things that got institutionalised was; the binomial formula, P (X ≥ 3) = P (X =
3) + P (X = 4) + . . . + P (X = n) as well as P (X ≥ 3) = 1 − (P < 3) (this came from
a student and not the teacher) which was the desired outcome of the module. Since the
module did not manage to include a finalised version of the binomial distribution formula
with the example “what is the probability of passing” this became the starting point for
module 2, which naturally carries over into the simulation work. The revised lesson plan
for the second lesson was;
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Lesson 2 - revised The students have been asked to calculate several binomial coef-
ficients, such that the technique of finding these was developed.

Time Time acc. Activity
25 min 25 min Recap of lesson 1 (Dias 1-14)
3 min 28 min Transition into testing of hypothesises
7 min 35 min Introduction to the simulation tool in NSpire (by researcher)
10 min 45 min Testing hypothesis about changing n and p for the test
3 min 48 min Handing out #2. Groups discussing ways to solve this
10 min 58 min Break
10 min 68 min Introduction to hypothesis testing (Dias 15-20)
8 min 76 min Construction of H0 (Dias 21)
4 min 80 min Groups work on testing the hypotheses
8 min 88 min Class walk through of testing the hypothesis
12 min 100 min Groups work on their questions from lesson 1

Table 8.2: Lesson 2 - revised

8.1.2 Lesson 2

The realised lesson 2 was as follows

Time Time acc. Activity
4 min 4 min Homework
30 min 34 min Recap of lesson 1 (Dias 1-14)
20 min 54 min Introduction to NSpire simulation tool
8 min 62 min Students work with the simulation tool
7 min 69 min Break
5 min 74 min Students reading handout #2
10 min 84 min Introduction of hypothesis testing (Dias 15-19)
7 min 91 min Example of hypothesis testing (Dias 20)
5 min 96 min Working on solving #2 in class

Table 8.3: Lesson 2 - realised

A general note for the second lesson is that the students were quite inactive in the
group work. The introduction to the simulation tool took twice the time as expected
both due to students not having a working NSpire and an excessive amount of questions
for the tool which was not excepted.

Again for this lesson the chosen material proved too comprehensive to be introduced
in the span of three 1.5-hour modules. Especially since the introduction and justification
of the K(n,r) formula wasn’t introduced prior. This meant that quite a lot of the work in
class consisted of introduction and institutionalising the formula. The second handout
was not worked with in its entirety before the end of the lesson, hence making this a
part of the lesson 3 instead. The lesson plan for lesson 3 were again heavily revised and
was instead continous as:
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Lesson 3 - revised -

Time Time acc. Activity
5 min 5 min Recap of lesson 2 (dias 1-3)
5 min 10 min Students work on handout #2 for the case of 1% (dias 4)
10 min 20 min After having worked on two different hypotheses for same sim-

ulation, the groups will brainstorm new questions to pose
3 min 23 min Handing out #3 - groups discuss how to solve the problem
7 min 30 min trying technique τconf.est by trying out different H0 for the given

simulation (dias 6-7)
15 min 45 min Introduction to confidence intervals (dias 8-11)
8 min 53 min Students work on handout #4
10 min 63 min Introduction to the normal approximation (Dias 13-16)
10 min 73 min Pause
27 min 100 min Students work on their posed questions and finish their written

assignment

Table 8.4: Lesson 3 - revised

8.1.3 Lesson 3

The last lesson of the design was modified heavily because of the badly time schedules
lessons prior. The realised lesson was structured as follows

Time Time acc. Activity
4 min 4 min Unsolicited feedback
7 min 11 min Homework
9 min 20 min Recap of lesson 2 and hypothesis intervals (Dias 1-3)
10 min 30 min Work on second part of #2 handout (Case of 1%)
4 min 34 min Class discuss the task just solved
4 min 38 min Groups brainstorm what to do next
4 min 42 min Suggestions of trying different p values and using CAS to solve

for p.
11 min 53 min the two techniques are tried out
6 min 59 min Break
14 min 73 min Groups work on handout #4
10 min 83 min introduction of the normal approximation (Dias 13-16)
13 min 96 min Students finish their written assignments

Table 8.5: Lesson 3 - realised

The students started out the lesson by giving unsolicited feedback of the two lessons
prior and the general response from the students was that they couldn’t seem to find any
connection between the modules, and that they had the feeling that they weren’t working
with probability anymore [after the introduction of hypothesis tests]. Some students also
said that they felt like they were only guessing the correct answers and not finding them
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by using mathematics. However when the students worked with the tasks of lesson 3,
they showed great initiative and came up with great techniques to solve the tasks given
to them. The last lesson also proved that the written assignment should, if possible,
be an assignment done outside of the lessons or designing with the assignment as a key
component.

8.2 The realised SRPs

The realised SRP will consist of all questions posed in the teaching sequence. There will
be made a distinction between the problems posed by teacher, class and focus group
colorgrading the questions as described in the theory.

Questions found in the a priori analysis will be given the same names for this; and
new questions will be destinguished by adding a letter instead of number in the naming.
Questions not dealt with by the students directly will be marked with red. Although
most of the questions were posed simultaneously by the students, have they still been
sorted into ”themes” and nested by level of detail.

8.2.1 Initial SRP on Q0

Figure 8.2: Realised SRP after first introduction

Q1.a Can we minimise the probability of students passing the multiple choice test, even
though they haven’t studied?

Q2 What is the probability of passing?

Q2.a What is the probability of failing the test?

Q2.a.a How many possible answers are needed in order to not pass?

Q2.1.1 How is such a probability calculated? (teacher)
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Q2.1.1.a What is the probability of answering correct on one question?

Q2.1.1.b What is the probability of answering incorrect on one question?

Q2.1.1.1 In how many ways does this outcome occur? (teacher)

Q2.1.a What are the required points to pass?

Q2.1.b How many possible answers are there per question?

Q2.1.c What happens if we change the necessary points for passing?

Q2.1.2 What is the probability with more possible answers?

Q2.1.2 What happens to the probability if we add more questions?

Q2.1.2.a Will the probability decrease or increase? - the probability of answering cor-
rectly.

Q2.1.2.b How many questions should their be relative to the number of possible answers?

Q3.a What happens if the answers look alike?

Q3.b What happens if we give different types of questions, like looking at graphs, then
tables etc.?

Q3.c What is the probability of 25% of the students picking possibility a)?

Q3.d By using elimination does one end up with a higher probability of answering
correct?

Qa How many of the tests in upper secondary school are multiple choice?

Qb How many percent pass based on random multiple choice test? (so the same as;
what is the probability of passing just in other words) 1

Qb.1 What is the probability of 50% failing the test?

Qb.2 What is the probability of everyone passing?

It is interesting that the students pose almost all questions leading up to the con-
ference. After this, the only questions posed are questions of doubt (related to the
mathematics, not the context itself)

1this note is added by the members of the group when presenting their questions
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Questions from a priori not posed by students

Q1.1 What makes a test fair?

Q2.1 What information is needed?

Q2.1.2.1 How many possible answers should there be in order for the probability of
passing, being relatively high?

Q2.2 What is the probability of getting all questions correct with n questions and 1/p
possible answers?

Q2.3 How does the probabilities distribute? (What is the probability distribution?)

Q3.1 What if you know that 1 question is clearly wrong? How does that impact the
probability?

Q4 What is the most likely outcome?

Q5 What can we as a consulting company guaranteed when creating a test?

8.2.2 SRP after handouts

Just as for the a priori analysis, the SRP diagrams has been split into two, the second
containing the questions asked after handout #2.

When asked about how to determine what the ”test making company” can guarantee
the following questions are posed; ∗ is used to indicate that the questions is essentially
the same but formulated different.

After handout #2:

Figure 8.3: Realised SRP after handout #2

Q#2 What can the company guarantee based on a sample?
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Q#2.1 What do we wish to test? (C(2.4) teacher)

Q#2.2.1 What test to we need to use? (C(2.4) teacher)

Q#3∗ Can we then determine the limit between? (C(3.1) student A)

Q#3.1.1 Can we just test different values of p? (C(3.2))

Q#3.1.2 Can we use CAS and binomcdf ? (F(3.1) student A)

Q#3.1.2∗ Can we isolate (solve commando) it somehow? (C(3.1) student B)

Q#3.2 What can be concluded on the interval? (C(3.3) student B)

Q#3.2.1 How can we conclude this when the company didn’t say it themselves? (C(3.3)
student A)

Q#3.1.1.1 Can this be determined in a more sufficient way? (teacher)

As seen here the students works on the tasks stated in the third handout, prior to
them having recieved it.

Figure 8.4: Realised SRP after handout #4

Q#4.1∗ What can we do when we do not have a p to use in the hypothesis test for the
outcome? (C(3.4) student A)

Q#4.1.a Could we perhaps divide the observed successes by n and use that as our starting
point? (C(3.4) student B)

Q#4.1.b Why can’t we just pretend that it’s a function? (C(3.4) student C)

Question from a priori not posed by students

Q#2.3 How can we conclude on the result found? (this is given to the students without
any exploration phase or otherwise motivation)
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8.3 Comparing a priori and a posteriori SRP dia-

grams

8.3.1 Students initial encounter with the generating question

When the students were first introduced to the generaing question, quite some confusion
as to what was excepted of them arose. For the focus group the question, ”do you think
he want something like, ”what is the probability of...”?” (F(1.1) - B) was posed after being
reminded in class of the subject treated for the lessons, probability. This shows that Q0

not by itself clearly called for the use of probability theory, the students did however
after this create many questions also found in the a priori analysis, as seen above.

Besides challenging the students sense of fairness, the generating question along with
the initial test, proved relatable to the students. For the focus group they quickly drew
upon their experience with a multiple choice test in Chemistry the day before. The main
focus for them where that if one answer was clearly false, then the probability of an-
swering correct would increase. Although this did not directly relate to the mathematics
to be treated, it still had the effect of creating a frame of reference for the students to
further investigate Q0.

8.3.2 Order of posing questions

When constructing the a priori SRP diagrams it is clear that they were made with an
organic order of questioning in mind, meaning that questions with only one index number
were initial ideas and questions to research. Which afterwards were to be investigated
further, creating new questions to be answered. The same way of questioning can of
course not be done in a class where the students are not yet equipped with the right
techniques to answer the questions that can be posed. Further, the design was created
in a monodisciplinary setting with more targeted subquestions provided to the students,
ensuring that curtain questions were to be posed. This does however also have the
consequence that the questioning is not occurring in the tempo of the students studying
of paths, but instead at predetermined moments, like at conferences. This is also seen
in the realised study and research paths by the students and it is quite interesting how
the path for the SRP behave and are generated differently when the students pose many
questions at once. Since the students were asked to pose many questions at once this
also included sub-questions. It was expected, since the students had not experienced
much probability theory at B-level before the design, that the students would only pose
the most straight forward questions such as ”what is the probability of passing the test by
guessing” and then almost immediately needing more info or guidance in order to study
this question. Instead, as the diagrams (and relating transcriptions) show, the students
posed sub-questions before trying to solve the initial questions. One could expect that
the students first would investigate how to determine the probability of passing the test
by guesswork resulting in the discovery that the probability is dependent on n, p and r
(here r number of successes in P (X = r)). Instead we observe that the students have a
pretty well defined intuition on how the probability will behave and they are therefore
capable of posing questions regarding the changes of n and p (and for one group also r)
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before they know exactly how to calculate this type of probability. The result of this
is seen in the red questions i.e. those not explicitly posed by students, but still worked
with indirectly. The students are able to work on the questions indirectly without any
prior knowledge of binomial distributions, given a strong sense of intuition on how such
probabilities should behave. This is in particular seen when the students disregard the
question Q2.1: ”What information is needed?”.

8.3.3 Colour of questions in a posteriori diagram

When treating the students paths in comparison with the a priori diagram one quickly
realise that something is quite different for the paths post handouts. The a posteriori
diagram after the second handout contains more black questions than the a priori dia-
gram had anticipated. When the students were presented with the handout the initial
reaction what that the company could not claim that at most 1.2% would pass the test,
since clearly 1.32% had passed the test in the given sample (appendix C.2 - F(2.2)).
Due to time restrictions the students were not given enough time to explore the pro-
vided statement and instead hypothesis testing was introduced to the teacher, followed
directly by treating the second handout. The students instead did something quite sur-
prising when they started working on the tasks of the third handout prior to having it
presented. The handout asked for the students to determine the p values that could
be promised. The students without questioning begin studying this question and comes
up with different ideas of how to answer this question. This was not expected to be
done by the students, hence the implementation of the third handout. The students
work with this early stage confidence interval will be analysed further below. As seen
as well in the SRP (fig: 8.4) the fourth handout does not lead to the students simply
applying their strategies for Q#3∗ : ”Can we then determine the limit between”, instead
when given a new sample the students see the given task completely disconnected from
the previous task. The students as for the a priori analysis, asks for ways to determine
this new p for which they need to test surrounding values. In the third handout the
estimate was not given explicitly, but given that the students worked on this task prior
to being given handout #3, they without questioning used 1.32 as their estimate of p.
Hence, the obstacle did not appear until the new samples were given in the last hand-
out where the students needed to determine p̂ before applying the technique from before.

The amount of teacher posed questions for this segment, does however also result
in only one question not being studied before the answer is given; Q#2.3 How can we
conclude on the result found?. How to conclude on the hypothesis test is done without
any exploration phase or questioning.

8.3.4 Quality of Q0

A question lacking from the design, is one regarding the mean and standard deviation.
As described in the PRM, the properties of the distribution are truly what connects the
two regional MOs for probability and statistics. The mean and standard deviation was
originally designed part of the teaching sequence, but after consulting with the teacher
this was removed due to time constraints. Although questions concerning this can be
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generated from Q0 cf. the a priori analysis, it should have been a part of the design prior
to implementation, creating the connection between the probability and statistics theory.

Further, the students did not consider the simulation tool to be valuable for their
inquire of Q0. The groups did not use the tool as a way to test the preliminary questions
they had posed. The tool could have proved useful for those groups facing questions they
wasn’t yet able to answer by the use of the formula - such as Q2.1.2 : ”What happens if
we add more questions or possible answers”. The simulation tool could also prove as an
important tool when wanting to change the points needed to pass the test, and see how
such a change in parameter has an effect on the distribution. Further, the students did
not pose questions regarding the distribution and how it changes as n got larger (extra
questions in a priori), which could also have been investigated and answered by the use
of simulations.

8.4 Praxeologies

8.4.1 Random variable and the probability function

Important for the analysis, both content and a posteriori is the notion and treatment of
the random variable. Although this was not an actively planned part of the design, it
proved quite relevant and in central to the study when the design was implemented. For
the upper secondary literature it was observed that the random variable is only discussed
very briefly and lacking a real definition of this variable. The same had been the case for
the class. This lack of introduction to this abstract notion of a function, is also easily
detected in the empirical data collected. In multiple sequences, the students spent quite
some time discussing how to “construct” a random variable from the information given
in the assignment.

As expected in the content analysis, the random variable was connected to the prob-
ability function for the students, and the treatment of the random variable therefore
immediately became associated to the probability, instead of being a measure for the
outcomes of the sample space. In the first lesson the students were asked by the teacher
to define X for the test,

A: it determines whether you pass or fail.

T: yaah, naaah, that’s a bit rushed

B: It assumes a value for every outcome, so it is a function in which you can
put in an outcome and it will give you back a number.

T: and what kind of outcomes are we talking about?

B: it’s the probability or like the percentage to pass...

(G(1.4))

Here we observe that this student has some general understanding of what the random
variableX does or at least the formal definition. However the inclusion of probability here
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shows a mix up in the random variable being a notion independent from the probability
function. The lack of technology in the introduction of the random variable is therefore
very noticeable for this instance. Other students also give the explanation that X should
be 4 (for the number of possible answers) or 10 (for the number of questions) in the
relations to the test.

T: What is this X?

A: Number of possible answers

T: But, that’s just a number. What does this X describe?

A: The different outcomes

T: and what are the different outcomes?

B: The number of questions!

T: No, then it just describes 10, it can’t just describe ”10”.

C: But then the possible answers!

T: No ’cus then X just describes 4, that doesn’t make sense either.

(G(1.4))

Here it is evident that the word variable has either lost its meaning or not been
properly established from the beginning. This results in the random variable - as a
function - has been lost. In the conversation following, the students keep returning the
to idea that X is a measure for the probability of curtain outcomes. Even after the
following correspondence, another student still returns to X being the probability.

T: well okay, lets just try to think this through. . . what is it that we hope
for when taking a multiple choice test?

C: get correct answers

T: To get correct answers! Okay! [. . . ] so what could this random variable
describe?

B: Ehmm, the correct answers?

T: How many correct answers can you get?

D: one!

T: Sure one is a possibility, can you only get one correct?

D: well no, if there is 10 questions you can get 10 correct

T: true, so I can get?

D: one, two, three..

T: yeah okay correct, but I can also get zero correct, right? [. . . ] So that is
what X is describing, or at least that is what it can describe. If what
multiple choice is about, is to get correct answers, then let it describe
the number of correct answers.

E: so can we say that X is the probability of getting a single correct answer?
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T: no, we are not allowed to include ‘The Probability’ in X [. . . ] X is simply
just the possibilities in a multiple choice test.

(C(1.4))

It is in this section apparent how the students in general have trouble connecting
the praxis block with the logos block when asked to describe the random variable in the
context of multiple-choice test. They usually encounter this notation X in the praxis
block when solving tasks related to the punctual MO τbinprob which for the upper sec-
ondary school knowledge is a part of the θcombi technology rather than θdistr.. Even when
the students have agreed that X will describe the possible outcomes of the test, they
return to the notion of probability in relation to the variable. Although we later observe
that the students generally are very capable of interpreting the notion P (X = r) using
it in the task and technique setting, solving the tasks associated to Tbinprob., the random
variable isolated is not given true meaning.

Although the students show signs of real trouble when defining X, as soon as it is done
in relation to the probability theory, the students master the technology for task T P (X=r).
When the students are asked to determine the meaning of the notation P (X = 3) the
students do not seem to have troubles interpreting this notation as the ’probability of
getting three correct’. Hinting that when the random variables has been described and
defined they are able to use and interpret it and that the students do not handle X as
existing outside the probability function. This can also be the reason why the students
do not ask to the properties of the distribution of X later on, since the random variable
is not considered an object that has properties, but solely a notation tool. The following
sequence further solidifies the students mastering the technology;

A: Can we instead of writing the equal-sign use the inequality-sign? (da:
krokodillenæb)

T: Sure! Which one do you want to write?

A: Well ehmm, lesser than, no sorry.. greater than, greater than!

T: Like this? [writes P (X > 3) on the black board] what does this say now?

A: that, what is the probability of getting more than 3 correct

T: and was that what we wanted to pass?

B: No, you could also pass with three correct, so there need to also be an
equals sign.

(C(1.5))

We see here that even though the students had a really hard time defining the random
variable, they do not seem to have any problem using it in relation to the P notation
and are also capable of interpreting P (X ≥ 3) prior to this being introduced by the
teacher. We saw earlier how the students insist on the random variable being almost a
synonym with the saying ”the probability of ...” and therefore also the notation P . This
could perhaps also answer why the students have such a hard time grasping the random
variable outside the probability function. Since I was not present for the introduction
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of the random variable, is it hard to determine whether this is due to the way this was
introduced.

After this, in order to ensure that the students now fully understood the notation
P (X ≥ 3) was there a longer discussion on how to write this statement without the use
of inequalities (C(1.5). This sequence takes some time, but eventually a student realise
that they can use the addition principle, giving P (X ≥ 3) = P (X = 3)+ ...+P (X = 10).
Although the students do not consider the independence of the events, this is still a tran-
sition from using the principle as a technique for determining the number of outcomes, to
using it to explain an equation given making it a technology. By doing this the students
should gain a greater feeling of coherence within the subject, giving the technology role
to results that previous only was used as a technique. This was not planned into the
teaching sequence on purpose, but is has a really nice effect on the students, when they
realise that they can use their prior obtained knowledge for new discoveries.

In discussion of how to actually determine P (X ≥ 3) = P (X = 1) + ...+ P (X = 10)
now that the students have realised that this can take quite some time, a student asks a
crucial question for the further work on determining P (X ≥ 3)

A: so like, if i find the probability of getting 3 correct, or below that cor-
rect, then i can find the complimentary probability, and then i have the
probability of failing?

T: yeah sure

B: wow! that’s genius!

(C(1.6))

Although this is not formulated clearly. And there are room for misunderstandings
of the intent of the question from the student, it still creates the necessary step for
the students to have established that they can determine the probability of passing by
calculating P (X ≥ 3) and do this by P (X ≥ 3) = 1−(P (X = 0)+P (X = 1)+P (X = 2).

8.4.2 The binomial distributions

When first confronted with having to calculate the probability P (X ≥ 3) the students
of the focus group, first tried to answer this without any mathematical knowledge of
the binomial distribution. The group discussed what an addition of questions and/or
possible answers would do to the probability. Instead of trying to determine a formula
right away, they try to argue for their initial hypotheses with their intuition. For this
segment we observe the beginning of a true study and research path, where the students
try to tackle the question at hand with different approaches. Although this can seem
like a waste of time, the students in this process create the foundation for the technology
θP (X=r),X∼b(n,p), which also creates a stronger connection between the praxis and logos
block. Unfortunately the students were not allowed to develop their theory and hypoth-
esis it, due to the time restrictions.
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The following interaction between two students from the focus group, occurs right
after they have posed the questions generated by Q0. They have no prior encounters
with the binomial formula let alone the binomial distribution.

A: It’s clear that if we make more possible answers, if you have for example
four possible answers and make it eight, then you will half the chance
of. . .

B: .. the probability of answering correct will be half

A: But what if we increase the number of questions? . . . Then it’s clear, the
probability will drop, because ehmm.. If we talk about complimentary
right? If we look at the probability of the complementary event, right?
Then if we add a question, then it’s correct that we will add 25% chance
of answering correctly, but also 75% for that you answer incorrectly. . .
So it’s obvious that if you add more questions, then the probability of
passing will be lower.

(F(1.3))

The students show a great sense of intuition of probability in relation to the binomial
distribution, and no classic and primitive probability notion is at play. For this first part
the students dabble with combining probabilities, when they consider how the proba-
bility behaves for the non symmetric sample space when adding Bernoulli trials. This
is unlike earlier tasks posed for probability theory, in both lower and upper secondary
school, where the students have been asked to determine the probability of symmetric
probability spaces. The students do not interpret the four possible answers as having
an equal probability of getting picked, but instead the probability of success - creating
the basis for the binomial distribution. Further the students discuss what happens if
they add questions instead of possible answers, here they quickly make the connection
between having success and failure occurring simultaneously. Again we can observe that
the students use their previous knowledge of probability to justify the behaviour of the
multiple choice test, creating coherence between the different part of the subject.

Although this goes well for the focus group, the construction of the binomial formula,
did not go as smooth as hoped for in the design. Instead of the formula being primarily
determined by the students, this was done by the teacher with student inputs instead.
Although this is not only a bad thing, it is worth noting.

Based on the work done above where the students found that

P (X = 3) = 1− (P (X = 0) + P (X = 1) + P (X = 2))

the students tackle how to determine the probabilities P (X = 0), P (X = 1) and P (X =
2). As seen in the a priori analysis, the students were able to realise the following, with
guidance from the teacher, after having established the difference between the addition
and multiplication principle (C(1.7));

T: Okay so i have both 3/4-chance incorrect on the first question, and 3/4-
chance of answering incorrect on the next. So if there is only two ques-
tion, what do i do then?
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A: Well then you have 3/4 times 3/4

T: Okay, if there are 3 questions what should i do then?

C: 3/4 times 3/4 times 3/4

T: Okay, now i have 10 questions, what do i do then?

B: Well then you have to do the same again 10 times, or you can just write(
3
4

)10
D: Yeah, I did the same just not with the probability, I instead just multi-

plied the 10 questions with 4 possible answers... [gets interrupted].

T: lets try to think of what the probability is for getting just óne correct in
the test. How can we do this?

...

E: Ohh, so 1
4

T: What do we do with the rest of the test now

A: Well we need to answer incorrectly for the remaining 9 questions, and
there were a 3

4
chance for [inaudible] for every question. So you can just

raise it to the power of 9.

T: And a final one with 2 correct

F: When you have to write
(
1
4

)2 · (3
4

)8
(C(1.7))

Following this sequence the black board now has the following written on it,

Figure 8.5: Lesson 1 - blackboard
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Besides the possible misinterpretation from the students of the written, when it is
not explicitly said or written that there is a part missing from the formula. This can
result in the students interpreting the blackboard as the truth.

For this segment we also detect quite a difference in the way the students tackle to
problem, and the idea of determining the probability by 10/40 is once again introduced.
It is unfortunately outside the scope of this thesis to deal with this in depth, but would
be an interesting subject for further research. Further is the exploration of determining
K(n, r) will not be of true interest for this analysis, since is was mainly carried out by
the teacher following the slides that can be found in the appendix.

8.4.3 Distributions and simulation

Unfortunately, no groups commented on their work in NSpire in their written assignment,
and the focus group used most of their time installing the program. This meant that
in general the students did not use the simulation tool as an instrument to observe how
the distribution behaved when changing the values n and p. This further resulted in
the students not requireing the necessary technology for distributions θdistr. to further
connect this to the statistics theory.

In the following segment, it is evident that a student from the focus group, is still
confused as to what the simulation shows. The student interprets the simulation as
showing how many of a single die side has been tossed, even though it is asked why there
is so many getting zero - not even a possibility for a regular die.

A: Why is no one getting a six? When someone gets a zero? There should
be just as great of a probability?

B: But that’s because they haven’t gotten any answers right, there was no
one lucky enough to get 7 correct

C: does that mean that it’s the same as doing that test from Tuesday? So
this is the number of questions, and when you choose 1-4 then... but
what even is 1-4?

T: It’s the amount of possible answers

C: Oh okay, so there is 1-4 possible answers. When we pick 1-4 is it then
possible that one of the questions have 2 possible answers? Well because
if you pick 1-4 when that have to mean that there can also be 2 possible
answers? Since there can be between 1 and 4.

T: No, it means that there is 1-2-3-4 possible answers [hand gesture to show
the placement of the possible answers]

A and C : Aaarhh, okay.

(F(2.1))

The group in general also has some trouble with connecting the simulation with the
binomial distribution they have just been introduced to. For the binomial case the class
did not question that the number of possible answers was the same for every question, in
the first test. However, when using the simulation tool this information is not used at all
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and the simulation is treated as a new topic. This will further ensure that the students
are not able to construct θdistr. contrary to what was anticipated in the design.

8.4.4 Hypothesis test

In the first segment of question posing one group posed the question Qb asking how many
would pass the test by guessing. However, they changes this question when hearing other
students posing it as ”what is the probability of passing” and the group simply said that
the questions were the same. This question could, had it not been scraped by the group,
have posed as the main motivation for posing the question in handout 2. This could have
created a true (student) motivated questions to be answered and would also make a more
smooth transition from probability theory into the statistics. When the second handout
was given to the students first had to work on the problem without any introduction to
binomial testing. The intend was, as described in the a priori analysis, that the students
would connect the problem to their basic knowledge on statistics along their intuition
- that not only one outcome will be possible when at most 1.2% is guaranteed. The
following conversation between two students in the focus group after the question in
handout 2 in the mean time show quite the opposite reaction from the students;

A: But, should we not just calculate how many percent 132 is out of 10000?
This has nothing to do with probability!

C: So we have 132 divided by 10000, that equals 1,32 who has passed. But
they said 1.2%, like there was at most 1.2%.

B: Yeah, so there is 0.12% more, and they said ”at most”. So they can’t
claim that, can they?

(F(2.2))

Here we observe that the students make little to no connection between the posed
question and probability theory. They do no connect the outcome of students passing
the test by guesswork to the probabilities that they just calculated. Here they found
how likely it was to pass the test by guessing. Instead the students disconnect the two,
and do not relate this question to the ones they have been given prior. Even though
the theme of the handouts have stayed consistent and they are still part of the research
project, the students do not seem to connect the two. Meaning that not even with a
clearly established frame of learning, do they seem to connect the two tasks.

The lack of investigation of the mean and standard deviation is again apparent here,
since the understanding of the properties of the distribution, can help to this under-
standing of the initial introduction to the statistics. Although the random variable is
distributed X ∼ b(n, p), does this not indicate that the mean µ = np is the only outcome
possible. A sign of this misinterpretation or lack of logos block for the distribution is
what is a play here, and this creates an even bigger gap between the probability and
statistics theory than first anticipated.

Since all of the groups seemed to not find any connection between the posed question
in handout #2 and the knowledge earlier acquired regarding probability (especially in
relation to multiple choice testing) the hypothesis testing was introduced with an example
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(see appendix A for the slides provided to the teacher). The following sequence was
observed after the introduction of hypothesis testing when the students were working on
the problem in handout #2.

T: Okay, so let me get a null-hypothesis. What do we want to investigate?

A: Ehm, we wish to determine if this that the ministry says that 1.2% will
pass by guessing is true or not.

T: Good so what probability do we have to examine now? We can hopefully
both say and write it.

B: Ehm well the probability of 120 or less will pass the test just by guessing

C: Can’t we say ”what is the probability of 1.2% or less will passed.

T: No okay, lets try to think. Just like in the example before with the sixes;
there was 1/6-chance of getting a six so that was our null-hypothesis.
They tossed 100 times and only got eight, so they performed an exper-
iment 100 times and got eight sixes. So we needed to determine the
probability of getting eight or fewer sixes. What experiment have we
preformed here? And what probability are we going to test? Student
D?

D: ehmm, we have done an experiment where they wish to see how many
percent pass but guessing randomly right?

T: Sure, that’s the experiment, and what did they get?

D: They got 1.2%

T: No they have not, that is just what they promise

D: Oh okay, so that’s what they promise. Well then it’s according to the
10000 right? So we get, what is it called, 1.32% have passed. So the
probability of passing, ehm, without knowing the answers is 1.32%.

T: Well yeaahh. You say some of the right things. We need to use what you
say.

A: Won’t we just have to test what the probability of having more than 132
students pass.

T: Yes exactly, so what type of test do we need here? When we wish to
determine the probability of the random variable being 132 or more? [...]
There was three possibilities; right-sided, left-sided and double. And the
probability of X being larger than 132.

A: Ehhmm, right sided?

T: and lastly, and what significance level would you like to choose?

A: 5%

(C(2.4))

This part relies heavily on the use of the technique and there is very little focus on
discussing and arguing for the technique. Since the technology for this given task is θdistr.
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the students are not provided with said technique causing the lack of ability to use the
technique correctly – they have not yet established the connection between the task and
the technique. The technique of performing a hypothesis test relies heavily on being able
to pin point the essential information, create a hypothesis to test and then choose the
correct technique - which depends on understanding the distribution of a sample. This
makes it extra clear why the logos block of the teaching of probability theory is important,
without the technology θdistr. established the students will have trouble using the tech-
nique correctly and then the seemingly ‘standardised tasks’ become almost impossible
to solve. And to solve them without the technology makes a ’template solution’ essential.

When the students’ technology for the hypothesis testing is not strongly established
the struggles will spill over into the learning of the confidence intervals, since the tech-
nologies for these relies heavily on the technique (and partly the technology) of the
hypothesis testing. The way the design introduced the confidence intervals is on the as-
sumption that the students are able to construct a hypothesis test based on the context
of the task, and if this technique is not mastered by the students, will they have great
troubles creating a technology level for the confidence intervals.

8.4.5 Confidence intervals

At the end of working on handout #2 the students had realised that there would exists
some kind of limit between the 1% and 1.2% where the binomial test would change from
being discarded to not. Here the students begin working on constructing confidence
intervals, without it haven been presented to them. Their curiosity leads them into
investigating a new part of the targeted knowledge, without any guidance or teacher
interference in their study and research path.

T: The company had claimed that ”1% of the times we guarantee that one
will pass by guessing - which is not so high - so our test is nice!” But
that was debunked! But it was okay with 1.2%. [To student] Yeah?

A: Can we then find a limit between them?

B: so 1.1%?

T: 1.1% perhaps, who knows? That is what we are trying to find out!

C: But isn’t there some way to do that then?

T: Of course there is! We’re mathematicians! [...]

(C(3.1))

Here it is quite evident that the students link hypothesis testing to what will eventu-
ally be confidence intervals. The students are then asked to come up with some techniques
to answer their question; what is the limit between the two values. The techniques posed
by the students are the same as seen in the design a priori analysis, τconf.est and τconf.CAS
(C(3.2)). It is quite interesting that although the students do not have any justification
as to why the hypothesis testing works, they still use it quite effectively when dealing
with the new question. This shows that although the students have no θdistr. and thereby
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justification of the hypothesis test, they will create a connection between the two topics
due to them posing questions in the SRP.

The techniques were presented by the groups in the following way:

Group 1: We have thought of ehm, starting with the equation we just did
with binomcdf [...] We just need to think of them as functions. This
one [binomcdf(P (X ≥ r)] we always have to compare to the level of
significance right? [...] So i think, that we put 5% here [points to
equeation with binomcdf] and then we swap 0.01 with x and then we
press ’solve’. And then it gives us ”okay if the significance level is 5%
when what should x be - and then the x is the limit we determine. So
that is the limit for when we can accept the hypothesistest.

Group 3: We just thought to try to put in the numbers between 0.01 and
0.012 and then you could just try until you find the limit.

(C(3.3))

Although the students find the techniques stated in the a priori analysis, and seem
to connect the hypothesis test to this new concept of determining an interval which the
company can use, some trouble do occur when the students were presented with handout
#4. The lack of a given statement to test, seem to disconnect the two topics that the
students just connected. One student does however suggest to approximate the value of
p, and use this in the same techniques τconf.CAS and τconf.est as they have just created.

A: But we havn’t been given a specific... they havn’t said ”[...] we say that
below 1.5% can answer correctly”. There is nothing at all!

T: no exactly. We have no real guideline here. But we can still create such
an interval and then tell the company ”say what you want, but it needs
to be between this and that”.

B: This is just a guess, but could we start by dividing 14 by 1000? And then
we get what corresponds to that p value before. And then go a little up
and a little down.

A: Why can’t we just pretend that its a function?

(C(3.4))

Throughout the teaching sequence regarding confidence intervals and the discovery
of these, the students kept asking if it was possible to treat the “guessing-technique”
as a function instead and thereby eliminating a lot of tedious calculations. The use of
CAS-tools to determine binomcdf and binompdf had been established in the previous
lecture and was therefore fresh in the students memories. Further the technique was
established after the formula technique had been introduced and argued for, resulting
in the students understanding the CAS command as a short way of writing the P(X=r)
formula rather than just being a black box command. It is therefore reasonable to assume
that the students were able to construct this new technique of determining the confidence
interval τconf.CAS as a result of understanding the binomial formula and its role for the
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binomial test. The students show understanding of the technology when they describe
how to determine such an interval, i.e. finding the p values for which the outcome is
accepted in a double-sided test. This is the same argument given for the meaning of the
confidence interval found in the Systime book as described in the content analysis. This
understanding of the confidence interval, connects the two local MOs for the statistics
as seen in the PRM.
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Chapter 9

Discussion and conclusion

The treatment of the random variable was not a designed part of the teaching sequence,
and by the start of this thesis not a true focus point for the further exploration of teach-
ing binomial distributions. In the content analysis I found that the random variable, if
not introduced and treated properly could result in difficulties for the students. This
in particular when the random variable went from being only used for the notation for
P (X = r) to having a distribution. This proved correct then considering how much
time of the teaching sequence was used for defining X and interpreting how this abstract
function worked.

Doukhan, C. and Gueudet, G. (2019) have researched students difficulties relating to
the random variables as well. Here they found that

”the students are able to use a random variable for the study of a given
situation, but do not seem to master the theoretical and technological aspects.
In particular they confound the random variable with its distribution.”

(Doukhan, C. & Gueudet, G., 2019)

The same was seen in this study, where the students not only connected the random
variable to its distribution, but didn’t seem to be able to disconnect the two when having
to determine what the random variable was. The students read the random variable as
being ”the probability of...” and not as describing the experiment or context itself. This
indicates that the introduction of random variables at upper secondary level, should pay
more attention to the technology level and not only the praxis block. This was also
concluded in the Doukhan and Gueudet study;

”the practical block was more important at secondary school while the theo-
retical block was more important in the preparatory classes. The definition
of random variable given at secondary school was less general, and immedi-
ately associated with the definition of the distribution, which is central in the
exercises.” (Doukhan, C. and Gueudet, G., 2019)

Since the same was seen in this study, a greater focus should be put into further
strengthening the students fundamental understanding of the distribution leading to a
better connection between the probability and statistics theory as argued in the PRM.
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For the use of SRPs when teaching binomial distributions, the results of this the-
sis seem to indicate that the students create better connections between punctual MOs
when getting to pose questions for Q0. The time constraint for the teaching sequence did
however also have quite the effect on the time students had exploring the sub-questions
posed. The main focus of the teaching sequence quickly became, that the students should
pose answers and then in collaboration with the teacher answer these. The design was
however done in such a way that students, given more time to explore, should be able
to construct techniques on their own. The students did for this study provide the main
ingredients for construction the new techniques necessary to answer their questions -
providing a sense of interconnection between the different punctual MOs. Although the
teaching did not go quite to plan, one should not disregard the fact that Q0 provided
the necessary environment for the students to generate questions providing motivation
for the information to be treated afterwards. The lack of mean and standard deviation
for the design is however quite the flaw, and should be taken into consideration if a
similar study were to be carried out. Since the students did not provide any questions
relating to the mean or other properties of the distribution, a design will perhaps have
the properties of introducing these principles. The study did however also point to the
simulation tool as a great tool for introducing the technique, but it did not work what
way in practice. If this was to be done and the introduction of distributions to seem
more natural to the students. Then θdistr. could likely be more well defined than for this
study. Resulting in the subjects, probability and statistics to be connect better.

Another interesting part of this study is the students’ feeling of only guessing the
correct answers and not finding them by using mathematics. Since the topics concerning
the binomial distribution relies heavily on new notions and concepts is it understandable
that the students felt as though they were not doing mathematics. Although the students
were left with this feeling, most were still able to solve the tasks often based on a sense
of intuition for the problem at hand. The connection between intuition and probability
theory is a focus of much research. And although one should be cautious when designing
teaching based on students intuition, one should not be afraid of it either. Although
students intuition is filled with disconnections of probability and though the probability
theory contain many counterintuitive examples such as the Monty-Hall problem. This
study indicates that the concept of binomial distributions can - if one is careful - be
introduced based on students intuition. As seen in this study, the students’ intuition was
the foundation enabling them to not only pose questions, but also have a preconceived
idea of the way to solve or understand the problem at hand. As seen for the students’
interaction with the binomial distribution, they had an intuition on how the test should
behave when adding more questions or possible answers, allowing them to pose questions
relevant to the generating question. However, the opposite was also seen when a lack of
intuition of samples, restrained them from questioning the sample given in handout #2.
Here the students did not connect any intuition to the context, and instead interpreted
the sample as the definitive truth, discarding the company’s statement right away.
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This study has its roots in Rolf Biehlers, work on teaching the binomial distribution
by use of authentic data and situations. Biehler in particular, asks for contexts which
are non forced. Examples given for these ’dressed-up’ mathematical ideas, or idealised
situations, are the following

1. Throwing a biased coin with P (head) = p

2. An urn (or a collection) with N objects, R of type A and S of type B.
Drawing ”at random”with replacement can be modelled by P (getting an A) =
R
N

= p.

3. Turning an ideal circular ”wheel of fortune” with a ”winning” sector
corresponding to an angle that covers the proportion p of the whole
angle of 360◦. We win when the pointer stops at an angle in the winning
sector. If we assume the uniform geometric distribution on the circle,
the winning probability is P (winning) = p.

We find these examples in textbooks. Usually they are not considered as
”real situations” but just as ”reality models” that are to evoke the binomial
model. Taken this way they cannot fulfil their mediating function.

(Biehler, R. 2005))

Although the chosen generating question might be interpreted as this type of question,
and the case of multiple choice answered by guessing might not seem that authentic. It
can still be argued that the generating question had this exact mediating role. Although
Danish students are not that familiar with multiple choice tests at upper secondary
school, they are a part of the exam forms at both lower secondary and university level.
Further, were the students able to collect or rather create an authentic data set based
on the situation. It should however be noted that the data set was not used other than
being a motivator for the further study done by the students. This could however be
done if a similar teaching sequence was to be done at some point in the future, since the
students reaction to the test results was exactly the wished for - leading the students to
investigate how to prevent such results occurring when only guessing through the test.
The students did seem to find the generating question relevant, motivating and interest-
ing. And they did include the probability almost without questioning it. The subject/
topic did not feel forced into a setting where it did not belong.

The aim of this thesis was to research whether a greater coherence could be generated
between the subjects regarding binomial distributions by the use of Study and Research
Paths. Although the teaching sequence for the study did not provide a bullet proof design
for the teaching of binomial distributions, it has still hinted at some rather important
things. First of all, the subject of probability and statistics is not impossible to make
coherent and interesting for the students to work with. It does however demand some
time and in particular; a clearly introduced random variable which is not introduced
as a notation tool. This was truthfully one of the greatest challenges for the design.
As the PRM illustrated the lack of distributions could pose a challenge to the design,
and so it did. But the design still proved successful in other cases. The study suggest
that the students intuition on probabilities in relation to the multiple choice case, is
very close to the initial understanding of the binomial distribution. This provides a
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great way of introducing the binomial distributions for upper secondary students. The
students did show a great understanding of the construction of the binomial formula
P (X = r) = K(n, r)pr(1 − p)n−r. This ensured a strong logos block when working
with the relating questions. This was also strengthened by the students already existing
intuition of how such probabilities should behave when changing the values n and p
although they did not have the words for it yet. When working with the generating
question, the students was engaged and willing to ask questions without knowing the
answer beforehand.

9.1 Concluding remarks

Even though the study is small and the collection of data restricted to only 28 students,
the study should still be considered as a great tool to get insight into what can be done in
the teaching of binomial distributions and also to highlight the need for further research
of this subject.

Designing a teaching sequence based on SRPs indicates the potential of establishing
a firm notion of the technology on distributions, and this way connecting the probability
and statistics theory. Allowing the students to better understand the connections, re-
sulting in a more coherent treating of binomial distributions at upper secondary school.
The SRPs as design tools to establish an introduction to the notion of distribution seem
possible. This would prove as a truly interesting subject of further research in teaching
of binomial distributions.

For future teaching of this subject, it is however advised that it spans over a longer
period of time. This will allow for both introductory work with the different areas of the
subject, as well as group work to further investigate the student’s own questions. This
would also allow for a correct understanding of the random variable to be formed when
introduced by SRPs.
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Binomialfordelinger

Binomial koefficienten 

𝐾 𝑛, 𝑟 = 𝑛
𝑟 =

𝑛!
𝑟! ⋅ 𝑛 − 𝑟 !

Så hvorfor ser den sådan ud? 
K(n,r) betyder ”antallet af kombinationer når vi skal vælge r elementer 
ud af n mulige. 

Det kan godt virke lidt abstrakt så lad os se på et eksempel 
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• Vi skal se på hvor mange måder man kan få 3 rigtige i testen fra i 
mandags – der var 10 spørgsmål. Vi skal altså vælge 3 elementer ud af 
10 mulige. 
• Vores første rigtige svar kan vi vælge på 10 måder
• Det næste rigtige svar kan vi nu vælge på 9 måder (da vi har brugt et 

spørgsmål på at svare rigtigt) 
• Det tredje rigtige svar kan vi vælge på 8 måder (da de to foregående 

allerede er blevet svaret på).
• Da vi både skal svare rigtigt på det første spørgsmål og det andet og

det tredje skal vi altså bruge multiplikationsprincippet for at finde ud 
af på hvor mange måder vi kan vælge 3 rigtige ud af 10 spørgsmål
• Så vi har 10·9·8 muligheder for at placere 3 rigtige spørgsmål i vores 

test

MEN!

• Her må vi lige passe lidt på, for der sker nemlig noget når vi vælger 
vores muligheder på denne måde. Det er klart nemmest med en lille 
tegning:

Spm 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

1. 2. 3.

1. 2. 3.

1. 2. 3.

1. 2. 3.

I den første tabel svarer man altid rigtigt på spm 1 først, i anden tabel svarer man altid rigtig på 
spm 2 først. Men vi ser nu at første række i begge tabeller er ens 

Spm 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

2. 1. 3.

1. 2. 3.

1. 2. 3.

1. 2. 3.
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• Lad os se nærmere på det med at forskellige rækkefølger af løsninger 
giver samme resultat. Hvis jeg VIL besvare spørgsmål 1,2 og 3 rigtigt 
kan det ikke kun gøres på én måde, for jeg kan besvare spørgsmålene 
i forskellige rækkefølger. Vi kan få følgende rækkefølger:

(1,2,3),  (1,3,2),  (2,1,3),  (2,3,1),  (3,2,1),  (3,1,2)

Men hvilken rækkefølge man har besvaret spørgsmålene i har jo ingen 
betydning så alle 6 muligheder her tæller altså som én  

(1,2,3) , (1,3,2) , (2,1,3) , (2,3,1) , (3,2,1) , (3,1,2)

(1,2,3)
Hvis jeg vil besvare spørgsmålene 4,5 og 6 rigtige, får jeg

(4,5,6) , (4,6,5) , (5,4,6) , (5,6,4) , (6,5,4) , (6,4,5)

(4,5,6)
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• Så hvordan kunne vi se at der var 6 mulige måder at kombinere 3 
elementer på? 
• På den første plads kan vi vælge i mellem alle 3 muligheder
• på den næste 2
• den sidste bare 1
• vi har altså 3·2·1=3! måder at sammensætte de tre elementer på. 

• Tilbage til gentagelserne som vi skal have sorteret fra:
• 6 mulige kombinationer af de samme tre elementer må altså kun 

tælle som ét rigtigt svar. 
• I første del så vi at der var 10·8·9 måder at vælge sine tre rigtige svar 

på. Men denne metode tog jo netop ikke højde for at man så får 
resultater man ikke kan se forskel på fx. (1,2,3) og (3,2,1). Vi så før at 
der var 6 måder at få de samme tre rigtige svar på, så vi må skulle 
dividere med 6 for at få fjernet alle gentagelserne. 
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• Vi må altså have at 3 elementer kan vælges ud af 10 mulige på
)*·,·-
.·/·)

𝑚å𝑑𝑒𝑟
Lad os skrive det lidt mere formelt 
Vi havde 10 muligheder og skulle vælge 3 elementer, så vi stoppede 
efter at have ganget tre tal sammen. 10·9·8 kan vi altså også skrive som 

𝑛!
𝑛 − 𝑟 !

Fra eksemplet giver dette nemlig )*·,·-·4·5·6·7·.·/·)
4·5·6·7·.·/·)

= 10 · 9 · 8

• Vi skulle også dividere med antallet af mulige gengangere for hver udvalgte 
tre rigtige, her så vi at der var 3! gengangere, hvis man generelt skal 
udvælge r elementer må der altså være r! gengangere
• Vi må altså dividere antallet af mulige kombinationer med antallet af 

gengangere for r elementer valgt ud af n mulige
𝑛!

𝑛 − 𝑟 !
𝑟!

=
𝑛!

𝑟! 𝑛 − 𝑟 !
= 𝐾(𝑛, 𝑟)

K(n,r) er altså netop hvor mange måder vi kan sammensætte r elementer ud 
fra n mulige, når vi ikke kan se forskel på rækkefølgen elementerne er valgt i. 
Denne formel kaldes både antallet af kombinationer og 
binomialkoefficienten. 
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Så hvad var sandsynligheden for at bestå 
testen? 
• Vi så i tirsdags at fx

𝑃 𝑋 = 2 =
1
4

/

·
3
4

-

· _____

• Vi manglede jo at vide hvor mange måder man kunne vælge (her) 2 rigtige 
svar ud af 10 mulige, det ved vi nu med binomialkoefficienten, så vi kan nu 
færdiggøre 

𝑃 𝑋 = 2 =
1
4

/

·
3
4

-

· 𝐾 2,10

𝑃 𝑋 = 2 =
1
4

/

·
3
4

-

·
10!

2! 10 − 2 !
= 0.281

Der er altså 28,1% chance for at få netop 2 rigtige svar ud af 10, når der er 4 
svarmuligheder

Beregn nu sandsynligheden for at bestå

• Husk 
𝑃 𝑋 ≥ 3 = 1−𝑃 𝑋 < 3 = 1− 𝑃 𝑋 = 0 +𝑃 𝑋 = 1 +𝑃 𝑋 = 2

𝑃 𝑋 = 0 =
1
4

*
·
3
4

)*

·
10!

0! · 10! = 0.056

𝑃 𝑋 = 1 =
1
4

)
·
3
4

,
·

10!
1! · 10− 1 ! = 0.188

𝑃 𝑋 = 2 =
1
4

/
·
3
4

-
·
10!
2! · 8! = 0.281

𝑃 𝑋 ≥ 3 = 1− 0.056+0.188+0.281 = 1−0.525 = 0.475
Så der er 47,5% chance for at bestå testen med gæt
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Binomialfordelingen 

• Man bruger det vi netop har gennemgået når man har en stokastisk 
variabel som har muligheden for succes og fiasko. 
Binomialfordelingen kan også være givet uden tekst men i stedet ved

𝑏(𝑛, 𝑝)
n er antalsparameteren 

p er sandsynlighedsparameteren
• Fx. at bestå testen fra tirsdag er binomialfordelt med 𝑏 10, )

7
dette 

betyder at der er 10 forsøg og i hvert forsøg er der ¼ chance for 
succes

TI-Nspire kan gøre det hele for en 

𝑏𝑖𝑛𝑜𝑚𝑐𝑑𝑓 𝑛, 𝑝, 𝑥R, 𝑛 = 𝑃(𝑋 ≥ 𝑥R)

𝑏𝑖𝑛𝑜𝑚𝑐𝑑𝑓 𝑛, 𝑝, 0, 𝑥R = 𝑃(𝑋 ≤ 𝑥R)

𝑏𝑖𝑛𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑑𝑓 𝑛, 𝑝, 𝑥R = 𝑃(𝑋 = 𝑥R)
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Hypotese test

• Hvad, hvorfor, hvornår og hvordan?
• Vi kender det alle fra julefrokosterne, bare fordi sandsynligheden for 

at slå en 6’er med en ærlig (6-sidet) terning er 1/6 er det sjældent 
udfaldet i de første mange kast. 
• Det giver anledning til at stille sig selv spørgsmålet ”er 

sandsynligheden for at slå en sekser virkelig 1/6 med denne terning?”
• Muligvis – muligvis ikke. Men det kan man undersøge hvis man ved 

følgende; 
• hvad man forventer sandsynligheden er
• hvor mange gange man har udført forsøget 
• hvor mange succeser man har haft i forsøget

Hypotesetest - Hvordan?

• Som navnet antyder skal man have en hypotese…som man kan…teste
• Lad os se på et (lidt kedeligt) eksempel 
• Nogle elever har kedet sig utroligt meget og har slået en terning 100 

gange. De fik kun 8 seksere (og ikke 16 som man kunne forvente). De 
vil nu undersøge om det er sandsynligt med en ærlig terning – eller 
om terningen er uærlig. 
• De forventede at 𝑝 = )

5
og de har foretaget 𝑛 = 100 kast. De har 

altså nulhypotesen H0: 𝑝 = )
5

• De vil nu undersøge hvad sandsynligheden er for at slå 8 eller færre 
seksere. 
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Vurdering af resultatet

• Men hvornår skal de acceptere eller forkaste ideen om at terningen er 
ærlig? 
• Eleverne skal vælge et signifikans niveau, som bruges til at vurdere 

om udfaldet er sandsynligt eller ikke. Dette niveau kan man selv 
fastsætte, men det vælges ofte til 5%. 
• Det vil sige, hvis hændelsen man undersøger har mindre end 5% (eller 

2.5% ved dobbelsidet) chance for at ske må man forkaste 
nulhypotesen. 

Dobbeltsidet test
• Der er tre slags test, hvilken skal 

man vælge? 
• I vores eksempel vil terningen 

både være uærlig hvis den slår 
for mange ELLER for få seksere. 
Derfor skal vi kigge på hvad der 
sker på begge sider af 
fordelingen 

• Billedet viser 
binomialfordelingen af 100 kast 
med en ærlig terning. De røde 
områder er de udfald som har 
mindre end 2,5% sandsynlighed 
for at ske, disse kalder man 
kritiske udfald
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Højre- eller venstresidet

• Hvis man kun er interesseret i at undersøge om et udfald er for højt i 
forhold til hypotesen (den forventede sandsynlighed) anvender man 
en højresidet test (med 5% signifikansniveau)
• Hvis man er interesseret i at undersøge om et udfald er for lavt

anvender man en venstresidet test. (med 5% signifikans niveau)

Tilbage til eksemplet

• H0: 𝑝 = )
5

der er foretaget n=100 kast. Dette kan oversættes til, at antallet 
af seksere er binomialfordelt med 𝑏 100, )

5
. 

• Eleverne sætter signifikansniveauet til 5% men da de laver en dobbeltsidet 
test skal de tjekke om sandsynligheden er over 2,5% for at godtage 
hypotesen
• De undersøger hvad sandsynligheden er for at få 8 eller færre seksere.

𝑃 𝑋 ≤ 8 = 0.0095
… altså langt mindre end de 2,5% vi satte som signifikansniveau i venstre side.

• Så eleverne må forkaste hypotesen H0: 𝑝 = )
5

og terningen er altså uærlig
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Lav nu en hypotesetest for det udleverede ark

• Hvordan konstruerer vi H0?
• Vi vil undersøge om firmaet virkelig kan sige at kun 1.2% af eleverne består 

ved gæt, altså at 𝑝 = 0.012
• Vi vil nu undersøge
• Med en                      test
• og et signifikansniveau på 

– dette er altså vores nulhypotese

𝑃(𝑋 ≥ 132)
højresidet

5%

Hvad viste hypotesetesten?

• Vi undersøgte for b(10000,0.012) hvorvidt P(X≥132) var inde for et 
signifikansniveau på 5%. Vi fik

• Så at 132 elever ud af 10000 består ved gæt er inde for 
signifikansniveau på 5%, vi accepterer nulhypotesen 𝑝 = 0.012 og 
firmaet kan derfor godt sige at kun 1.2% består ved gæt 

𝑃 𝑋 ≥ 132 =
10000!

132! 10000 − 132 !
· 0.012)./ · 1 − 0.012 )****T)./

= 0.1458
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• Regn nu tilfældet hvor firmaet påstår at kun 1% består ved gæt
• Lav en simulering og brug en hypotese test til at se om udfaldet er 

acceptabelt eller kritisk.
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Konfidensintervaller mm.

Hvor nåede vi til sidst:

• Vi skulle undersøge om firmaet virkelig kunne sige at kun 1.2% af 
eleverne består ved gæt
• Hvad var vores H0?
• 𝑝 = 0.012

• Vi vil nu undersøge
• Med en                      test
• og et signifikansniveau på 

𝑃(𝑋 ≥ 132)
højresidet

5%
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Hvad viste hypotesetesten?

• Vi undersøgte for b(10000,0.012) hvorvidt P(X≥132) var inde for et 
signifikansniveau på 5%. Vi fik

• Så, at 132 elever ud af 10000 består ved gæt er inden for 
signifikansniveauet på 5%, vi accepterer nulhypotesen 𝑝 = 0.012 og 
firmaet kan derfor godt sige at kun 1.2% består ved gæt 

𝑃 𝑋 ≥ 132 =
10000!

132! 10000 − 132 !
· 0.012012 · 1 − 0.012 033334012

= 0.1458

Undersøg nu om firmaet kunne påstå at kun 1% består ved gæt og skriv 
hvad i kommer frem til i jeres rapport til ministeret. 
Husk at komme med en vurdering af hvorvidt firmaet kan anvendes til 
at udforme tests.

Hvad med 1%?
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Hvad så nu?

• Magic Testing Inc. kan altså ikke påstå 1% - men 1.2% er derimod 
accepteret. 
• Hvilke spørgsmål kunne man nu have lyst til at stille sig selv når man 

foretager denne slags stikprøver?
• Diskuter indbyrdes i gruppen i 2 minutter, skriv jeres bud ned på tavlerne og 

vær klar til at vise dem for klassen.
• Læs nu #3 og diskuter i grupperne hvordan i ville løse dette problem

”Man kunne jo bare prøve sig frem”

• Vi undersøger grænseområderne ved hypotesetest, for at se hvilke H0
der fører til forkastelse af hypotesen og hvilke der ikke gør

• For hvilke p mindre end 0.0132 vil mere end 132 bestående være 
accepteret i en dobbeltsidig test? 
• (altså hvornår er P(X≥132)≥0.025)

• For hvilke p større 0.0132 vil færre end 132 bestående være 
accepteret i en dobbeltsidig test? 
• (altså hvornår er P(X≤132)≥0.025)
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Lad os prøve:

p under 0.0132 hvor P(X≥132)≥0.025

H0 P(X≥132)

p=0.013 0.44

p=0.012 0.15

p=0.011 0.022

p over 0.0132 hvor P(X≤132)≥0.025

H0 P(X≤132)

p=0.013 0.59

p=0.014 0.26

p=0.015 0.073

p=0.016 0.012

Så hvad betyder intervallet 1.2%-1.5%?
Hvis firmaet har lovet at mellem 1.2% og 1.5% består ved gæt, vil 
132 bestående ud af 10000 være et acceptabelt udfald.

Konfidensintervaller

• Så hvorfor ville vi gerne finde sådan et interval som vi lige har fundet?

• Det er ikke altid vi er så heldige, at vi på forhånd har en hypotese om 
hvad udfald vi kan forvente. 
• Tidligere så vi fx. at vi forventede en sandsynlighed på 08 for at slå en sekser

eller 1.32% for at bestå testen ved gæt. 

• Når man ikke har en hypotese kan man dog stadig sige noget meget 
brugbart om stikprøven. Vi kan nemlig angive et konfidensinterval.
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Så hvad kan sådan et konfidensinterval?

• Ordet konfidens betyder pålidelighed eller sikkerhed. 
• Man finder altid et 95%-konfidensinterval. Og dette indeholder de p-

værdier, hvor stikprøveresultatet accepteres i en dobbeltsidig 
binomialtest på signifikansniveau 5%. Intervallet er altså specifikt for 
den stikprøve, som vi udtog. 
• Så hvorfor dobbeltsidet? 
• Når vi ud fra en stikprøve vil estimere sandsynlighedsparameteren er vi både 

interesseret i at afsætte en øvre og nedre grænse for denne. 
• Fx hvis for mange består ved gæt er ministeriet ikke tilfredse. Hvis for få

består ved gæt vil firmaet kunne ændre deres udsagn og sælge endnu flere 
tests 

• Vi bestemmer altid et konfidensinterval for en stikprøve

• Et eksempel: Man har på et gymnasie undersøgt hvor mange af 
1.g’erne er tilfredse med introforløbet. Man udtog en stikprøve hvor 
62 elever sagde at de var tilfredse og 29 sagde at de ikke var. 95%-
konfidensintervallet for denne stikprøve er 58%-78%. 

• Altså vil tilfredsheden med introforløbet med 95% sikkerhed være 
mellem 58% og 78%.
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Så hvordan konkluderer man på et 
konfidensinterval?
• Lad os tage eksemplet fra tidligere med 132 beståede ud af 10000. 
• Vi bestemte (et meget groft) konfidensinterval ved at gætte os frem 

med nye værdier af p; 1.2%-1.5%, det vi kan konkludere er:
Vi kan med ca. 95% sikkerhed sige at mellem 1.2% og 1.5% af eleverne 

vil bestå testen ved gæt, baseret på stikprøven.
• En mere teknisk (og sværere) konklusion er;

For ca. 95% af alle (fremtidige) stikprøver vil konfidensintervallet 
indeholde den sande p-værdi. 

Prøv det selv!

• #4 - Beregn skemaerne for forskellige H0

• Nogle umiddelbare reaktioner? For besværligt? Hyggeligt? 
Langsomligt? 
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Men kan vi ikke gøre det mere præcist?

• Det kan I tro man kan! Det er 
både langsomligt og ikke særlig 
præcist at beregne 
konfidensintervaller på denne 
måde. Man kan derfor betragte 
normalfordelingen i stedet.

• Normalfordelingen er kontinuert 
hvorimod binomialfordelingen 
er diskret (overvej hvorfor)

• Vi ved at de normale værdier 
(95% af værdierne) ligger i 
intervallet 

µ − 2𝜎 ≤ 𝑥 ≤ µ + 2𝜎

Normalfordelingsapproksimationen

• Ved smarte omskrivninger får man at 95%-konfidensintervallet er givet ved:

�̂� − 2 ·
�̂� · 1 − �̂�

𝑛
; �̂� + 2 ·

�̂� · 1 − �̂�
𝑛

�̂� den estimerede sandsynlighedsparameter 
n er antalsparameteren

2 · AB· 04 AB
C

er usikkerheden
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• Så nu har vi muligheden for at beregne konfidensintervaller når vi har 
en stikprøve. Alt det kræver; 
• Antalsparameteren, n (størrelsen på stikprøven)
• Antallet af successer, r
• �̂� = D

E , som netop er den estimerede sandsynlighedsparameter 
• 𝑟 ≥ 10 og 𝑛 − 𝑟 ≥ 10

• Lad os lige prøve det! 
• Vi behandlede før en stikprøve hvor 132 ud af 10000 bestod prøven 

ved gæt, vi kom frem til et interval [1.1%-1.5%] lad os se om vi kan 
gøre det bedre

• n=10000, r=132 
(så vi kan anvende normalfordelingsapproksimationen til at bestemme 
konfidensintervallet for stikprøven)

0.0132 − 2 ·
0.0132 · 1 − 0.0132

10000
; 0.0132 + 2 ·

0.0132 · (1 − 0.0132)
10000

[0.0109; 0.0154]

Altså kan vi med 95% sikkerhed konkludere at procentdelen af elever 
som vil bestå ved gæt ligger mellem 1.09%-1.54%
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Lille bonus
Det er vigtigt at sige at selv ikke konfidensintervaller kan være 100% 
præcise, i hvert fald ikke når man anvender 
normalfordelingsapproksimationer til binomialfordelinger. Man kan 
bestemme det mest præcise konfidensinterval, ved at anvende 
metoden fra tidligere (hvor man prøver sig frem og tester nulhypoteser) 
sammen med CAS

𝑠𝑜𝑙𝑣𝑒 𝑏𝑖𝑛𝑜𝑚𝑐𝑑𝑓 10000, 𝑝, 132,10000 = 0.025, 𝑝 | 𝑝 > 0
𝑝 = 0.0111

𝑠𝑜𝑙𝑣𝑒 𝑏𝑖𝑛𝑜𝑚𝑐𝑑𝑓 10000, 𝑝, 0,132 = 0.025, 𝑝 | 𝑝 > 0
𝑝 = 0.0156

Altså er konfidensintervallet 1.11%-1.56%

Sidste del af jeres rapport

• Beregn nu konfidensintervallerne for #4
• I skal i rapporten diskutere hvilke ligheder og uligheder ved  

hypotesetest og konfidensintervaller  



Appendix B

Handouts

B.1 Handout 1
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You’re all wizards 2.x – math wizards  
 

I er blevet udvalg af Ministry of Magic – Department of Magical Education til at udarbejde en 

rapport omhandlende brug af multiple-choice tests i gymnasieskolen. Det er den seneste tid 

kommet frem i medierne, at multiple-choice tests muligvis ikke er en så retfærdig måde at teste 

elevers faglighed på. Der har specielt været fokus på, at man kan bestå uden at vide noget om det 

faglige indhold.  

Dette vil vi naturligvis gerne have undersøgt nærmere så vi kan tage et velbegrundet valg når vi i 

2020 skal indføre nye eksamensformer. Vi håber her i ministeriet, på sigt at kunne indføre 

udelukkende multiple-choice tests som eksamensform i gymnasiet.  

 

I skal i løbet af de næste 3 moduler, arbejde med problemstillingen beskrevet ovenfor. I vil løbende 

blive stillet forskellige udfordringer i arbejdet med denne type tests. Hver gruppe vil udgøre et 

konsulentfirma for ministeriet, som skal udarbejde et bud på en fair test. I vil i arbejdet med 

problemstillingen komme på konferencer med andre konsulentfirmaer, hvor I skal dele ideer og 

erfaringer.  

 

Jeres arbejde skal til slut formidles i en rapport, som afleveres til vores udsendte Lektor Jonas 

Kyhnæb. Rapporten skal være delt i to; første del skal indeholde konklusionen på jeres arbejde 

samt jeres bud på en fair multiple-choice test og skal være formidlet til personer uden matematiske 

evner. Anden del skal være en matematisk begrundelse af jeres konklusioner i del ét. Denne del 

skal blandt andet indeholde en gennemgang af de opgaver I er blevet stillet i løbet af arbejdet og 

som skal underbygge jeres konklusion i del ét.  

 
 
 
 

Griselda Marchbanks 
Governor of the Wizarding Examinations Authority 



B.2 Handout 2

B.3 Handout 3
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B.4 Handout 4
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Appendix C

Transcriptions

All transcriptions are done in Danish for sequences relevant to the thesis. Sequences
for the class is captioned C(lesson number.sequence number) and for the focus group
F(lesson number.sequence number). Pictures of the blackboard are placed in the relevant
sequence. As described in the methodology section, the student numbering does not
match outside the sequence unless other is noted.

C.1 Lesson 1

F(1.1)

Focus group. Lesson 1. 22:30-28:06

Elev A: Vi skal gøre prøveformen bedre og sørge for at man ikke bare kan best̊a uden
ligesom at vide noget som helst. . . . [. . . ]

Elev B: Alts̊a hvis der er flere muligheder for svar [svarmuligheder red.] s̊a er der jo en
mindre sandsynlighed for at best̊a hvis man slet ikke ved noget som helst

Elev A: Eller bare flere spørgsm̊al. S̊a det der med p̊a en eller anden m̊ade at forøge
din. . . hvad hedder det? Hvor mange svarmuligheder eller længden p̊a prøven.
Men man vil nok ikke ændre længden p̊a prøven for det vil nok. . . , s̊a skulle man
have læst mere op og det ville tage længere tid.

Elev B: Men bare skriv det ned.”

. . .

Elev A: Ja alts̊a give flere svarmuligheder

Elev B: og s̊a flere spørgsm̊al ogs̊a ikk’?

Elev A: s̊a det handler vel egentlig i bund og grund om at minimere sandsynligheden
for at man best̊ar uden at vide noget som helst eller have læst op.

Elev A ”Kan i huske der da man var oppe i geografi i 9. klasse? Hvor mange svarmu-
ligheder var der s̊a? Der var ikke s̊a mange, det var ret nemt.
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Elev B: Jeg synes ofte i multiple-choice tests s̊a har man ofte tre svarmuligheder og s̊a
er den ene helt ude i, alts̊a, p̊a en anden vej. Alts̊a de har slet ikke noget med det
at gøre

Elev D: Arrhh, s̊a alts̊a det er tydeligt hvilke der er helt væk. Alts̊a der kan fx s̊a 3,
1/3, sqrt(3) og s̊a 42. En eller anden der er virkelig langt ude og s̊a kan man vide
at det ikke er den fordi. . .

Eleverne snakker efterfølgende om deres oplevelser med en multiple-choice test da-
gen før i Kemi, hvor de tydeligt kunne gennemskue hvad man i hvert fald ikke
skulle svare baseret p̊a de andre svar eller de givne svarmuligheder.

Elev C: Alts̊a det er jo ogs̊a åndsvagt, jeg fik 30% rigtigt og jeg læste ikke engang
spørgsm̊alene jeg klikkede bare igennem... Alts̊a en del af multiple-choice er jo
ogs̊a at man kan bruge udelukkelsesmetoden – det er jo det der er fordelen

Snak om formattet p̊a afleveringen

Elev A: ja det m̊a jo næsten være s̊adan at vi skal vise nogle grafer for udfaldene

Elev B: tror du han vil have s̊adan noget ”hvad er sandsynligheden for...?”

C(1.1)

Class. Lesson 1. 32:13-33:01. Groups working on developing questions

Elev A: S̊a fler’ svar muligheder s̊a der mindre chance for at man kan svare rigtigt – at
man gætter rigtigt.

Elev B: Måske s̊adan, hvad er sandsynligheden for at man f̊ar 12, eller man f̊ar 100%?
Alts̊a man skal s̊adan lægge de der 25% sammen

Elev C:Men hvad nu hvis man kan det ene svar ogs̊a kan udelukke det, hvad gør det s̊a
ved sandsynligheden?

Elev B: Hvis nu man kunne lave, alts̊a finde s̊adan ’sweetspottet’ p̊a hvorn̊ar der er s̊a
mange svarmuligheder at det er, statistisk set er changen for at man gætter rigtigt
er s̊a lille at man ikke best̊ar.

C(1.2)

The groups present their initial questions. 42:00-47:02

Gruppe 1:

- Hvad er sandsynligheden for at best̊a?

- Hvad er ssh. For at svare rigtigt p̊a ét spørgsm̊al

- Hvad er ssh. For at svare forkert

- Hvad er ssh. for at dumpe?
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Gruppe 2:

- Hvor stor er sandsynligheden for at best̊a?

- Hvor stor er sandsynligheden for at best̊a, hvis man har flere svarmuligheder?

- Hvor stor er sandsynligheden for at best̊a, hvis man gør kravene for at best̊a
højere?

- Hvor stor er sandsynligheden for at best̊a, hvis svarmulighederne ligner hi-
nanden.

Gruppe 3:

- Hvor mange af afgangsprøverne i gymnasiet er multiple-choice?

- Hvor mange svarmuligheder er der pr. spørgsm̊al?

- Hvor mange % best̊ar ud fra tilfældige multiple-choice test? (alts̊a s̊adan det
samme som; hvad er sandsynligheden for at best̊a, bare omformuleret)

Gruppe 4:

- Hvad er sandsynligheden for at 50% af eleverne dumper?

- Hvad er ssh. for at 25% af eleverne vælger at svare mulighed a)

- Hvad er ssh. for at alle best̊ar?

Gruppe 5:

- Hvor mange svarmuligheder skal der være for ikke at best̊a?

- Hvor mange spørgsm̊al skal der være i forhold til svarmuligheder

- Hvad er grænsen for at best̊a?

Gruppe 6 (focus group):

- Kan man minimere sandsynligheden for at elever best̊ar i multiple choice test,
selvom de ikke forst̊ar/har læst op?

- Hvordan ændrer sandsynligheden sig for, at man best̊ar hvis:

- Man giver flere svarmuligheder til hvert spørgsm̊al?

- Hvis man tilføjer flere spørgsm̊al?

- Giver svarmuligheder der ligner hinanden?

- Give forskellige typer af spørgsm̊al f.eks. kigge p̊a en graf, derefter en
tabel osv.?

Gruppe 7:

- Ved brug af udelukkelsesmetoden, ender man s̊a med en større sandsynlighed
for at svare korrekt?

- Hvad vil ske ved tilføjelse af flere svarmuligheder?

- Vil sandsynligheden falde eller vokse? – sandsynligheden for at svare
rigtigt
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F(1.2)

Focus group. Lesson 1 49:30

Elev A: jeg ved virkelig ikke hvordan man skulle undersøge det, men det kunne ogs̊a
være spændende at se om det ville hjælpe at have et bestemt mønster, alts̊a du
ved n̊ar man siger a,b og c, hvis nu man s̊a bare svarede a hele vejen ned eller et
eller andet. Hvad der s̊a ville ske med sandsynligheden, men jeg ved ikke hvordan
man skulle gøre det. . . . Det vil jo være forskelligt fra test til test, hvor mange
a’ere der vil være rigtige og s̊adan noget.

C(1.3)

Class. Lesson 1. 50:00-52:23

Lærer: Hvad er sandsynligheden for at svare rigtigt p̊a bare ét spørgsm̊al. Vi skal ikke
tænke p̊a at der er 9 mere, vi fokuserer kun p̊a ét spørgsm̊al nu.

Elev A: én ud af fire

Lærer: Hvad er sandsynligheden for at svare forkert s̊a?

Elev A: 75%

Lærer: hvordan finder du ud af det?

Elev A: ehm fordi, vi har 4 muligheder og én af dem er rigtig, s̊a der er 3 tilbage ud af
4 og det er 75%

Gennemgang af sandsynligheder, vej mod komplementærhændelser

Lærer: S̊a er der noget smart vi m̊aske kunne bruge her?

Elev B: Komplementær!

F(1.3)

Focus group. Lesson 1. 53:40-57:20

Elev A: Alts̊a hvis man giver flere svarmuligheder er det jo klart, at hvis du fx har fire
svar og du gør det til otte svar, s̊a halverer du jo sandsynligheden for at . . . [ogs̊a
skrevet i deres rapport]

Elev B: . . . vil sandsynligheden for at svare rigtigt halveres.

Elev A: og hvad nu hvis man øger antallet af spørgsm̊alene?... Alts̊a der er jo klart,
s̊a falder sandsynligheden jo, fordi alts̊a. . . Hvis man snakker om komplementær
ikke?... hvis man kigger p̊a sandsynligheden for komplementærhændelsen ikke? S̊a
vil det jo, hvis du tilføjer et spørgsm̊al, s̊a det rigtigt s̊a tilføjer du 25% ekstra
chance for at svare rigtigt, men jo ogs̊a 75% for at du svarer forkert. . . S̊a det er jo
klart at hvis du tilføjer flere spørgsm̊al, s̊a er der mindre (lavere?) sandsynlighed
for at du best̊ar. [skriver i rapporten]
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C(1.4)

Class. Lesson 1. 1:02:36-1:11:12

Lærer: Hvad betyder det her X?

Elev A: Antallet af svarmuligheder

Lærer: arh, s̊a er det bare ét tal. Hvad beskriver det her X?

Elev A: De forskellige udfald

Lærer: og hvad er de forskellige udfald?

Elev B: Antallet af spørgsm̊al!

Lærer: Nej for s̊a beskriver den jo bare 10, det giver ikke s̊a meget mening

Elev C: Jamen s̊a svarmuligheder!

Lærer: Nej jamen s̊a beskriver X bare 4, det giver heller ikke mening

Lærer: Lad os lige starte forfra. Vi vil gerne vide hvad sandsynligheden er for at best̊a.
Kan vi skrive det p̊a s̊adan noget matematik?... Lad os kalde alt det her for X,
hvad betyder det?

Elev A: den beskriver om man har best̊aet eller ikke best̊aet

lærer: njaaaa, det ville være lidt hurtigt.

Elev D: Den kan antage en værdi for hvert udfald, s̊a det er en funktion hvor man kan
sætte et udfald ind og s̊a f̊ar man et tal ud. [lærer: hvad er det for nogle udfald vi
snakker om?] sandsynligheden, eller s̊adan procenten for at best̊a. . .

Lærer: narhh. Den tager ikke lige sandsynlighed den her for sig selv, vi kan beregne
noget sandsynlighed ud fra den her, men det er et eksperiment og noget med
udfald. . .

Elev D: Alts̊a man skal vel have udfaldsrummet med

Lærer: og hvad er udfaldsrummet?

Elev D: Jamen, er det ikke s̊adan: ”a,b,c,d” hvis svarmulighederne hedder det?

lærer: armen okay, s̊a lad os lige prøve at tænke os om. . . Hvad vil man gerne n̊ar man
tager en multiple choice test?

Elev C: have rigtige svar

Lærer: have rigtige svar! Okay! [. . . ] okay s̊a hvad kan den her stokastiske variabel
beskrive?

Elev C: øhh, de rigtige svar
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Lærer: Hvor mange rigtige svar kan man f̊a?

Elev C: én!

Lærer: ja 1 det er en mulighed, kan man kun f̊a én rigtig?

Elev C: nej alts̊a hvis der er 10 spørgsm̊al, kan man f̊a 10 rigtige

Lærer: ja s̊a man kan f̊a?

Elev C: éeen, tooo, tree, . . .

Lærer: . . . ja okay fuldstændig rigtigt, men man kan ogs̊a f̊a 0 rigtige ikke? [. . . ] Det
er jo det X beskriver, det kan den i hvert fald beskrive. Hvis det multiple choice
handler om er at f̊a rigtige svar, s̊a lad den dog beskrive antallet af rigtige svar.

Elev E: kan man s̊a godt sige at X beskriver sandsynligheden for at f̊a et enkelt svar
rigtigt ud fra. . . .

Lærer: nej vi m̊a ikke tage ’sandsynlighed’ med iX [. . . ] X beskriver bare de muligheder
der er i den her multiple choice test.

C(1.5)

Class. Lesson 1. 1:12:36-1:16:45

Lærer: Okay, s̊a der var før en der sagde noget med et andet bogstav, n̊ar vi gerne ville
skrive ”hvad er sandsynligheden for..”

Elev A: S̊a skriver du ’P’, alts̊a for sandsynlighed og s̊a skriver du bare i parentesen
hvad du gerne vil have.

Lærer: og jeg vil gerne best̊a s̊a hvordan skriver jeg det? [. . . ] jeg kan ikke bare skrive
. . . for at best̊a

Elev A: s̊a skriver du at X er 3

Lærer: Okay s̊a lad os starte her, s̊a P (X = 3) hvad betyder det s̊a?

Elev B: Hvad er sandsynligheden for at man har svaret 3 rigtige

Elev C: Kan man godt i stedet for at skrive ”lig med”-tegnet, skrive krokodillenæb?

Lærer: Ja! Hvad vil du skrive for et krokodillenæb?

Elev C: Øhmm, alts̊a mindre end. Nej undskyld, større end! Større end!

s̊adan her? [Skriver P (X > 3) p̊a tavlen] hvad st̊ar der s̊a nu?

Elev C: at, hvad er sandsynligheden for at man f̊ar over 3 rigtige

Lærer: var det det vi ville have for at best̊a?
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Elev A: Nej man kunne ogs̊a best̊a med 3 rigtige, s̊a der skal ogs̊a være et ”lig med”

Lærer: okay s̊a nu har vi noget helt nyt vi ikke har set før, med s̊adan et ulighedstegn.
Kan vi skrive det om til noget vi godt kender? Hvor vi kun bruger ”lig med”?

Elev C: Skal man s̊a s̊adan bruge 4,5,.. op til 10?

Lærer: Præcis, s̊a kan vi ikke bare finde sandsynligheden for hver af dem og s̊a lægge
dem sammen? [Skriver p̊a tavlen]. Er der en som gider at forklare mig hvorfor det
her er rigtigt?

Elev D: Er det s̊a fordi at det at finde sandsynligheden for at f̊a 3+4+... op til 10 rigtige
er det samme som sandsynligheden for at f̊a 3 rigtige plus sandsynligheden for at
f̊a 4 rigtige og s̊a op til 10? Alts̊a s̊adan med det der additionsprincip?

Figure C.1: Lesson 1 - Blackboard C(1.5)

C(1.6)

Class. Lesson 1. 1:16:54-1:17:53

Elev A: s̊a alts̊a hvis jeg finder sandsynligheden for at man f̊ar tre rigtige.. eller der
under rigtige, s̊a kan man s̊a bare finde den komplimentære sandsynlighed, s̊a har
man s̊a sandsynligheden for at man dumper. . .

Lærer: ja præcis
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Elev B: wow! Det er jo genialt!

Lærer: Ja s̊a i stedet for at finde sandsynligheden for alle de her (peger p̊a den lange
sum) s̊a vil det jo bare være 1 minus sandsynligheden for at dumpe, som jo vil
være sandsynligheden for at f̊a 0 rigtige plus ssh for at f̊a 1 rigtig plus ssh for at f̊a
2 rigtige. Og s̊a gør s̊adan der og s̊adan der (sætter parenteser) [tavle ovenfor].

Lærer fortsat: Det er jo lige pludselig meget hurtigere, der er bare tre af dem i stedet
for hvor mange der nu end kan være her (peger p̊a P(X=3)+P(X=4)+. . . ) S̊a kan
vi jo bare sige 1 minus dét, s̊a den her komplimentærhændelse kan alts̊a hjælpe os
rigtig meget.

C(1.7)

Eleverne sættes nu i gang med at forsøge at bestemme denne P (X = ...) ud fra de givne
informationer.

Class. Lesson 1. 1:17:55-1:24:38

Elev A: Alts̊a det jeg har tænkt p̊a ikke? Det er at sige; okay vi har 10 spørgsm̊al der
er 40 svarmuligheder og der er 10 rigtige svar. S̊a øhm alts̊a, nej vi har. . . for at f̊a
et rigtigt svar er der 1 ud af 4.. ja alts̊a sandsynligheden for at man svarer rigtigt
er det.. Det vil sige der er 75% sandsynlighed for at man ikke svarer rigtigt.

Lærer: Ja s̊a vi fandt jo ud af at vi kunne skrive 3
4

forkerte til hvert spørgsm̊al. S̊a nu
har vi kun tænkt p̊a det første spørgsm̊al, s̊a hvordan er det nu at vi b̊ade tænker
p̊a det her spørgsm̊al og det næste og det næste? Kan i huske det? B̊ade og.

Elev A: Ja, det er additionsprincippet!

Lærer: Shh..

Elev B:Nej, er det ikke det der multiplicationsprincip? Nej addition?

Lærer: Lad os prøve at tænke over det. Hvis jeg havde 3 muligheder for at tage bus og
4 for at tage tog. Og jeg enten skal tage bus eller tog, hvor mange muligheder har
jeg s̊a?

Elev B: N̊ah jamen s̊a er det multiplikationsprincippet!

Lærer: S̊a hvorfor det?

Elev B: Fordi det andet der er additionsprincippet

Lærer: Okay s̊a jeg har b̊ade 3/4-chance for at svare forkert p̊a den første, og 3/4-chance
for at svare forkert p̊a den næste. S̊a hvis der kun var 2 spørgsm̊al hvad gør jeg s̊a?

Elev A: Jamen s̊a har du 3/4 gange 3/4

Lærer: Okay, hvis der s̊a var 3 spørgsm̊al hvad skulle jeg s̊a gøre?
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Elev C: 3/4 gange 3/4 gange 3/4

Lærer: Okay, nu er der 10 spørgsm̊al hvad gør jeg s̊a?

Elev: Ja s̊a skal du jo s̊a gøre det samme igen bare 10 gange, eller du kan skrive
(
3
4

)10
Elev D: Ja, jeg gjorde ogs̊a det samme bare ikke med sandsynlighed jeg gangede det

bare 10 spørgsm̊al med 4 svarmuligheder .. [bliver afbrudt].

Lærer: Lad os prøve at overveje hvad sandsynligheden er for at f̊a bare én rigtig i vores
test. Hvordan kunne vi gøre det?

Elev E: 3
4

Lærer: Bare 3
4

og s̊a ikke mere der? [elev: ja] Men heroppe (pejer p̊a ovenst̊aende tavle
med 3

4
· 3
4
· ...

Elev E: Jamen alts̊a vi har jo kun et spørgsm̊al

Lærer: Neeej vi har 10 spørgsm̊al vi skal bare kun have én rigtig

Elev E: N̊ååah jamen s̊a er den jo bare 1/10

Lærer: Men hvor stor sandsynlighed var der for at svare rigtig p̊a den første?

Elev E: 3
4

?

Lærer: For at svare rigtig?

Elev E: S̊a 1
4

?

Lærer: Hvorfor det?

Elev E: Fordi der er 4 spørgsm̊al

Lærer: Arh, der var 4 svarmuligheder

Elev E: n̊ah og s̊a 1
4

Lærer: Og hvad gør vi s̊a nu i resten af testen?

Elev A: Jamen der skal vi jo s̊a svare forkert p̊a de 9 sidste spørgsm̊al, og det var der 3
4

chance for [. . . uro i klassen. . . ] p̊a hvert spørgsm̊al. Og s̊a kan du jo bare opløfte
det i 9ende.

Lærer: Vi tager lige en til, med 2 rigtige spørgsm̊al

Elev F: S̊a skal du skrive
(
1
4

)2 · (3
4

)8
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Figure C.2: Lesson 1 - Blackboard C(1.7)

C.2 Lesson 2

C(2.1)

Class. Lesson 2. 12:26-15:03

Lærer: nu kan jeg lige spørge jer, hvis jeg VIL svare rigtig p̊a spørgsm̊al 4,5 og 6 – hvor
mange m̊ader kan jeg s̊a gøre det p̊a? [stilhed i klassen]. . . Jeg VIL svare rigtigt p̊a
spørgsm̊al 1,2 og 3 s̊a er der det her antal muligheder [peger p̊a (1,2,3), (1,3,2). . . ].
Nu siger jeg at jeg VIL svare rigtig p̊a spørgsm̊al 4,5 og 6 i stedet for, hvor mange
forskellige muligheder er der for det?

Elev A: Er der ikke ogs̊a kun én?

Lærer: det kommer an p̊a hvad du mener.

Elev A: Jamen det er jo lige meget hvilken rækkefølge det er i.

Lærer: S̊a hvor mange forskellige rækkefølger var der?

Elev A: seks

Lærer: ja, godt!

gennemgang af dias med antal kombinationer for 4,5,6

Lærer: der var alts̊a seks forskellige m̊ader vi kunne have svaret rigtig p̊a de tre p̊a,
men det hele tæller bare som én i sidste ende alligevel... hvordan kan vi se at der
var 6 mulige m̊ader at kombinere tre elementer p̊a? Alts̊a i m̊a meget gerne svare
p̊a det hvis i har tænkt over det.
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Elev B: Jamen alts̊a, vi kunne jo bare gøre det p̊a den nemme m̊ade og se hvor mange
forskellige gange vi kan sætte tallene ind og de skal se forskellige ud fra hinanden. . .
og s̊a tæller vi bare hvor mange gange vi har gjort det.

Lærer: Klart! Det kan vi altid – det er ikke sikkert at vi gider det, og er derfor vi er
matematikere, by heart.

Elev C: jamen hvis vi tager 1,2,3 eller 4,5,6 - 4,5,6 kan vi bare lave om til 1,2,3 og s̊a
siger vi jo bare 1 · 2 · 3

Ja det kan vi altid gøre, s̊a hvis der bare er tre s̊a er det ligegyldigt om vi tager 4,5,6
eller 1,2,3. Ja, godt. Flere ting at sige?

Elev A: Kan man ikke bare sige 3! ?

Lærer Tjo, hvorfor det?

Elev A: Jamen det er vel fordi det er det samme som at sige 3 · 2 · 1

Lærer: Det er meget godt set, men kan du forklare mig hvorfor

Elev A: er det ikke s̊adan noget med ’b̊ade og’ s̊a man skal gange?

Lærer: Jo du siger mange af de rigtige ting. Vil du supplere [elev D]? Du havde ogs̊a
h̊anden op?

Elev D: Jo men det var lidt det samme. Man har øhm.. de tre muligheder og s̊a bruger
man 3! fordi man ved man har tre muligheder.

Lærer Ja, s̊a første gang . . . nej, nu skal jeg passe p̊a... [elev A]?

Elev A: Ja alts̊a, det var ligesom det da vi skulle putte personer p̊a en række. Hvis man
har tre personer, eller tre elementer, s̊a har . . . s̊a den første plads der er der tre
muligheder, og s̊a bliver der s̊a taget den ene, s̊a er der to muligheder og s̊a er der
én tilbage kan man sige.

Lærer: Præcis, første gang der har vi tre muligheder, den anden har vi to og den sidste
har vi én. Alts̊a 3 · 2 · 1, alts̊a 3!. Alt hvad i siger er s̊a smukt.

C(2.2)

Elev A: Probability, s̊a sandsynlighed p̊a dansk. S̊a der st̊ar ’hvad er sandsynligheden
for at svaret er lig 2? [usikker p̊a det sidste] eller i hvertfald sandsynligheden for
at X=2

Lærer: Ja, og hvad er X? Hvad var det, det forklarede?

Elev B: Alts̊a 2 i den her sammenhæng betyder at man svarer rigtigt p̊a to.
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C(2.3)

Class. Lesson 2. 45:06-47:04. working with simulations

Elev A: Jamen det er jo ogs̊a oplagt fordi at der er en større sandsynlighed.. for n̊ar
der er flere spørgsm̊al, s̊a er der flere muligheder for at svare rigtigt.

Elev B: Men kan man ikke bare f̊a spire til at vise hvad fx p skal være for at f̊a en
bestemt procent eller s̊adan sandsynlighed?.

F(2.1)

Focus group. Lesson 2. 59:08-1:02:29

Elev A: Hvorfor er der aldrig nogen der sl̊ar seksere? N̊ar der er nogen der sl̊ar nul?
Der burde vel være lige s̊a stor sandsynlighed.

Elev B: jamen det er jo at de ikke har f̊aet nogen rigtige svar, der er ikke nogen der har
været s̊a heldige at f̊a 7 rigtige svar

Elev C: det vil alts̊a sige at det her er det samme som at lave den der test i tirsdags?
S̊a det her [peger p̊a skærmen] er antallet af spørgsm̊al og n̊ar du vælger 1-4 s̊a
siger du at. . . Jamen hvad er det egentlig der er 1-4?

Lærer: Det er antallet af svarmuligheder

Elev C: N̊ah okay, s̊a der er 1-4 svar muligheder. N̊ar man vælger 1-4 kan der s̊a ogs̊a
være et af spørgsm̊alene som har to svarmuligheder? Alts̊a n̊ar man vælger 1-4 s̊a
m̊a det vel sige at der ogs̊a kan være 2 svarmuligheder? Fordi der skal vel være
mellem 1 og 4 svarmuligheder.

Lærer: nej, det betyder at der er 1-2-3-4 svarmuligheder [laver bevægelse med hænderne
som viser hvordan svarmulighederne var placeret i testen].

Elev A og C: N̊åååarh okay.

F(2.2)

Focus group. Lesson 2. 1:13:48-1:14:55 - same student names as above

Elev A: Jamen er det ikke bare at regne ud hvor mangle procent 132 er ud af 10.000.
Det handler jo slet ikke om sandsynlighed det her!

Elev C: Ja okay s̊a vi har 132 delt med 10.000 det giver 1,32 der er best̊aet. Men de
sagde jo 1.2% alts̊a at der højest var 1, 2%

Elev B: Ja s̊a det er jo 0.12% mere, og der st̊ar jo højest. Jamen s̊a kan de vel ikke?
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C(2.4)

Class. Lesson 2. 1:34:00-1:38:10
Gennemgang af hypotesetest p̊a tavlen.

Lærer: okay, lad mig f̊a en nulhypotese. Hvad vil vi gerne undersøge?

Elev A: Øhm, vi vil gerne undersøge om det her som ministeriet mener er 1.2% vil best̊a
ved at gætte sig igennem, om det er sandt eller ej. . . . [uro]

Lærer: Godt s̊a hvad er det s̊a for en sandsynlighed vi skal undersøge nu? Vi kan b̊ade
sige det og skrive det forh̊abentlig.

Elev B: Øhm jamen sandsynligheden for at 120 eller der under kan best̊a testen bare
ved at gætte.

Elev C: kan man ikke sige hvad er sandsynligheden for at der er 1.2% eller mindre der
er best̊aet?

Lærer: Nej okay lad os lige prøve at tænke os om. Ligesom i opgaven før med sekserne;
der var 1/6-dels chance for at f̊a en sekser s̊a det var vores nulhypotese. De slog 100
gange og de fik otte, s̊a de har lavet et eller andet eksperiment 100 gange og de slog
otte seksere. S̊a vi skulle finde sandsynligheden for at sl̊a otte eller færre seksere.
Hvad har de lavet her for et eksperiment? Og hvad er det s̊a for en sandsynlighed
vi skal teste - [Elev D]?

Elev D: Øhh, de har lavet et eksperiment hvor at de vil se hvor mange procent best̊ar
ved at gætte tilfældigt ikke?

Lærer: Ja s̊a det forsøg de har lavet, og hvad fik de der?

Elev D: Jamen der fik de jo 1.2%

Lærer: Nej det har de ikke, det lover de bare.

Elev D: N̊ah okay s̊a det er det de lover, jamen s̊a er det bare i følgde der hvor man
har taget 10000 ikke? S̊a f̊ar man s̊a, hvad hedder det, 1.32% som har best̊aet. S̊a
sandsynligheden for at best̊a øhh uden at vide svarene det er 1.32%.

Lærer: Jah, joh. Du siger lidt nogle rigtige ting. Vi skal bruge det du siger

Elev A S̊a vi skal bare teste hvad sandsynligheden er for at der er over 132 der best̊ar.

Lærer Ja lige præcis, s̊a hvad er det for en type test vi skal lave her? N̊ar vi skal under-
søge sandsynligheden for at den stokastiske variabel bliver 132 eller mer’? . . . Der
var tre muligheder; højresiddet, venstresiddet, dobbeltsiddet. Og sandsynligheden
for at X er større end de 132.

Elev A: Øhmmm, højresiddet?

Lærer: Og sidste, hvilket signifikansniveau synes i at vi skal vælge?

Elev B: 5%
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C.3 Lesson 3

C(3.1)

Class. Lesson 3. 32:52-34:51

Lærer: Firmaet de havde sagt at 1% af gangene der lover vi at man best̊ar ved gæt –
hvilket jo ikke er særlig højt – s̊a vores test er bare nice... det gik ik’ ! Men det gik
jo med de 1.2%. [henvendt til elev] Ja, hvad vil du?

Elev A: Kan vi s̊a finde grænsen i mellem?

Elev B: S̊a 1.1?

Lærer: 1.1 m̊aske, hvem ved? Det er det vi skal til at finde ud af.

Elev C: men er der s̊a ikke en eller anden m̊ade at gøre det p̊a?

Lærer: Selvfølgelig er der det! Vi er matematikere. Hvilke spørgsm̊al kunne man nu
have lyst til at stille sig selv? I finder ud af at 1% det dur ikke men 1.2% den dur,
hvad kunne man s̊a have lyst til at finde ud af?

Elev B: Alts̊a det er ikke rigtig et spørgsm̊al, men jeg tænker at man m̊aske kan isolere
noget. Jamen jeg tænker at vi kan gøre s̊adan at vi sætter signifikansniveauet
ind, alts̊a s̊adan ind til at sandsynligheden er lig med 5%. (lyd bliver overdøvet af
klassen) ... Øhm [lærer] kan du ikke lige kigge her? Øhm jeg tænker ik’ ogs̊a? At
man kan skrive 5% her.. som svaret, og s̊a kan man isolere.. m̊aske skrive x her
[peger p̊a p’s plads] og x der [til sidst i solve] og s̊a f̊a den til at isolere hvorn̊ar er
det. S̊a alts̊a p, der og der [peger igen p̊a pladserne i nspire]

F(3.1)

Focus group. Lesson 3. 36:00-38:09

Elev A: Okay øhm, s̊a hvor grænsen ligger ikk? Alts̊a kunne de godt sige 1.15%? Alts̊a
s̊adan hvor?

Elev B: Ja alts̊a du vil finde en grænse hvor at hypotesetesten bliver accepteret... S̊a er
spørgsm̊alet bare hvordan man kommer frem til det?

Elev A: Ja men det skal vi jo ikke finde ud af nu, nu skal vi bare stille spørgsm̊al.

...

Elev A: Alts̊a, de vil jo gerne prale med at der kun er et meget meget lille procentdel
som kan best̊a deres test. Hvis de kunne sige 1% s̊a havde de jo gjort det. Men
det kan de ikke, s̊a derfor siger de 1.2%

...

Elev A: øhhh, kunne man ikke?
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Elev B: Alts̊a det skal vel være et tal i mellem 1% og 1.2%?

Elev A: Kunne man ikke bruge den der binompdf?

Elev B: Jamen hvad st̊ar den for?

Elev A: Det er s̊adan en point..

C(3.2)

Class. Lesson 3. 38:31-43:23
Opsamling p̊a teknikker

Gruppe 1: Vi har tænkt p̊a at ehm, tage udgangspunkt i den udregning som vi lige har
lavet der med binomcdf og s̊a... [kommer op til tavlen og har nspire filen fremme
med binomcdf udregningen]. Okay guys det er faktisk ikke s̊a svært, vi kan bare
tænke p̊a det som om det er funktioner. Den her [pejer p̊a binomcdf(P (X ≥ r))]
den skal vi altid sammenligne med vores signifikansniveau ikk? Og 5% det er et
dejligt niveau ikke? S̊a jeg tænker, at vi sætter 5% her [peger p̊a ligningen med
binomcdf] og s̊a bytter vi 0.01 [alts̊a p-værdien] med x og s̊a trykker vi ’løs ligning’.
Og s̊a siger den ”okay hvis signifikansniveauet skal være 5% hvad skal vores x være
lige med – for vores x det er s̊a den grænsen vi finder ud af. S̊a det er det er
grænsen for hvorn̊ar vi kan acceptere hypotesetesten.

Gruppe 2: Alts̊a vi prøver bare at finde ud af hvordan man solve’er den.

Gruppe 3: Vi har bare tænkt at man kunne prøve at sætte de tal ind mellem 0.01 og
0.012 og s̊a kunne man bare prøve sig frem til at finde grænsen ogs̊a.

Gruppe 4: Vi har ikke rigtig tænkt

Gruppe 5: Vi har snakket lidt om det samme som [gruppe 1] ogs̊a har snakket om

Gruppe 6 (fokusgruppe): Same – som dem [pejer p̊a gruppe 1]

Gruppe 7: det havde vi ogs̊a bare.

C(3.3)

Class. Lesson 3. 53:18-54:23 Gennemgang p̊a klassen af ”konfidensintervaller” ved brug
af teknikken : vi prøver os frem.
Kommentar til tabellen med hypotesetest udfald for konfidensinterval:

Elev A: Er det s̊adan det samme som det vi gjorde i det der med den stokastiske variabel,
hvor sandsynligheden blev større og større og s̊a lige pludselig s̊a gik den ned igen?

Elev B: Okay jeg skal bare lige være sikker ikke? De der 1.2%− 1.5% ikke? Er det s̊a
at firmaet vil kunne sige at der er kun 1.2% der best̊ar fordi det ligesom skal være
en svær test men som modbevis kan vi ligesom sige at der ogs̊a kan være 1.5% der
best̊ar?

Elev A: Men de har jo ikke selv sagt hvad intervallet er. Det er jo os der har fundet
hvad intervallet er?
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C(3.4)

Focus group. Lesson 3. 1:12:25-1:13:58
Udlevering af #4.

Elev A: Men vi har jo ikke f̊aet bestemt et alts̊a. . . de har jo ikke sagt ”hvis det er over
. . . alts̊a vi mener at der er under 1.5% der kan svare rigtigt”. Der er jo ikke noget
som helst.

Lærer: Nej lige præcis. Vi har ikke f̊aet noget at g̊a efter. Men vi kan alligevel godt
lave s̊adan et her interval og s̊a sige til firmaet ”sig hvad i vil, det skal bare ligge
mellem det her og det her”.

Elev B: det er bare et gæt, men kunne man starte med at dividere 14 med 1000? og s̊a
f̊ar man det der, der lidt svarer til det der p som før. Og s̊a s̊adan, g̊a lidt op og
ned.

Elev C: hvorfor kan vi ikke bare lades som om at det er en funktion?
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Appendix D

Student assignments

D.1 Group 1
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Nadia, Hussein, Alex og Ida (1) 

Matematik Rapport – binomialfordeling 
 
Spørgsmål: 

• Hvor mange af afgangsprøverne i 9. klasse er multiple choice 
• Er der større beståelses rate i USA (da de har flere multiple choice prøver) 
• Er der forskel i graden af multiple choice test (som Harry Potter testen man ingen chance havde for 

rigtigt svar og så dem hvor man eventuelt kan bruge lidt logisk sans) 
• Kan man gøre spørgsmålene mere konkrete inden for pensum 
• Antal af svarmuligheder → gør det nemmere og sværere at bestå 
• Udfald af rigtige svar 
• Hvad er sandsynligheden for at bestå (hvis man har flere svarmuligheder) 
• Hvad er sandsynligheden for at svare forkert 
• Hvor stor er sandsynligheden for at bestå hvis man ændrer kravene 
• Hvor stor er sandsynligheden for at bestå hvis svarene ligner hinanden meget 
• Hvad er sandsynligheden for at 50% dumper/består 
• Hvad er sandsynligheden for at alle består 
• Kan man minimere sandsynligheden for at elever består (som ikke har læst op) 
• Kan man bruge udelukkelsesmetoden for at sandsynliggøre at bestå 
• Hvad er det hyppigste antal af dem som har bestået 
• sandsynlighed for at svare forkert = komplementær sandsynlighed   

 
Udvalgte interessante spørgsmål 

• Hvad er sandsynligheden for at bestå hvis man laver en sammenhæng/kronologiske svar indenfor 
spørgsmålene 

• Hvad er sandsynligheden for at bestå hvis der kommer en større mængde svar og spørgsmål (3 
spørgsmål med 7 svarmuligheder og 7 spørgsmål med 3 svarmuligheder) ((1/7)^3 er 1/343) og (⅓)^7 
er 1/2187)  

• Kan man påvirke sandsynligheden for at bestå ved at ændre spørgsmålene meget og tilføje grafer, 
illustrationer osv. 

• Hvor mange af afgangsprøverne i gymnasiet var multiple-choice test? 
 
 

Binomial på n-spire 
 
Tanker: 

• prøve sig ad og se om man kan finde tallet mellem 1% og 1,2% 
• Se om man kan isolere procenten hvis vi sætter n-spire tingen overfor lig med de 5% 

 
 

 
 
Konfidensinterval: 1,2 og 1,5 
Vi kan med ca. 95% sikkerhed sige at mellem 1,2% og 1,5% af eleverne vil bestå testen ved gæt, baseret på 
stikprøven 
 
 
 
 



Nadia, Hussein, Alex og Ida (1) 

Kort #4 – Husalfer pt 2 
 
Simuleringen med husalfer - udfyldt af 1000 og 14 bestod: 

 
Vi kan med 95% sikkerhed sige at mellem 0,7% og 2,3% af husalferne vil bestå testen ved gæt, baseret på 
stikprøven 
 
 
Simuleringen med husalfer – udfyldt af 4000 og 36 bestod: 

 
Vi kan med 95% sikkerhed sige at mellem 0,6% og 1,2% af husalferne vil bestå testen ved gæt, baseret på 
stikprøven 
 
 
 
 

 
 



D.2 Group 2
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Matematik - Sandsynlighedsregning  Noah, Felicia, Isabella og Ida (2) 
Rapport 13/5 2019  2.x 

Multiple choice test 
 
Hvorfor er de nuværende test unfair? 

• Gætte sig frem 
• Udelukkelsesmetode 
• Du behøver ikke at kunne formulere dig ordentligt 

 
Hvordan kan man fikse ting? 

• Man kunne gøre kravene højere 
• Flere valgmuligheder 
• Svarene kan ligne hinanden meget 
• Brug af fagord (så man skal vide noget om det) 

 
Spørgsmål til multiple choice tests. 

• Hvor stor er sandsynlighed for at bestå? 
• For at udregne dette skal man skrive, når vi siger der er 10 spørgsmål med 4 

svarmuligheder i hver. man består hvis man har 3 eller flere rigtigt  

 
• Man kan udregne sandsynligheden for at dumpe i stedet for 

sandsynligheden for at bestå, da der er mindre sandsynlighed for at dumpe 
end bestå. Dette udregnes 

 
• Derefter udregner man det 

       

 
• Man kan herefter bruge udregningerne til at finde sandsynligheden for at 

dumpe og dermed også sandsynligheden for at bestå 
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• Sandsynlighed for at bestå 

•  
• = 0,475  =  47,5 %  

 
• Hvad er sandsynligheden for at dumpe? 
• Hvad er sandsynligheden for at alle deltagere består? 
• Hvad er sandsynligheden for at svare rigtig på et spørgsmål? 
• Hvad er sandsynligheden for at svare forkert? (Brug komplementær)  
• Hvor stor er sandsynligheden for at bestå, hvis man har flere svarmuligheder? 
• Hvor stor er sandsynligheden for at bestå, hvis man gør kravene for at bestå, 

højere? 
• Hvor stor er sandsynligheden for at bestå, hvis valgmulighederne ligner hinanden? 
• Hvad er sandsynligheden for at 50 % dumper? 
• Hvordan ændrer sandsynligheden sig, hvis man giver forskellige typer spørgsmål? 

(graf, billede osv.) 
• Kan vi minimere sandsynligheden for at folk kan bestå ved hjælp af 

udelukningsmetoden? 
• Hvor mange spørgsmål i forhold til mængden af svarmuligheder? 

 
Binomialkoefficienten 
Binomialkoefficient (Hvilke svar der går igen?) 
Fakultet (Multiplikationsprincippet) 

• n! = n* (n-1) * (n-2) * … * 3 * 2 * 1 
For n og r, som er hele tal 0 ≥ r ≥ n, defineres binomialkoefficienten K(n, r) som står for 
antallet af kombinationer med r elementer udtaget fra en mængde med n elementer 

• Tager højde for at en kombination af forskellige udfald, kan ske på forskellige 
måder 

• Den sorterer de fra der går igen - Det er lige meget om det er Dea og Noah, eller 
Noah og Dea (rækkefølge er lige meget) 

 
K(n,r): er antal muligheder for at vælge en bestemt antal, f.eks. mennesker 
n: er antal muligheder eks. antal mennesker 
r: er hvor mange der udtages, f.eks. antal mennesker  
 
Antal af kombinationer, når vi skal vælge r elementer ud af n muligheder.  
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Hvorfor ser formlen sådan ud? 
 
Eksempel er Harry Potter testen 
K (10, 3) 
Første er der 10 muligheder, næste er der kun 9, osv.  
Vi skal både svare rigtigt på det første, det andet, og det tredje.  

 
 

 måder, altså 120 
 

Vi dividerer antallet af mulige kombinationer, med antallet af gengangere for r elementer 
valgt ud af n mulige 
Pga. brøkregneregel ser formlen ud som den gør. (Man ganger på nævneren) 
 
Hypotesetest 

• Teste en hypotese man har 
• Hvad, hvorfor, hvornår og hvordan? 
• Hvordan 

• Slået terning 100 gange, de fik kun 8 seksere (man forventer 16) 
• Er terningen ærlig eller uærlig 
• Forventet p = ⅙ og de har foretaget n=100 kast 
• Nulhypotese 

• H0: P = 1/6 
• Undersøge om det er muligt at få 8 eller færre 6’ere 
• Skal man forkaste eller ikke forkaste resultatet? 

 
• Man skal vælge et signifikansniveau som ofte ligger på 5%. 
• Hvis man får mindre end 5%, skal forsøget forkastes 

 
• Dobbeltsidet Test 

• Det er usandsynligt at få for mange og at få for lidt 
 

• Venstre og højresidet test. 
• Venstre er for få af et bestemt udfald, (terning - mindre end ⅙) 
• højre er for mange af et bestemt udfald.(terning - mere end ⅙) 

 
Binomialfordeling 
 
X~ b(n, p) 
n er antalsparameteren 
p er sandsynlighedsparameteren 
 

• brug ordene succes og fiasko 
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X er binomialfordelt med antalsparameteren og sandsynlighedsparameteren 
 
Testen er binomialfordelt med b(10, ¼), dette betyder at der er 10 forsøg og i hvert forsøg 
er der ¼ chance for succes.  
 

Kommandoer til Nspire 
 
binompdf(n,p,xi)=P(X=xi) 
binomcdf(n,p,0,x_1) for at finde chancen for at bestå fx, hvis man har 10 spørgsmål og ¼ 
chance for at svare rigtigt og du skal have 3 rigtige skriver du binomcdf(10,¼,0,3) 
 
binompdf(n, p, xi)=P(X = xi) 
p = point - punktsandsynligheden - præcis den mulighed 
 
binomcdf(n, p, 0, xi)=P(X ≤ xi) 
c = kumuleret, 0 start interval, xi, slut interval 
 
binomcdf(n, p, xI, n) = P(X ≥ xi) 
 
hypotese test Dobbeltsidet Test:  
 
solve(binomCdf(n,p,r,n)=0.025,p)|p>0 
solve(binomCdf(n,p,0,r)=0.025,p)|p>0 
 
0,025 er signifikans niveau  

 
 

• Nogle børn undersøger 
• P(X<8) = 0,0095 

•  
• Det er langt mindre end 2,5 %, som var signifikansniveauet 
• Altså må de forkaste nulhypotesen(H0), og terningen må være uærlig 

 
0-hypotese for papiret 

• Vi vil undersøge om firmaet virkelig kan sige at kun 1,2% af eleverne består ved 
gæt, altså at p = 0,012 

• Vores 0-hypotese er at sandsynlighedsparameteren må ligge på 0,012 
 

• Vi vil nu undersøge P(X>132)  
med en højresidet test, og et signifikansniveau på 5 % 
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Konfidensintervaller 
• Konfidens betyder pålidelighed/sikkerhed 
• Man finder altid et 95%-konfidensinterval. Og dette indeholder de p-værdier, hvor 

stikprøveresultatet accepteres i en dobbeltsidig binomialtest på signifikansniveau 
5%. Intervaller er altså specifikt for den stikprøve, som vi udtog. 

 
• Hvorfor dobbeltsidet? 
• Når vi ud fra en stikprøve vil estimere sandsynlighedsparameteren, er vi både 

interesseret i at afsætte en øvre og nedre grænse for denne. 
• fx hvis for mange består ved gæt er ministeriet ikke tilfredse 
• stikprøve  

• udvælger et tilfældig udsnit af folk eks. man udspørg 
• kunne fx. spørger en klasse på skolen om de kunne lide grundforløbet, det er 

kun en lille del af skolen som er tilfældigt valgt  
 

Intervallet for hvad firmaet kan love er mellem 1,2 og 1,5 
 

konkluderende sætning  
Vi kan med ca. 95 % sikkerhed sige at mellem 1,2% og 1,5% af eleverne vil bestå 
testen vha. gæt, når man tager en stikprøve  

 
solve(binomCdf(10000,p,132,10000)=0.025,p)|p>0 ▸ p=0.011056 
solve(binomCdf(10000,p,0,132)=0.025,p)|p>0 ▸ p=0.015634 
 

solve(binomCdf(1000,p,14,1000)=0.025,p)|p>0 ▸ p=0.007675 
solve(binomCdf(1000,p,0,14)=0.025,p)|p>0 ▸ p=0.023378 
 
Konfidensintervallet (det sande) 0,77%-2,34% 
 
Altså kan vi med ca. 95% sikkerhed sige, at mellem 0,77% og 2,34% elever vil bestå 
testen, vha. gæt, når man tager en stikprøve. 
 
solve(binomCdf(4000,p,36,4000)=0.025,p)|p>0 ▸ p=0.006311 
solve(binomCdf(4000,p,0,36)=0.025,p)|p>0 ▸ p=0.012438 
 
Konfidensintervallet (det sande) 0,63%-1,24% 
 
Altså kan vi med ca. 95% sikkerhed sige, at mellem 0,63% og 1,24% elever vil bestå 
testen, vha. gæt, når man tager en stikprøve. 
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Rapport 
 

 

jo flere svarmuligheder der er, desto højere sandsynlighed er der for at de ikke består.  

 

 Hvordan kan man lave multiple choice uden at eleverne består 

 

 Hvad sker der hvis, der er flere svar under svarmulighederne  

 Der skal være flere svarmuligheder.  

 Hvor stor er sandsynligheden for at bestå, hvis man har flere svarmuligheder? 

 hvad er sandsynligheden for at svare forkert? 

 Hvor mange mulige svar skal der være pr spørgsmål. 

 ved brug af udluknings metoden, ender man så med en større sandsynlighed for at 

svare korrekt? 

 Skal der være flere svarmuligheder for lettere/sværere spørgsmål? 

 

x stokastisk variabel der beskriver det rigtige svar. som fx kunne være 0, 1, 2.. 

P(X>3) 

sandsynligheden for at man får over 3 er rigtigt. 

 

Binomial:  at en kombination af et udfald kan ske på forskellige måder  

når man skal finde sandsynligheden for at finde hvor mange der rigtig og forkerte er: skal 

man finde antal svarmuligheder skal man sætte det op i potens.  

 

man kan finde den komplementære sandsynlighed, 

 

 

Signifikansniveau: altid 5%, altid det man samligner med. Hvor man skal regne om 

den kan forkaste eller ikke forkastes.  
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10000 personer  

1/100 er sandsynligheden for 1% = altså  

132 minimum til max 10000 

 

vi har fået 0,12 det er mindre end vores signifikansniveau derfor forkaster vi. 

 

 

Konfidensintervaller:  Konfidensintervaller: konfidens betyder pålidelighed eller 

sikkerhed, hvornår intervallet er pålidelig nok.  

 

 

 

 

 antalsparameteren (størrelsen på en stikprøve) 

 antallet af succeser, r 
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Shania, Arta, Claudia og Sarah 2.x Focus group 13. maj 2019 
Frederiksberg Gymnasium 
 
Sandsynlighedsrapport  
 
Brainstorm: 
Kan man minimere sandsynligheden for, at elever består en multiple choice-test, selvom de 
ikke har læst op/ forstår testen?   
Hvad er sandsynligheden for at man får 100%? 
Hvad er “sweetspottet”? 
Hvad er sandsynligheden for at få 1 svar rigtigt? 

- Give flere svarmuligheder 
Starter man med at have fire svarmuligheder, men ændrer det til otte, vil sandsynligheden 
for at svare rigtigt halveres.  
 

- Flere spørgsmål 
Hvis man har fire spørgsmål til at starte med, men tilføjer et til, så øger man 
sandsynligheden for at vælge den komplementære hændelse.  
 
 

- Minimere sandsynligheden for at bestå uden at have så meget viden. 
- Give svarmuligheder der ligner hinanden 
- Give forskellige typer af spørgsmål, eks. kigge på en graf, derefter en tabel osv 

 
 
Hvordan ændrer sandsynligheden sig for, at man består hvis:  

- Man giver flere svarmuligheder til hvert spørgsmål? 
- Hvis man tilføjer flere spørgsmål?  

 
 
Hvad er sandsynligheden for at bestå? 
x - stok. var 
P(x >_ 3) (3 eller større)  
= P(x=3) + P(x=4) osv. 
= 1 - (P(x=0) + P(x=1) + P(x=2)) 
= P(x=0) = ¾  
 

• Hvad er sandsynligheden for at svare rigtigt på et spørgsmål? 
• Hvis kravene for at bestå bliver højere? 
• Hvor mange af afgangsprøverne i gymnasiet er mc? 
• Hvad er sandsynligheden for at alle består? 
• Hvad er sandsynligheden for at 25% af eleverne vælger svarmulighed A? 
• Hvor mange svarmuligheder skal der være for ikke at bestå? 
• Hvor mange spørgsmål skal der være i forhold til svarmuligheder? 
• Sætte grænsen op for at bestå? 
• Ved brug af udlukningsmetoden ender man så med en større svarmulighed for at 

svare korrekt? 
• Hvad vil der ske, ved en tilføjelse af flere svarmuligheder? Vil sandsynligheden for at 

bestå vokse eller stige? 
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Frederiksberg Gymnasium 
 

• Hvad er sandsynligheden for et eller andet…  
• Hvad er det hyppigste antal af dem der har bestået? 

 
Hypotese test: 
Vurdering af resultat. 

● Hver gang det har at gøre med signifikant så skal man tænke 5% 
 
 
 

 
Ved at anvende Nspire, kan man finde sandsynligheden for at få forskellige udfald.  Man kan 
oppe øverst ved venstre hjørne vælge antallet af spørgsmål, der skal være i testen. Her er 
der blevet valgt 10 spørgsmål. Man kan herefter gå ud i dokumentværktøjslinjen og gå ind i 
“Include numbers” hvorefter man kan fx vælge 1-4. Dette betyder, at man har valgt, at der 
skal være fire (1, 2, 3 og 4) svarmuligheder. Herefter kan man gå ind i 
dokumentværktøjslinjen endnu en gang, og derefter vælge “toss”. Her kommer der 
automatisk 10 eller 50. Dette betyder, at der er blevet taget tests af 10 eller 50 forskellige 
personer.  
 
I tabellen står #S’s for antallet af succes’er.  
Man kan desuden gå over i show line (dér hvor der står hide line lige nu) og få en sort linje 
op. Denne kan ses på grafen. Denne sorte linje kan rykkes frem og tilbage, og der kan 
findes middelværdi (det antal af succes’er der er mest sandsynlig) og median m.m. 
 
Alle hypotesetests slutter med vi forkaster eller vi forkaster ikke. 
 
For hypotesetesten: 
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Frederiksberg Gymnasium 
 
Nulhypotesen: Vi vil undersøge om, blot 1,2% kan bestå testen ved at gætte. Altså at 
p=0.012 
 
Vi vil nu undersøge om sandsynligheden for at 132 eller flere består. Vi skal nu lave en 
højresidet test med et signifikansniveau på 5%.  
 
 

 
 
Eftersom resultatet er 0,12%, hvilket er under signifikansniveauet på 5%, kan vi forkaste 
vores nulhypotese. 
 
 
Hvor er grænsen henne, når vi ved, at blot 1,2% kan bestå, men ikke 1%?  
 

 
Prøv at løse en ligning? 
 
Man kan kigge på intervallerne og se, hvad der ligger uden for signifikansniveauet 
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Dette er en efterregning af tabellernes værdi på powerpointet. Det kan ses, at det hele 
passer.  
 
 
 
 

 
For de to simuleringer ved brug af husalfer: 
 
Ved den første simulering, hvor der blev anvendt 1000 tests hvoraf 14 bestod.  
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Man kan med 95% sikkerhed sige, at 0,768% til 2,34% af husalferne vil bestå testen. 
 
Ved den anden simulering, hvor 4000 tests hvoraf 36 bestod.  
Man kan med 95% sikkerhed sige, at 0,631% til 1,24% af husalferne vil bestå testen.  
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Rapport om sandsynlighed 
 

Konsulentfirmaet for ministeriet: 
Albina, Ali, Amina & Selinay 

 
 

Der blevet lavet en multiple-choice test, hvor der var 10 spørgsmål og for hvert spørgsmål havde man 4 
svarmuligheder, altså !

"
 for at svare korrekt. Vi vil gerne finde ud af, hvad sandsynligheden er for at bestå 

testen. 

 
Lad os først tage udgangspunkt i det stokastisk variabel, 𝑃(𝑋 = 𝑥(), som fortæller om hvad 
sandsynligheden er for at den stokastiske variabel 𝑋 antager værdien 𝑥(. 

Vi kan antage, at for at man kan bestå multiple-choice testen med de 10 spørgsmål, så skal man have 3 eller 
flere korrekte for at bestå. 

Det kan vi skrive op sådan her: 𝑃(𝑋 ≥ 3), for at finde ud af hvad sandsynligheden er for at bestå kan vi jo 
netop finde sandsynligheden til hvert udfald, altså spørgsmål, kan vi regne det ud ved at gøre dette:  

𝑃(𝑋 = 3) + 𝑃(𝑋 = 4) +⋯+ 𝑃(𝑋 = 10)  

 
Men dette kan tage aaaalt for lang tid, så i stedet for kunne man finde ud af, hvad sandsynligheden for at 
dumpe er. På den måde kan vi også finde sandsynligheden for at bestå. 
Vi ved, at hvis vi gerne vil svare forkert på et enkelt svar, så er sandsynligheden 1

"
. 

Derfor kan vi stille os det spørgsmål, om hvad sandsynligheden for at svare forkert på alle spørgsmål er, 
altså: 𝑃(𝑋 ≥ 3) = 1 − 𝑃(𝑋 < 3) = 1 − 4𝑃(𝑋 = 0) + 𝑃(𝑋 = 1) + 𝑃(𝑋 = 2)6           
Vi trækker det fra med 1, da 1 står for 100%. 

Nu kan vi regne ud hvad 𝑃(𝑋 = 𝑥() er for hvert enkelt forkert svar ved hjælp af potens: 

𝑃(𝑋 = 0) = 7!
"
8
9
· 71

"
8
!9
· ___? ____         

7!
"
8
9

: Dette står for, hvad sandsynligheden er for at svare rigtigt på et enkelt svar. Det står i 0., fordi vi slet 
ikke svarer nogle korrekt. 

71
"
8
!9

: Vi sætter det i 10., fordi der jo netop er 10 spørgsmål, man kan svare forkert på, mens man har 1
"
 

chance for at svare forkert på et enkelt spørgsmål.  

 

Men før vi kan gå videre mangler vi det tomme plads ved spørgsmålstegnet. Det er nu her, vi kan bruge det 
fede koefficient: BINOMIALKOEFFICIENTEN! 

Binomialkoefficienten indgår i binomialfordelingen, som ser sådan her ud: 𝐾(𝑛, 𝑟) = 4AB6 =
A!

B!·(ADB)!
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Fakultet, som betegnes med et udråbstegn skrives sådan her: 
𝑛! = 𝑛 · (𝑛 − 1) · (𝑛 − 2) · … · 3 · 2 · 1  

Et eksempel af et fakultet kunne være: 
4! = 4 · 3 · 2 · 1 = 24  

Som man også kan se på binomialkoefficienten, indgår fakultet også her. 

Binomialkoefficienten er et udtryk for antallet af kombinationer med 𝑟 elementer udtaget fra en mængde 
med 𝑛 elementer. Altså 𝑛 og 𝑟 er hele tal, hvor 0 ≤ 𝑟 ≤ 𝑛. BK (forkortelsen for binomialkoefficient) 
defineres som 𝐾(𝑛, 𝑟). 

*Hvordan vi kommer til den fine koefficient, er der et bevis for, men det inddrager vi ikke lige i denne 
rapport. 

 

Lad os nu komme tilbage til at finde sandsynligheden for at bestå, hvor vi nu kan indsætte tal ind i BK: 

𝑃(𝑋 = 0) = 7!
"
8
9
· 71

"
8
!9
· !9!
9!·!9!

≈ 0,056                     

Man ganger, da man både skal have 2 rigtige og 8 forkerte. Her er det multiplikationsmetoden, man bruger. 
”Både-og” metoden. 

 

Dette fortsætter vi med at gøre: 

𝑃(𝑋 = 1) = 7!
"
8
!
· 71

"
8
J
· !9!
!!·(!9D!)!

≈ 0,188  

𝑃(𝑋 = 2) = 7!
"
8
L
· 71

"
8
M
· !9!
L!·M!

≈ 0,282  

 
𝑃(𝑋 ≥ 𝑋) = 1 − (0,056 + 0,188 + 0,281) = 1 − 0,525 = 0,475  

Det vil altså sige, at der er 47,5% chance for at bestå testen med gæt. 

 

Binomialfordeling: 
En binomialfordeling er en måde, hvor man kan tænke på, om man får succes eller fiasko. 
Man kan bruge BK, når vi har en stokastisk variabel. Binomialfordelingen behøver ikke at være givet med 
tekst, men kan også skrives som: 𝑋~𝑏(𝑛, 𝑝)  
𝑛 er antalsparameteren og 𝑝 er sandsynlighedsparameteren. 
Altså: Det stokastiske variabel 𝑋 er binomialfordelt med antalsparameteren 𝑛 og 
sandsynlighedsparameteren 𝑝. 

 

Altså hvis man f.eks. gerne vil testen med de 10 spørgsmål, hvor der er !
"
 chance for at svare korrekt på et 

spørgsmål, vil dette være binomialfordelt med 𝑏 710, !
"
8. 
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Nspire: 
Alt dette kan gøres på en meget hurtigere måde, nemlig med programmet Nspire. 
På Nspire er der 3 kommandoer, man kan bruger under binomialfordeling: 

1. 𝑏𝑖𝑛𝑜𝑚𝑃𝑑𝑓(𝑛, 𝑝, 𝑥() = 𝑃(𝑋 = 𝑥() 
P’et står for Point: Det er punkt sandsynlighed. Altså, hvad er sandsynligheden for at man netop får 1 rigtigt 
eller 2 rigtige. 

2. 𝑏𝑖𝑛𝑜𝑚𝐶𝑑𝑓(𝑛, 𝑝, 𝑥(, 𝑛) = 𝑃(𝑋 ≥ 𝑥() 
C’et står for kumuleret. Hvad er f.eks. sandsynligheden for at bestå, hvis man svarer rigtigt på spørgsmål 4-
10. 

3. 𝑏𝑖𝑛𝑜𝑚𝐶𝑑𝑓(𝑛, 𝑝, 0, 𝑥() = 𝑃(𝑋 ≤ 𝑥() 
 
 
Eksempel: 

 

 

 

 

1. kort: 
Et firma ved navn Magic Testing Inc. har lavet et multiple-choice test. Her påstod firmaet, at 1,2% ville bestå 
ved at gætte sig gennem testen. Der blev foretaget en simulering, hvor 10.000 test blev udfyldt tilfældigt af 
husalfer. Det viste sig, at 132 af testene blev bestået ved gæt.  
Spørgsmålet er så: Kan firmaet holde fast i at højst 1,2% består ved gæt, eller må de ændre på deres 
påstand? Der skal også vurderes om firmaet ville kunne garantere at kun 1% består ved gæt, baseret på den 
samme simulering.  

 
Firmaets nulhypotese, 𝐻9, var: At der kun er 1,2%, der består testen. 
Vi vil nu undersøge, om deres nulhypotese kan forkastes eller ikke forkastes. 
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Her skal vi bruge et signifikantniveau, som vi selv kan vælge, men ofte ligger niveauet på 5%. Vi skal altså 
finde ud af, om udfaldet er sandsynligt eller ej (under eller over 5%). Altså hvis de procent, man får, har 
mindre end 5% chance for at ske, må man forkaste nulhypotesen. 

 

Vi kan nu bruge et par fancy begreber igen. 

 

Højre- og venstresidet 
Hvis vi gerne vil undersøge om udfaldet er for højt, altså højere end de 5%, så bliver det kaldt højresidet. 
Hvis det er for lavt, så bliver det kaldt venstresidet. 

Vi skal altså nu undersøge for 𝑋~𝑏(10.000	, 0,012), hvorvidt 𝑃(𝑋 ≥ 132) var inde for signifikansniveauet 
på 5%. 

Lad os nu undersøge, hvad sandsynligheden er for at 132 elever eller højere end de 132 består: 
𝑃(𝑋 ≥ 132) = !9999!

!1L!·(!9999D!1L)!
· 0,012!1L · (1 − 0,012)!9999D!1L ≈ 0,01939847      

*Øøøh… hvorfor får vi resultater som 0,0194? På PowerPointet står der 0,1458. 

 
Hvis vi tager udgangspunkt i tallet, der står på PowerPointet, som er 0,1458. Dette svarer til 14,58. Det 
betyder, at 132 elever ud af 10000 består ved gæt, er inde for signifikansniveauet. Derfor kan vi godt 
acceptere nulhypotesen, som var 𝑝 = 0,012 og firmaet kan derfor godt sige, at kun 1,2% består ved gæt. 

 
Da vi kiggede hurtigt uden særlige matematiske udregninger, vil vi opfatte, at de 132 elever er over de 
1,2%, da 132 elever er 1,32% (= !1L

!9999
= 0,0132 = 1,32%). På den måde ville man forkaste nulhypotesen. 

Men efter at have lavet udregninger fik vi det til 14,58%. Altså 14,58% gange vil man kunne ikke-forkaste 
deres nulhypotese. 

Et ekstra begreb… 
Dobbeltsidet test: Der kan også laves en dobbeltsidet test (ikke højre- eller venstresidet, men helst i 
midten), så skal man tjekke om sandsynligheden er over 2,5% for at kunne godtage hypotesen. 
Signifikansniveauet er stadig 5%, da venstreside udgør 2,5% procent og højreside udgør også 2,5%, altså i 
alt 5%. 
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Derudover skulle vi også svare på dette: 
Der skal vurderes om firmaet ville kunne garantere at kun 1% består ved gæt, baseret på den samme 
simulering. 
Her gjorde vi brug af Nspire, hvor vi brugte 𝑏𝑖𝑛𝑜𝑚𝐶𝑑𝑓(𝑛, 𝑝, 𝑥(, 𝑛). 

 

Det vil sige, at 0,12% er under vores signifikansniveau på 5%, og derfor bliver udfaldet meget forkastet. Så 
firmaet kan altså ikke kunne garantere at kun 1% består ved gæt. 

 

Konfidensintervaller: 
Vi kan derudover også prøve at finde grænsen for, hvornår vi kan forkaste eller ikke forkaste, når 
signifikansniveauet er på 5%. Altså hvor ligger grænseområderne for hypotesetesten. 

Det kan vi enten gøre ved at: 

- ”Man prøver sig frem”, vi kommer med et godt gæt på, hvad procenten kunne være. 
Vi undersøger altså, hvor meget vi kan gå + og - fra signifikansniveauet. 
Her har vi prøvet os frem: 

 
 

- Vi kan også prøve at finde grænsen ved at gøre dette, som er med hensyn til det 2. kort vi fik. 
Altså sætte det op som en ligning, hvor der ikke står et tal ved 𝑝. Og sætte det lig med 0,05. 
På den måde kan man finde grænsen. 
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2. kort: 
Magic Testing Inc. Fik selv udført to simuleringer ved brug af husalfer. I den første har husalfer udfyldt 1000 
tests og 14 bestod. I den anden blev 4000 tests udfyldt hvoraf 36 bestod. Hvor sikre kan man være på disse 
stimuleringer (hvad er usikkerheden)? Giv et bud på et 95% konfidensinterval. 
 
Screenshot af de forskellige noter, der blev taget: 
Den første: 
14 ud af 1000 bestod. 14/1000 
Da det er dobbeltsidet test skal vi tjekke om sandsynligheden er over 2,5% for at godtage hypotesen. 
Dermed finder vi nedre og øvre grænse i forhold til vores signifikansniveau 

solve(binomCdf(1000,p,14,1000)=0.25,p)|p>0 ▸ p=0.011338 
solve(binomCdf(1000,p,0,14)=0.25,p)|p>0 ▸ p=0.01737 
 
Nedre grænse er over 2,5 procent og det er øvre grænse er også. Der er altså ikke en store sandsynlighed 
for at 14 elever klarer testen. 
 
Det andet: 
36 bestod ud af 4000. 36/1000 

Finde 95% konfidensinterval 
 
Tager det der er lidt over eller lidt under med begge to. Også binomcdf i Nspire.  
 

 

 

 

 
Hvorfor er det godt at finde intervallet? 
Når man ikke har en hypotese, kan vi angive en konfidensinterval. 
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Confidence: Hvornår er det pålideligt, det vi laver. 

Ligesom et 5% er for signifikansniveauet, så har vi altid 95% konfidensinterval. Indeholder de 
sandsynlighedsparametre, som er de gode (som kan accepteres). Det kunne det helt fra 1,2% til 1,5% i det 
første kort, vi fik udleveret. 

Intervallet er altså specifikt i hypotesen vi havde. 
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